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PUPACB
It waa the .cecrult'• f1rat fice.

waited for order a.
ladcte~

Untried, but youna and eager. he

The chief atepped up to him and

••lcS• "CU.ab up that

to the eiptb £100#• crawl aloq the coinlce to the fourth windoW

and catch that wooden a lsa you tee danaU.111 there. 'l'ben awlns youtaelf
along·to the Hcond Windowt break the SWlt and go ln lee if there l8

anyone about." When the rookie healtated, tbe Chief barked, "We11. Wbat
are you waiting f oc?"
"Pen and ink,• be repU.ed.

"I want to hand in ay realanati.0&1."

Wbctbee the aboY• iacldent actually happened ot not u beeide the

point. '1llat lt 4oa• aenc to lllua'trate, hoWffei·, la the fact that the

profeaaion of f lre flgbtlns, which lt certainly is now, la a potentially
dangerous oue ud one which baa become aore and •re acientltic aa the

yeara have paaaed.

In euly daya, when more of tile huaan eleaen't was in-

volved in those o•aanizatlooe devoted to fire protection, the f lre house

was a gatberiug place for town polltlcians. tetit'ed. wort.era, and for thOH
(11)

Wbo• while not f lremen themaelvea. were contlnually fucinated. bV the
deeda of dUlns pulon.ed by thoM who manned the hon.
the

As tbe years have paaHd, the Idea of /engine houu aa a socW cntu
has diminished if not altogether disappeared.
lllOf!'t

Pue f lghtina baa becoae

and AOl'e a highly aeientlf ic matter. wlth the result th&t perbapa it

does not have the old time lure that it once had to old and youos alltce.

Howevar, the fire department is one of thoae aovernmantal bureau• wnicllt
like the police, i• always opn to discw;slon and celU.c:isa by the publlo.

Just lot a man'• house aft4 bualne•• be afire, and be 1-ediately bealna

to conaJ.der hluelf u expert on tbe why• and Wberefores of esUnguiahlug
the blue, and U aoaethia1 sbould not 10 exactly aceorcUq to f ona, be

la&nediately put• f ortb a loud protest. So it cu be aeen that the B••au

of Pire J.n llichmoa.d i• a

\fery

J.mpo&'tant ara of Ule local govermaent, not

only from the attmdpolnt of keeping the city aa free from the ravages of
f lre aa po•slble, but fr0111 the standpolut of aivlns to tbe citlaen• the

beat aenlce f ~ their tax dollars.
ln thla paper the autbor bas attettpted to al ve a picture of flre
f J.ghtlng lo Richmond from tbe

very carlf.eat tbtea up to 'tile Plre Bm:eau

U lt ex!ate and functione today. Aleo, lame attention baa been elven to
sou of the aore expeneive and tbrilU.ns conflasJ:at.f.one in llic:baond'• paat.

Tbanta ue l.n order to \;hlef Bdsar A. Sherry of t!W Bureau and io Captain
•· B. Suwala of Jinsin• Coapaoy Ho. 17 for their in•aluable uaiatanct J.a
offering material concernf.ag tbe hletorr of Richsaond fire• and f ire..en.
(.t..U.)
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tte•s worthy to weu the laurel,
Worthy to write hia aarae,
In living 1ettera of f lre.
Within the Temple of Paae.
His loving heart does quick respond
To stroke of belfry bell•
By

'instantaneoua process,•
Hie atepa respond aa well.

Tir~e

and space to hi• are naught

wbeo he near.t the quick a.lara;
He leaves hia cosy neat a.i home
To eave some neat from bara.
Nobly daring danger
Amid the f iary wave,
Risking precious huaan life
A human 1ife to aave.
Climbing cliuy heights
Fi:oa tottering wall to dome.

ni&king preclou• human life
To eave someone a home.
He baa nobly won his laurels
On real ladders of fame,
He baa done a fireman'• duty
IA sweet hwu.nity•s name.
He's a hero that anould be honored,
And hi.a deeds of cluing told,
In !laming linea of living fire,
In f lamins lines of gold.
we all abould render hosu.se
To heroes of every name,
But in tJie highest niche of the Temple

Place the Hero of the Flame.**

••a.

A. Brock,

~

lUchaond 1 Virginia, fire Depytment, pp. 10. 11.
(lx)

OiAP.TlU\ I

The IUclulond fire Deputment stand& at the bead of such
protective agencies in the cities of 'the land. No city ot 100,000
can boast its aupe&"iM' and few have anything like it• equal. It•
record through the long years tba.t llUlke up its history, and that
of the city, la one that ref lecta credit upon both manageaent and
men of this important branch of the municipal government, and inspire• our people witb a just feellna of pride. The high reputation
that the department hu won ror itself la welt earned. It lrs the
natural and gratifying result of tbe f althful perf or.'1llaQCe of a
duty that involves hardship, exposure, danger and suffering, and
that requires the highest type of herolaa and courage. Well man•
aged, thoroughly equipped, and contpo&ed of off leer• and men both
capable and true, the daputaent always does effective work, and
as a result. Richmond is 1mown in the insurance world as a city
of cOPtparatlvely &111&11 1oaaea. 1

Such was the tribute paid to the fire fighting forces of Richmond in
the year 1895.

waya aeemed to

So hU U been down tMough the year• that the city baa al•

po••••• a fire dep&rtlllent which could be at least adequate

in its functiona and more of ten above average in its attempt• to control
fbea and the reauUant daa&&••·

In turning back the page• of aict1Uond'•

history to find the very beginning& of the Richmond Pi.re Department• we
aust apeed through this half of a century.

1. Direct,ory--Richmond Pire and l'oliee Department, (Richmonda
T. West and Company, 139S) 1 P• sa.

John

tbrou3h the period of Reconstruction. back through Civil War Years,
past the days of John Marsba11, through the &evolutionuy Period,
through Richaond as a little town (but such a significant little
town:) 11 thro~ Richmond as a little village, and, from curioaity,
go even f urtbe.t b&ck--stopping just &ho.rt of the time when old King
Powhatan had a village at the Palls of the Jamea. We note with anause-2
ment, in the year 1607 0 on the site that was later Richmond's-a Jail:

In 1609, two yea.rs after the Dnglieh had made their first perlQ.Zlent
settlement at JW'lle&town, Captain John Smith, in order to make more room for
the newcomers, and to provide protection from the Indians for the mother
settlement, stationed a company of men undet one Captain West up the Jamee
River at the Palls.

tater, for health reasons, the group was ordered moved

to the Indian Vitlflge, "Powhatan." which was on higher ground.

the vU!aaf! was purchased from the Indians.

Consequently.

Lonn before there was even a

beg.inning of lUchmond, the site became a strategic point in the pr:otection

of the little section down river for which lngland held high hopes &I a
colony, but· which was really cradling an infant nation.

However, it

wu

nore than seventy years before public safety from the Indians was reasonably
assured.

During these seventy years, Indian massacres put an end to the

crowing little town of Henrico. which housed the beginnings of a university
f ot English and Indians, alike, and also to

~rica•a

first iron industry

of

The fire Depru:t~

at Palling Creek. 3

2.

Mary Dudley Cappelmann 0 A Brie( Histo9

and The Police Department of Richmond, ~irginia, (Richmonc1f The fireman's
Mutual Aid Association and The Police Uenevolent Aasociatinn 0 1931), (no
page numbers).
3. Ibid.

-

3

Nathaniel Bacon led a band of settlers

succeaaf~lly

against the

Indiana during tni• tiaae and there was waged the terrible battle of Bloody
Run between Indians and aettlcra just weat of the hill that ia now ttichaonc:S' a Chiaboruo Put.

In 1670 Captain Willia.a Byrd (the first Williu.

Byrd), .no ba.4 inherited web land around Che P&lla, established f0.t:t
Olarles. in return for certain pdvilcgea. Manned by SO able-bodied and
well-armed men, the f o~t guaranteed tile protection of tile sattlera until
the Jue• River waa fairly well settled.

Colonel William Byrd, aon of

Ca;rtain Uy.rd, continued in hia father's footstep& and built a large bu.Si•
ne&s including f armins, manuf actu~ing, mining, and trading.

This busincza

wu loca'ted on the old Indian village site and populated with a set tlemcnt

of :>cotcb workora which came to be

mown

aa "Rockettt. n 4

In April, 1737, tho second Colonel Williu Byrd hid. Major William
Mayo b.y off' for him a town to be known aa tHctuuon<l. S

It was located en

the hill above "Rockotta" (wllich bill ia now known a& "Chw:ch Hill") and

covered the area wniQ!l la today 17th Stroct to 25th Street, from llroad Street
to Cary $treet, covel:'ing aom:e 32 block&, each of which was divided into
four lou/'

1\iehmOnd wa.s J.ncorpora~ed && a town by an act of the Virginia

Ceneral Aasenbly of May, 1142. l'be city gret11 at a leisurely pace, and it

4.

Ibid.

s. i":A.

Brock, The R!cllmondi...?.bslnia Pir:e Deoartroent, Its Ot;ll!!1;:
batlon and llgu!een~. 1 ,wit~~ an. A.s..count of its l?recursors from the Initi11l
Qrijanhat~"?n ~f ,.~ff.ective fr~~ndshie" in 1816, (Ric:haonda The fireman•a
Relief Association, 1894), p. 12.
6.

Capl)elmann, $l• cit.

4

i8 l.nteresiias to note that in September, 1734, ttiere wa.e am enactment by

the Assembly "to prevent the buildinG and repairing wooden chimniea in tbe
tow of Richmotu.i."1

Thua it wu that the authorities rcc:ogniaed the

danger a of f.ire in those ti.ea wen fire f is)lU.ns wa.• sc difficult.

Incorporation ae a city cue 1n 1782, and by 1789 there were abou•

three hundred houses containing SOWi

a,ooo

people, although a fire on

Janua'ty 8, 1781, deatrWed ... between 40 and 50 dwellinp and stores, with
Byrd's warehouse, containing 70 hogbeGda of tobacco.••

census uf 1800 put

lUcbmon~•a

poµi.ilation at 5,730.

TU United State•

liy this tlr.ae the city

wao built up along b-1aio Stceet to 17th :itrect, which extended northerly,

and there were atol'C8 and warehouses on banks of, and byway& 1a&ding to,

the James River. .Some of the more opulent ciU.a:en& hud residences on
Ricluaond Hill, wh.ic:h later bee..- Church Hill, after St. Jotm•s .lipiscopi.1
Cl1w:ch. 8

0

nichaond had becQUe, by the end of tbe 18th Century, by virtue

of her location, poUd.cal iaportanco and many uaeta, •••••• a kadit1g
t

conven t•1on c i+v•
w1

••••••••

.. 9

The DU51ber of firee in

U~anoad

decreased &ftec WGoden chimneya

\fttre eliminated. Tbt f irat big fire in the city

occurred in 1781 when

traitor lienedict Arnold, intent on destroyins the supplies of this iaportant revolutionary center, entered and fired aoat of ·its atructurea,
wllicb ha.d been left al=oat def enaeles•

aroct, ~ill·• P• u.
Ibid.
9. c;;;.1111ann, .$?• s!.!.

1.

8.

by

virtue of the male population

being away in the 1u·m1.

Tue next big !ho in Ric:lunond wa.a in 1787.

A

Mrs. Harthorne•a frame dwelling caught fire, and the blaze spread rapidly

through a large portion of the city. Thia fire, 1&entioned previously, came
very close to destroying the State Capitol and Treasury.
to al:mozt half a. million dollars.

Da..magt amounted

Tllia fire 1e:ved to point up. the inade-

quacy of the fit• fighting syatea prevalent at the t

m.

The citizens bad

for their te·atet supply only private wells and sptiogs and tho pubUc wells

dug here and there at stTeet corners.
fa~!ly

eq~ip."'llent

there were only the

pails, which were gathered up at the sound of tho alarm ftO!I the

Market House Bell.
fL~ily

Por

to

fa~lly,

As the news and locaUon of the fin was passed frorc.

line• wete formed until thete were enough arnt-length3

to pass pails of water from the nearby wells to the flames.

Although the

"&ticket brigade.. £ought valiantly• the Ure was not checked until two

houses in its path were pulled down before the flames could rei.ch tbem. 10

Prior to the developruent of better defense asainst fires, fire
insuranc~

carte to Rlctmond.

One

w.

P. Aat brought to the area f rmll Prussia,

near the end of the eighteenth century, an idea sdd to have been ori6inatcd by Predetick th~ Great, namely t11at of mutual help in tieie of fire. 11

The pioneer fire insurance company in Virginia
eral Assembly on December 22, 1794.

wau;

authorized by tbe Gen-

It·was knCWD as the Mutual Assurance

Society {on Buildings against fire of the State of Virginia). 12 Thie

organlration

Wl13

responsible for issuing the f icat insurance policy in the

United States of thia type.

The l>\lilding covered was the Mu.sonic Ha.11

which ia still standing un .Bast f(Mklin Street, and the policy i.s yet .ia

effect. As tlttit pa&se4 fire inauta.nce coapanie• sought to lessen the
13
danger of fire by refusing insurance on certain type• of structures,
ln attempting to

co~bat

the ravages of f ite, a network of wooden

pipes was built to convey ti&ter all the way from the aprint; on Libby ili11

to the Public Market.

Perhaps inspired by this, Mayor j;;i.muel Adams eatab-

lished a public .. 'Oasin,•• at least

ao feet square, near

water f'rooa various Snockot> Hill &print:••

tile

Capitol to bring

Ttiie beginnine of public water

utilities of Richmond may, in a aense, be called the beginning of Richlaond•a

real defense against fir<r.
quite inadequate.

So

HO'Hever, method.a &nd equipment were -still

inadequ~tc

were they that at the ata.rt of the 19th

Century f irc sutted the post off lee alon& with a nur.lbcr of other buildings,
and soon after reduced the "New Ttui:a.tre0 io ulles.

aware of the

danse~

Ricmaood' a cituens,

of a fire which aight destroy the entire city, were

starting to band together in volunteer ccpaaiea, wbich sb.&11 be described

pres.entty. 14
The nii;ht of Uecember 24, 1811, ia a aemotable one in Rictunondts
fire fighting history.

On th.at evening the "llicbvaond I'heatre" caugbt fire.

DuUt on the sue aite as the aforementioned "New Theatre", the building
13.
14.

Cappel?!lann, 2£• c;J_t.
Ibid.

-

*I

soon became an almost uncontrollable furnace, and tbc little bUcketfula
of water flung on the roaring flames were powerless.
was frame with no ceiling under the

~oof

of

pin~

Since tlle edific6'

boArds covered with

shingles and tesin,, it wu a simple nmtter for ibe fi.xe to eugulf the
entire tti«atre "in a few seconds.

The r:aiaing oC a lighted 1a'll1p on the

stage &et fire to 34 hem9 painted scenes, and the flaaee

dart~d

everywhere.

The panic-stricken audience rushed for the narrow, winding stairs and
Jo.macd the doorways, whicll were only wide euough to allow but one to pass
at a. titie.

tAany Jwupcd from tile w!ndows in desperation.

After the smok'.!

had cle11.recl, the dead mmbeud 72. nmong them the Cbvornor of Virgin.ia,
a.nd many mo.re were injured.

So deeply did the people f ee1 about the

traGedY

lon~

th~t

tliey observed a

period of public

i10urnln~,

and a new

tho3tre was not erceted until 1619, when tbc Mnrsball Theatre was built,
mainly through tbe influence of Jon~ Marsrui11. 15
In the very ne=tt SllOntb, January, 1812, five houses on Main

~trcet,

apposite Bell Tavern (where the Cieaa.pcalte and Ohio Depot now ataitds) •

were destroyed

by f

iro.

It took

s~

40

~inutes

for a long enough line

to be fortied to pass paila froa the nearest water supply.

Alarmed by thia

fact and the knowledge of even more disastrous fires in other cities,

Richnond citizens called a meeting at Washington Tavern in 1815 to di&cusa
ways of instituting a better fire protection service.

Soon after this

seeting, the Richmond Pire Society was £ot11ed, in April, 1816 1 "for the

1s. ..!!:!!s!·

purpose of t:enderint:; llWtual a.ssistcnce in tha hour of peril. and tu extend

the influence of effective friendahip."

16

Under Society rugulations the.:c were to be no Qare than 36 member•
gov~rncd

votcs.

by a presiden~ and a standing committee of four chosen by written

11

llach member was required to pay duce, to pay 7S cents for a.

re~~latlon

book, and to ?rovide hbisclf with two buckets. two bass, and

a bed soc\:et-key.

Tile latter object. wu for tile purpose of unbolU..."lg

-& •
18 ......ssiou
''-' .
heavy bed f ran:44 1 i n order to remove tllf:m f rom housss -..1re.

of duty b'/ oificera was punishable by a. fiue of SO t.!ents for each offeneQ.,

The only p'4id officer consisted of a secretary who earned !5 dollars a·7ear.
Thia

ofCici~l

was au:>ject to a. f'ive d<>lla.r fine if he refused. to tu.rn over

t4"te books to b.l:v auc:cusaor at tlw close of hi.a term of o£C ice.

~lceU.ngS

of the Society t.tei:c h<tld qua..rt.erly on tlle firn-;; 'I'uc&Ula.y in January. '•i.J.dl•

July, and O.ctobcr. 19

No officer could Gervc

lon~er

th.an a

y~ar

nod any fte1'lbcr ao elected

Wld ref using to ee:tve WM liable to be f inecl two dollars.

Member>Ship

ca.ndidatea were ba11otea (m: and were required to have five-sixths
ba.lloto c.'\Gt in tbei.r favor.
of two dollars.

.-then there

the

Tt1e penalty for missing a t'!re was a fine
W!\8

a fire. the owner of the premises directed

opfu:·at ions or the president of the Society if tbe owner was a.bsent.

16.
l.'I.
18.
19.

o{

Ibid.

~ctorf-~{r.!m~d Pire and l'ol!ee Deputmef!.£, P• 52.
Capr>t:blann 9 ~· £.!!•
Brock, $?.• s!!•, p. 13.

linch

member

l\la:J

responsiul.e for kcepi11G

0

corrcctctl" the regula.tion

all '1langes of rcuidence at.long other itell&&.

boo~,

noting

Widows of decel.3ed met;ibers

were entitled to the continued service of the Scciety. 20
'I'ha expenses of all sueetings, wM.cll were usually of some social

aib'11if icancc, were paid for by n per capita &ssesSJUent. Rolls were called
twice, .ind those a.bseut a.t the f kst c:\11 were fined 25 cents, t11ose a.t
~O cents.

thn secoivJ call,

Herubcrs wL10 were delinquent in du~s for a.
me~tint;a

period of six t<·10nths, or absent frotfl

t.lollar.

and dtttf for one year

~re

Politii::al a.t1•1 r·eli.,;ious dlapixtes within the Society were strictly

a.nd ret'usiui to

c~aee.

Ann~l

auea were four

dolla~a,

payable quarterly.

21

The next recorded protective or5;anba:tion was the "Shockoe Fit'e Coat-

µa.nyn Wii.ich

Was

St:ll'ted

nQt tM::ing known.

SOIJC

t ice prior to April 5 11 1819 1 the C.)•act date

On the ai'ot'EU:lcntioned day, two-thirds of the members

deplored tlle cmisting constitution

tabliobe<1 a new and amended one.

22

f\S

being incorrect and tbercf ore eu-

In this constitution rcf ercnc~ is

inacte to "Fire Departmmt .'' thus givins the iu1presaion that the "depa.rtrient"

as auch had its origin at somo point in tbe early

iaoo•a.

Indeed, the Rich-

mond Eng;lirer in 1812 spoke of "the engine and property" of the Sbockoe

ao,.

Ibid.

21. "jl;fci•• pµ. 13, 14.
22e

-

ib'IJ.

1

P• 16 •

Pire Co:n,any being dh!ded and sold upon the dissoluti,>n of that organi:za...

tion. 23 Also it i.J written else·..,nere tba.t in ldlS Riclmlon<l llad not only
an "engin~ ... but a ilo~!t-and..·ladder h.'lrse-drawn truck. 24

rt'!ct. and hose.

<"thcr

'rr:ltH~teer

An imflortant feature of the orga.uiza.Uon was the observ-

fire cci:;.panfrs lorateci net1.t Cr.pitol Squo.i:c and in Rociuit;ts 0

also posce~oir.c; r.iclc·-bra.ke hand.-putt1pe~ cn~foes, hose a.nu rct:l$. 25

e. blue hnt aec)rr-tC:. with the device of the

circular f orir..

JoiMd.
l'i:

Within tbi:s drc le

The bottom of the

Pa.u,~

l'1a.s

ha.lf-circl~

levied

a ha.lf -circle consisting of the

was composed o! the words. ••t:ividc:d

accurdin~

to rank.

Pines (or dtlinq-uencies in duty

C~ptains

w-are fined

a.nyw~ero

dollar to ten dollars. lieutenants Crom SO eents to five

23.
24.
2s.

lhi& ~cvice con-

W'lhile on the baek of the hat were placed t!1e initials of the

aierltber and the uulll.ber of the engine.
wer~

or&~ba.ticn.

£.!!.!!<:~Or.Y.:::!li<:tn:i.ond

ill•
!!.?• £.i!.•, PP•

dollara~

the

Fire at:<! Police yeJ..,artrnent 9 pµ. S2, 53.

Ca.ppellunn, .$?•

Brock,

from ona

17, 19.

ll

secretary two dollo.rs to dx dolln.rs, the treasurer one dollar to three
tfollo.rs, er..r,htc<1rs one dollar to

six dolla.ro, and

~inbf.rs

25 ce:ntG to

thrr.e ctoUars. 26

The exact date of the fir.st succets5fu1 hand-r>tnnped engines is not

1'not:n, but the first large f'ir.c: u
a.t the Penitentiary in 1823.

volunt('era of the COl'lent,

~·hieh

they we1·e used was apparently

Tt.ere" the fire

~r..nned

i·d.th ether voltintecrs, re1cncc<!

co!.!~panies,

reinforced by

pumps •nd h(\Se, while the Public Guard 11
t~e

terdf iu! prisoners throur,t, holes in

rrc:perty fr('f;l eestructi.on, l>l.tt tdd the flav:cs l!n<!cr control until all
.
.
lives
~ere

snvc~.

27

Richmcnd wes a

~ity

of

~nly

12,000 then, &r.d the

Governor James Pleasants rushtd to the acene and ordered the 245 prisoner•
released an" suardcd tiy the iniHUa.
··~re

A cbeck rcvealt:d that some 44 ir..llldes

in soH ta.ry confinement, tn(i. t':la t ft.cir cells could not be uaehed

from the interior, beca.une of tte devouring fbrr.es.

Therefore, Governor

P1ea3ants ordered the exterior walls eut out and precaution& taken so
r.one

o( tt~

men could

~at~

a dash fer

ll~erty.

th~t

As it was, they f !led out

fo an t'tderly ir.a.nner and Joint!d the other convicts in fighting the fire.

After order -.s

r~stored,

the prisoners were marched off to spend

th~

night on the portico of the State Capitol, whne a. roll call showed thd

26. ltid. 9 p. 17.
27 • ~:lmu.:rn, .22•

ill•

all were present.

28

Until the city wntcz: works wa.s completed in 1834 0 all

watGr was obtained froo wells, the Jn.mes n.iver; Canal, and natural wa.tcu:.
courses perineat .in&

"

tu~

.
. !...a vi c:i.n1ty.
. .
29
c:.ty
or tn

"An entci-prisc of treat inportance to the city,"
year 18Ji).

Wa.3

Mency wru; npproprintEd for a \-Vatet ::;uppl.y systcr.1, a reservoir,

wa.ter-p{}wer l,)Wtif'-housc and private hydrruu:s for dtbens.

titi1e of fire.

w 40

starte:d in the

\'it:~n.

One of the r:ia.in

tlle \«at.::r works be£N1 tu operate in 1334, the city

r.:lcn tu.a was av le tc ttirow a s~ rLwt of wfl.tt.:r clear over the Stat<:

Caµitol. 30 1'l~e t.yc:irauH1;u;, was under the c.ont.rvl of one Jru~ics Cusher,

it

w~.;;

llltlO

:.>ta;t;luned in a. 6Saall uu:ttdin&! on th.c cu.at corner of 10th Strnet

four atut.i.es hi,ulls''

cau~ht

fire.

Titi:a bulldia;.; w...s loca'!.ed on "£;' or

1'1~in ::itrect, near 12th ~treli:t:. 32

ment

2s. Heor.ue n. Robers, "l'ri.y ~i\S Low. fiut Oldtit1e Pirec:cn Uad li~iteu
Coa:ipansation,tt _:.rbe Ric,hmond News wader, Pebruary 24, 19SS.

fo~

29.

Jf>.

Urock, .22.• ~·•
Cai)i.11~ll!lann, ~1)

31.
32.

nror.l.;, .2.2•
19. 20.
Cappcl.Nann, .22• cit.

P• 19.

ill•
£!!•, Pi''•
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In January, 1831, the l\icbmond Fire Association was chartered and
allowed provisionary control of' tbe Richmond fire Department.

It cor.ibined

tho functions of fire, marine and life insura.'lee 0 and of a fire department

proper.

The working body was co:npo5e" of l>ssoeiatior. m:ntbers, each of whom

wu requirltd to own

Ol'ct

or more aha.re• of iStoclt in the organbation. 33

Chief nnsineers were James Bosher, Thomas A. Ru8t, Will!aa
James

c.

Crane, Robert M.

llurton~

c.

Tompkina,

Membership was

end John H. Claiborne.

composed of IHchmond'a most tes!)eeted d.ther.s "ine1udtnr. many of those

of staid habits and dignified demeanor." St!t'!i•annual
regularly held, amt these daya

w~reo

by

st~

tl!ttnths work af tbe

a din"er at one of the loeat hotrle.

were six COAll&niea equt,,piied with

were

usually ended with a buminess-Uke

rel'ort mad.e at City Hall conc:ernf ng the ';)reviov9

department, followed

~w~stings"

&ido-bu.k~

Dy 1847, there

enginee. hose, and reels 11 and

three years later two ~ore were adde<t. 34
During this period the following fh'e ah.Tm rer1hti.on1 wt"te useda

·--of the

"(No. 1. or JefferaO'!l Ward, include• all that portio'l of the eity ettst of

15th Street.

No. 2, or Madison W•rd, incl1Jdee all that

city.!!!! of lStb and

!!!!.

of 7th Street.

No.

3,

-

all the wbole of the city west of ?th Street.)

Ot'

~ortiQ\'1

"mtroe Ward, includes

lf the fire is in the 1st

Watd, the be11 at the Old Market Honse, in giving thit .drirm, Urst ctrikea
ONB, and ls then rung very 1'•\r.'k1y until th'? bells !n Wards ho and Three

have commenced

33.
34.

ri~r,tn~

and continued

~inr,!ng fo~

the

o~aee

of

t":fO

Brock, !2• E.!!•• ~· ao.
l>itectory--aicnm.ond Pin and Police Department, p. 53.

minutes;

14

and after it is noticed by the bella in the other wards, it then tolls un-

til the fire has ce:uied.

The sa.f!le rules at'o

Bell House, except th/l\t it strikes

:n~o

ol>serv~d

by the bell at the

when the fire is in t'.':lrd No. 2; and

the bell at Bnr,ine House No. 4 strikes 'I1i.!W.li when the fire is in Ward No. 3.

All the bells continuA ringing and striking at intervals the ward in which
tlle fire is {exeept the bell located in that ward) until th= fire has
cttased ... 35

The above regulations continued in effect until the electric firealarm system was introduced to

Rieh~ond

in 1870.

Prior to this date there

were some costly fires in the city. which undoubtedly caused the bells to

ring loud and long.

A $400,000 f irc occurred •t Gallego Mills and Shockoc

•'la.rehouse and their neiihborhood, with all of £Hctimond'a eight volunteer
com~an!es

f ightiug it with their hand-pump engines. hook-and-ladder, and

their bucket brip.4e1.

Tne very ne:ct year someone set fire to the Richmond 0

Fredericksburg and Potoraa.c Railroad Station at 8th and Droo.d Streets,
burning 24 freight ears <=ost of Which were loaded), two
a passenger car.
Mills

~"ld

bagga~e

cars and

ln 18S3. a $180,000 blaze destroyed the Virginia itoo!en

damas;ed the Haxa.11 Mills.

These fires cauaed the City Council

to realize that Rich.mond's (ire apparatus was inadequate to protect the
fast-growing city and its enlarged plants. 36
Therefore, four up..to-dnte hand-enr,inea were ordered purchased, aa
well as mach new hose, and some hook-and-ladder trucks, the beat that

l!S.
36.

Cappel1'Jann, .!?J?•
Ibid.

-

s!!•

could be obtained. The fact that the Plre Department was made up of volunteer citieens, had cauaed it to become more of a social
should have been, with the

hope,

rt!SUlt

or~anization

than it

that U was not as effective a• one could

In fact, when the first of the new enginea arrived, (one worked by 32

aen, tbrouing an iocn-and-a-half streasn for 90 feet), it was met at the wharf
by a band, and eacorted with all honor to Phoenix Company No. 3.

37

In 1855, the Penitentiary again caught !ire, and citizens and military
worked together with the members of the Pire Department ill rescuing prisoner•
and atuping out the f1aaes.

However, the Ciiy Council was not entirely satls-

f ied with the handling of the (ire f ightin1h and ao the Richmond Volunteer

Pire Department waa reorganized into an independent volunteer department
38
John J. Pry was chief
which wu required to report to a Council Committee.
engineer. and Aub'Ustua Arse11. Sr., Lewis L. Barnes, and Dr. Patrick Wilkie
Brown were aaaiatant engineers.
hook-and-ladder company.
Phoenix,

~.

There were eix engine companies and one

These companies were called Libertx:, Protecticn,

Nia;ara, Citi2en, and !iRilant, and were largely composed of

young oen from 16 to 21
39

ye&l'S

of age, coming chiefly from the city'a most

respectable families.

They were highly emulau~ of aucceaa in their chosen functions,
and were animated by an esprit de corp! rivilling that of the
Imperial .Juard of the first Napoleon, and an

.!.!.!!!

approaching that

of the f aaed heroes of Dalatlava. Rivalry was ao intense as sometimes to impede tbe effective usefulness of the department.

37.
380
39.

-

lbi~
Ibid.
~ctor1--Richmond .Fire and Police Departr;:ent, p. S3.
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Por example, Citizen Company Nol 6 owned it& entire equipment and had a

treasury of $S,OOO.

Some other nicknames were Tirier,!,, Rough and Readys,

Y•ow-yows, and Yellow-Jackets. 40

In answering a call to a fire, the men

usually sang and cheered, and so intense was their rivalry that they were

sometimes no doubt unju.atly accused of atarting bla2ea in order to be first
on the spot.

41

After three years, in l8S8t
One of tbe most important event& in the llUflicipal history of
the city, an event involving the pence, secut:ity and prosperity
took place. when the Council, on October 25, passed an ordinance,

doing away with the old volunteer fire department and inaugurating
the paid department. John J. fry was elected chief of tha new deputllent. It Wat> at this tine that the a.sita.tion to replace the
old hand fire engines w!tl1 steamer a was besun. 42

This paid department was known as the Plre Brigade and embraced companies
A, B, C, D, B, and F, commanded respectively by John T. Rogers, Vincint
llargamin. Thoma• Clewaitt, WUlialJl A. Charters. William A. Weed, and

c.

A.

Lewis L. Barnea was the chief engioeer. 43 Bach company was author44
ized to hire not more than ten alavea "of good character" ~o man the pumps.

Brockmey~r.

Thia orsanization was the real be.ginnlns of the Richmond fire Burear
tbat we know

today.

A portion of the f ir!.:men were regular full-time

employees, but most of them were "call men"

was an actual fire to be fought.

who

served only when there

These call or runners received $15.00

per month after serving anywhere from three months to tnree years without
pay While awaiting a vacancy.
40.
41.
42..

43.
44.

'rney were also subject to being fined

Drock, .21!• .£!!•, P• 21.
Cappelmann, .!?J?• .sit•
Ibid.
iii"r;'ctory;--Richmond Fir:e and Police Dep~r.tment,, p. 53.
Ro~ers. ,22•

ill•

17

for failing to respond to an

ata.r~.

Tho$e

~egular

firemen had to furnish

all of their equipment and were' allowed only 34 hours off, eve:ty ten
days, provided there were no fircs. 45 The companies \'tere very we11 organlzed and handled in a business-like f asbion the great fire of 1859,
on Main

~treet

from 7th to 8th Streets.

perieneed greater safety year by year.

Since tnen, kichmond has ex-

In 1860, the f ir3t steam fire

engine, built by Bttinger and Bdmond of Rietmaomt, was put into service

here.

It could throw a stream of water owr tile

A:rl~rican

Hotel, and a11

of Richmond 11ai:"veled and rejoiced that their fears of fire ccould not be

greatly lessened.
When

46

Richl!l~nd

became the Capitol of tbe Confederate States of

America in 1861, the city resembled a great allitary camp.

During the

first year, the city wu remarkably peaceful, considering the fact that

many &oldlera and atransera flocked to the area.

However, the second year

of the war began ihree years of turmoil.

Muell ot the off scouring of North and .'.)outh was in Richmond,
and lawlessness was rife. \?&rroting, thieving, holdups, bur•
gl~riea, ineendiarism and even murder \tere almost hourly occurrences. Castle Thunder, on tbe north side of Cary, between
latn and 19tb Streot.s, and Castle Lir;htning.cl on the south side,
were well-ni..,t\ full of disorderly soldiers. 1

45.
46.
47.

Ibid.

~clmann, .$?• ~·

-

Ibid.
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Amons the worst fires of the wa.r period were the burning of the
Conf ederatc roff ec Factory on East Cary

Str~ct,

with a loss of $100eOOO,

and a S1S0,000 fire of incendiary origin en Main ~tr<:et fre>aii 7th to 3th

One night thieves pulled down and carried e,,,ay n.

Stree,ts.

l11 hole

house in

Rcckttts: An ignorant, lzwless crc.wd stc.rtcd a "bread l:'iotu on C".ary Street 0
and had to be fired on for order to be restored.

A pom.ter :nauazine blew

up and killed 33 peoplee while wounding 30 otbers.

48

disturbance, the Pirc
the city.

Bri~ade

During all o! thlo

was attemvtin& to act as provost guard for

49

tlhen the tenible time of livacuation came for Richm<>."ld in 1365., there

occurred as a re:mlt the worst of all Richmond fires.

Ironically, the

fire{s) was started by the Confederacy itself to destroy anything useful

which the enemy might be able to use.

The Shockoe

~arehouse,

Oibrell's

Warehouse, and .t>i:iyo•s via.rehouse were f il'ed to desttoy tbe suoplies which
they contained.
left the city.

the

la~less

Also Mayo's

Drid~e

was &et afire as the

~outbern

forces

A hi~h wind ca111e up and began to Sl)rea.d the flames, while

element of the city

sut~ed tnrou~h

setting lire to more l>uUdings, and

lootin~

the

streets~

everywberc.

soIM no doubt

50

'fhe f ite was soon in an uncontrollable stnte, and the great heart
of Ric:Hu;1ond was reduced to utter ruin before the eyes of tlH>Se eithP.ns
who had remained there.

43.

Ibid.

Hotels, newspaper buildings, banks, a church•

49. Jk;ck, .22• .5!!.•, P• 2a.
so. Capoelm.inn, .22• ill•

19

warehouses,, manufacturing plants, stores, the old :;ta.tr. Armory, the C",on...
federate Navy Yard, the M.echa.n!cs Institute {which housed the offices of
the War Department), all \tere. engulfed by
Prent the rtl)rth sicte of Hain

Str~et

to the

th~

fl:imca and retlueed to ashes.

.,f;:...'"':len

River, bet1>1f"l.'n 8th and 1Sth

Streets am'l from 20th to 23rd :itret:ts, only ·u1e .:>ld

~ost

Off :ice Building

and the Ha.nk llu:Uding next to 11th and Ma.in Streets warrt left stancting.

To add to the horror of those hours, an explosion blew up the Poor House.
killing 12 of the inmates.

w~s

Thus it

that the Peder al tronps 9 whom

lliehronnd hl'!d four.ht to keep out of the city, finally

but to pr.eserve tne area's i;>eace and

rnma.inin~

arr!v~d~

property.

dynn'2lited at strategic points to check the fire, a.nd many

were rounded up and

irnµ.tisone~,

not to destroy,

Buildings were

or

the mauraudera

so that the city at last found scne calm

in her desolation.st
After the Civil War

ended~

Ricnnond bega.n the trail back toward

.. norr..aley," but found it to be a lonG one, to sa.y the leCl.st.

Jt was five

years before the choking reins of nutial law were taken away, &nd it waa

only after a legal battle thllt her attc::lpts to operate her civil court&

were successful.
was displaced

sa

as

Durins the peiriod of nilitary rule, William A. Charters

Chief Cn!';i.necrt but after civil &uthority was restorcdt

be was returned to bis former post.

53

In 1870, with one Olief Mullen at the head of the Fi.re Departi:cnt 0

the city was

ha~py ~n

its opDortunity to again press forward.

However 0

51.

Ibio.

53.

~ctory--ftich.clond i'irc imd J.>olice Dcpartl'!ent, p. 53.

s2. Tti1d.

Rictu11oml received a mo!.':'ientary jolt when its iirc a.pµa.ratus was seized to
aati:Jfy tha claims of the (.A;ncr& of Ii.Hime wltlakcy wuicb wu destroyed in

the eva.cuatiun; but tile &oud ci tizt:ns \1erc f ortunatcly able to secuce ita
relcauo.

l'hat sru:ie year tucre occurH.:<l H.t.: te1 riblc .;:;potS\•vod Hotel fire,

i.n the dead of l'lintcr 111 "';.en ice-coycu:d. firemen Cout;ht bravely but without
succezs to :;ave s.ll lives..

Still another blow \'fa.s the worst Hood Richmond

h:l.d known in a hundred years. and another, the terrible CP-pltol Disaster......
fo connection with y;tich is found

on~

cf t;,e earliest mentions of the

turnint; in of an 1.lttr::: by a. Fin•. Al.lrru nox.

~iency

th~

increased

?atented

l\.~nu~tly.

sw!n::rtn{~

:1arne33 fotrochcatt ht 1331 r.ia.de it ;,o;;:;il>l•: ·to

a.nswm: n.1:.lrMS muei1 fn3tcr tha.'1 befo.ra. 55

.54.

ss.

-

Ca;:r;le!nnnn, .22• ett.

-

Ibid.

54
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When a paid

Rich~on~

fire Department was instituted in 1858, it was

placed under the control of a special committee of tbe City Council.

Thia

situation lasted until 1886 when on.e ltdwal.·ct C.,llen, in February of that year,

led a movement to place the Fire Deparb1ent under a board otller than the

present one,

Assisted by B. H, Pisher, secretary cf the Department, Cohen

pressed the matter before the Virginia General Assembly, which in turn
passed the bill amending the Richmond City Charter thereby perNitting the
desired change,

!t

was felt that a special board could

~ive

more careful

consideration and attention to the affairs of the Department than a
Council Committee could, and theufore better results could be obtained

in return for the money expended annually. S6

Tne Doard of

~!re Com.~isstoners

seemed to work very well,

business methods and rigid economy lt modernized de?artment

By 6trict

~quipment.

remodeled old fire houses, built new ones, and inproved discipline as
well as the service.

The inspectors of the National Board of Underwriters

re,orted that the city had a splendidly

organi~ed

and equipped department

with few recQll'IDlendations for improvement except that the water-mains

were too small and t~cnerally inadequate. 57

to light in 1902 when a citizen named John

This fault was further broulibt

c.

Robertson presented a

p-rinted a.ri;ument in behalf of usi.ng Swift Creek in Chesterfield County

as a source of Richmond's water supply rather tba.n the jaJJtes River.

One

of the reasons offered for such a move was ihat Swift Creek waier would

56.
57 ~

£!!..e~--Richmond

-

Ibid.

Fire and Police Department, p. 54,

provide considerable additional pressure in the f irc hydrants.

Robertson

stated that no city the si&e of Richmond ahould have had a pressure less
He further doclued tlla.t out of 599 fire

than 40 pounds for its hydrants.

hydrants, only 120 in the city had suc11 a pressure, while 319 had 25 pounda

or less.

Prom 10th to Lombardy Street& on Broad Street there were only

four hydrants with more than 20 pounds of pressure; all others had from
14 to 20 pound3.

-

The writer said tnnt any increase in tlu: size of the

hydrants would help only slightly, but that the Swift Creek supply would

offer

~rcssu=e

24

a~ded

:;>resaure uoul.d ln turn raise Droad Street pressure to 43 1>0w1ds and

pounds

greate: than the city's new rcscrvuir. The

do away with the nead for nore new mains. 58
The Riclwiond Pire llcpnrtmcnt was, however, eonsidt:red a good risk
by the insurance compan!.es.

"l'lie ! 1lre Uoard was requirec: to have, by law,

as m.tch money placed to t!1eir crcdi t as the Council Coumittee of fire,
which preceded ther:;, had been allowed, and u ..e riuance Cotu:littce in con-

struins that prov5.sion of the law, plu.ced to tb.e hoa.rct's credit the
Si11a.11est amount that the

Co~cil

Corr«ittee had ever received for tl1c

general &:1a.intcna.nce of the Richmond Pirc Det>e.rtnent, wilich \'.:o.s $17 ,180,

set aside for fiscal year 18BD.

59

Tlte Board took over July 1, 18SLJ, with lc5s th&n $4,000 rcl.l'.e.ining

for support of' the Department frCWt July to Decei•ber.

c.

Robertson, Pure 1fatcr ar.d £ett1;r fire Protection
Rieb.Ja.ond, CRichmorl\'1; Whittet and Shepperson, 1902), PP• 3, 11. la.
59. ,Eircctory--Richmond fire and Police Dep1:.rt1ncnt. P• 54,
58,

John

Tbc next year the

tor

23

need was felt for another hook-and•lr.dder truck in the western part of
the city, where &o many new, beautiful homes had been built. The nearest
station then was two miles away, and it waa decided to lllace one thet

was out of service back on active duty.

Some $! 1 000 was &pent in ccn-

struction of the hotts•, beside$ completely repairint; and pnintins: the
piece of apparatus, adding a c0111plete outfit, and sttpporting the men for

one yeat, afte-t which the City Council provided the expenses.

V1hen put

i.nto operation this station answered more alarms tttan any other truck in
t'ervir:e.

()0

In orcter to strengthen service :ln the

comr~rcia!

district between

9th and 14th Streets, a station wrts built on Qlry Street between 9th and
10th Streets;.

and equ:lpttent.

'.t"he tctr.l cost wns $22,000, includir.g purchasing the site

t!ext E11i:.tne (',mipno.y No. 4 wne buU t

(~n

3rc! Street between

ndned to and ir:proved, gi.ving sccurit}• to c:iti%cns in that r.ren.
hcJldquartcrs for the Richmond JI ire Pepn.rtnnt \'Jas erected on
bctt'leen 9th and 10th !itret?ts.

TI~is t~uildinr

The chief's office was in this structure as
l'leetings of the fire co:nrnbsioners.
.•
61
tl·:e butJ.d!nt.

60.
61.

t>• 56.

Brr:a~

A new
$treet

Also housiec! the il:i.yes Truck

~ill

as a board room for the

Stables t.>er: located. in the rear of

In &even years the board expended over $60,000 for buiWi.nga, machine•
ry. horses and hose.

hose COUtpanies.

In 1888 they found six engines. two

and two

t~ucke,

In 1895 there were ei:;ht engines, three trucks, and one

60-gallon double tank chemical engine!, mahing 12 conpanics in all.

The

chemic;al engine cost $1,700, carded three peruanent men, and saved ita
co1t at ar1y fire \"ihere

valu~ble

w3re built, replacing the

stock was in danf;er.

old0 two-wheelers.

0

and the rest rebuilt. while

J.ooo

.ilight new hose wagons

Pour now engines were added

feet of hoff was added each yenr.

Tnere

was at tni.s time a rather heavy loss of hosd becAU$e heavy equipment kept
running over it at Hrea.

Some 40 horses were bouqht to revl.aee those

found on hand seven yel\tS e.lrlier. an<i their co~t did not average $150 e&c1i.62
Thus it is :Jeen thu.t the Board of fllt'e Comnissi.oner.s dM an extremely good
job of

M~na11in3

the dco:irtnent a.11d of obtafoinr, the best

ftom its personnql a.nrt f

In thos!'?

d~ys

than today.

At f

sub!ltitut'l.

By

eac'1

~onth 1

ir!lt

i~ancial

W?.l'l

possible

more

rlr~orous

resources.

the l!f e of a naid Ht'eman was
he

MHeri~e

1'1N·ha)'lS

n<>t n.Uowed a day off unless he )}A.id for a

1395 a fir.enan ms r.ra.nted three days off during the winter,

and four ('fays :\ m'.lnth

du~inr,

the "heated ter111."

Ten-day

futloughs were a!lowed amiudly. and duties wera cou.-snondingly lessened
by

the t\drtition nf douhle the amount of' fll!:Y'manf'nt men.

(13

A sod al f ea.ture s,()nsored in 1888 by one of the engine cor:t;:>ani0a

was a lawa party held just opoosite the fire house.
att~action,

with the l'\•tde

02.

lbid.

63.

Ibirl•• P• 58.

furn!~hed by

Duncing was the IZl&in

an imf)t''>Visert orchestra compoaed

as

of several firemen and their friends.

Refreshment& of ice cream and

lemonade were served, while the dance floor built by the firemen was
l1 rC'~eeda

iUur.iina.ted with Gnincse lanterns with taUow candle's.
affair

~tere

used to purchnse dress o\·crcor.ts 1.r;d f ir:1. fighting outfits. <>

During the Yuletide seiwon in p<iat onys there was

at tne variouu fire station!.\ by friends nn<\
L'~;orge

w.

from the

r<:l~tives

m~ch

4

gathering

to exchanse greetings.

Roge:rs recalls that .. in MY boyhood days, open house pre\•ailed

nnd there was Jllttch vlsi ting by n::lntivC's. friends and neighbors, and aaany
citlzeus viRited the engine house of their r.ommnity to exchange r,reetinga."
he are tnld

most

ttt;~.t

pro~dnt:nt

it \'laZ thP. C'ustor.t of tfr. llenry G. Cr.nnon, one of Richll!lond'e

cit.;.?.ens anM rnerber of the bnr, to "have sufficient egg nog

prc:-iared to be sr.rvcd fror:'. twv bowls, onr. at his most hospitable home and
the other nt the open hoirse 1.u'lintainE"d by tht"
!'Jo. 4, on :Jrrl Street just a block mw.y ...

Ir. 1891 the Pire?l.C.n•s ftcHcf
insurru:l~(· rntt~s

/s~socintion \fa.S

EtlC'h

of Engine Co;;1pany

65

for f irenen were so rinh.

atart.cd w!th n tt·ea:zury of $900.

~e111.ber~

fo!'mert berause regular

At the outset sevcrnl hur:;ineas

nembt:r raid 25 crnts f'IOPthlr dues

and aH fines agd.nat the ner. were turned over to the a:;sociaHnn.
H.:94 th~rc
. ,_

\1!\S a, f1mc\

s::.cu and dee.th

In

of $3.400 \'fitl: over ~2.000 h<Winr; bef'n paid out in

ocnc f ...~ ts. 66

--- -----

64. ~o~~rc, o~. cit.
,,.,.
6.5. G(?orse \1. Rogers, "Christmas Ian't Always Dull Time for News;
Pires arid Disa.::ters Occur/• nu:: Rictmond ~ews tea.der, December 25, 1952.

66.

~rockt

.!!2.•

.5!1••

PP• 9, 10.
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An orsani2ation of this kiacl was almost essential at this time
because often U>.e fireman or bia family wuld be left with no financial

provision for themselves in case of accident or death.

Out of this aitu-

ation, eo unfair to men who were constantly exposing themselves to dangec.

arose the association, which lasted until 1912, When another group was
formed. Thia new group will be described later. 61 In addition, we are
told that '*a first-class pl'lysician attend• the firemen whenever needed

at a nominal cost •••••r While City Council deeded the firemen a plot in
Riverview CeaetCl'J for those unable to afford private aectioa••68
The Richmond fire Alarm.and Police Telegraph, formerly managed bf

a Council committee was also placed under the control of the Board of
Pire Colllllissioners.

In 1895 there were three six-cil:cult repeatera. and

the manual waa added to th• au,omatic system. Over 90 fire alarm boxes

wre added in seven yeara, making a total of 1110re than 1.50.

It was

acknowledged that Ricll11lond bad more boxea per capita than any other city
in the world.

Jn 1395 there was nearly 200 •ilea of wire in the system

and ovet 1.50 fire alarm gongs dietribUtut,\ among the different bOuMa and
homes of f iromen.

By tbla tiae the headquuters of this department was

locate:d in the tower of City Hall, and the 40 City Hall clocka, all

worked electrically f roa tile tow!' cloek11 were

tept

in order

by

the Ph:e

Alarm Deparment. Thia department drew visitor• all during the day, and
69
a register was kept of all thoso who cmae to vt:sit.
67.
68.
69.

Cappa 1mann • .22 • .E!!.•
Directory--Ricbmond fire and Police Department, p. 58.
Ibid., PP• sa. 60.

-
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In 1895 the permanent force of the Richmond fire Department consisted of 68 men.

They were distributed as follows:

one chief, one

assistant chief, one captain, eight engineers, eight helpers, 12 hostle:s,
thl'ee tillermen, 11 extra atationmen, six laddermen, 12 horsemen, and the

fire

Alar~

I>epartmant force of one superintendent, one a.asi&tant super-

intendent, one foreman of construction, and two lineaen. The call force

numbered 93, and were distributed thuslya

one &esistant chief, eight

captain• of engine companies, eight lieutenants of engine companies, three
captains of truck companies, three lieutenant& of truck companies, 31
horsemen, 17 1.addel'mcn, and 22 aubatitutee. The two forcea made for a
grand total of 161 men.

'Ihe equipaaot was composed of eight active en•

gines, one reserve engine, one chemical engine,

ei~h1

hoae wagons, one

reserve f our-wbeel nose reel, three reserve two-wheel reels, three officers•
bug~ea,

three fuel wagon•• 42 horses, 21 1 750 feet of cotton hose, and

250 feet of rubber ho&e.

70

Tbere were aome rather large, spectacular fires in Rictu:;ond during
the period. between the Civil War a.nd 1910. There was a half-million
dollar file in 1682, a huge 0 Peterabut:g Bridge" fire in 1883, the fourth
Penitentiary fire in 1888, a quarier-lllllion doll&r fire on Cary Street
and a fire in the Locomotive WQrks in 1890.

In 1893 the Allen and Ginter

and Valentine Meat Juice Plante eauf;ht fire at a time wben all pipes wer•

frozen and firemen b&d to pwa!)

70.

-Iuid.

1

P• 71.

"~ter

throu{;h a hole in the ice on the Canal.

28

The Jeff ereon Hotel burned in 1901, a.a well as the Gas Works where blazing

oil burned tbe clothe• from the bodies of firemen.

There wae a fourth fire

at the Gallego Mil13 in 1903, and a blaze at Richmond College on Christmas
morning, 191o. 71
During tbcae years the citizens or Richmond ca.me to tne happy
realization that they need no longer (ear the &wfu1 spreading fires or
the past, and tnat their progressive fire Department wa.s voluntarily undertakina building J.napection and fire prevention work so as to sreatly decrease the proportion of "single" f ites. These efforts at last led to the
e&iablishmeu~

oi a City Building ln5pector Uureau in 1907, and

ttut Bureau

of .Fire Prevention 1n 1920, w.tiic.h oi)t:ra.ted in close conjunction with the

Fire Department proper and the other bureaus of the Department o( Public
Safcty.73 Now the fire Depa:tment ia officially knO\ut as the Sureau of
Fire, and the latter i& broken down into diviaiana 0£ which fire Prevention
is a part.

In turn the several bureaus make up the l>epau:tment of Public

Safety.
l'he next important innovations id fire-f ig.btlng equipment, after
the steam engine, were the ••watcu:

"chemical wagons. 0

tm~rs,"

ladder-raisins devices, and

llowevor, even more Btartlin& and more productive of

results, perhaps, waa the motorization of tha Richmond Pire Department,
bebrun in 1911, with the installation of a motor f 1te engine at nngine
Coriµany Ho. 4, on 3rd Street.

71.

72.

Cappelmann, $?.•

-

Ibid.

'l'be following year tbree chief's cars,

£.!!.•
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another motor engine and a motot aerial truck, the hOolt-and-ladde:, weJ:e
added.

Trut report for 'that year stated that one of

t~1e&e

engine& re-

placed four or five l1or.se.s 1 one engine, and one combination chemical

wagon. and that upkeep of this first notor equip:11ent was only $267 again•t
$1,536 (or the equip:aent tnat they replaced, wllich had not covered half
73
as much territory~

Another splendid improvement of 1912 was the elimination of the
old syster.i o( "ca.11 men."

.Prom this year on all intn wcro paid full-time

f irer1en and were on duty 24 hour & a day• with. one da.y off in six.

This

was changed to the two-platoon system, tho system now being used, in
1921-the Department serving two ah if ts of 24 hour& ea.ctt.

That wa.s after

two other important ehani;ea ?lad been Nde in orga.n.ization--that of 1919•
when the .Fire Departi::umt was placed under the Director of Public Safety•

and. that 0£ 1920 when the aforementioned Bw:ea.u of Fire Prevention wa.s
establishe.d.

By 1923 the Department was coapletcly motorized, and for a

i1hile t1.fterwarda notorcycles were employed for small blazes, w11ich

practice greatly reduced coets by saving the large apparatus.
the largest fires in the

$ever~l

Some of

years after 1910 were the Virsinia

Street Warehouse fire of 1915, where three iitemen were killed; the
Jurgens Furniture Stoxe f'ire 0£ 1921, which killed. four firemen arid one

citizen; the Acade1!1Y of Music fire.with a loss of $96 1 000; e.nd the $132,000

73.

-

Ibid.
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Corley Cooi.pany fire in 1926.

By 1928 Richmond had the lowest fire

rate for 30 years, and in 1931 Richmond's per ca;1ita fire loss was the

lowest in the United States. 74

74.

-

Ibid.
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CHAPTER II

The Richmond, Vir&inia Bureau of fire is under the direct control
of the Director of Public Safety, Wllliui L.

t~oth.

He is appointed by

the City Manager and serves for an indefinite tera with removal only for
cause after trial.

He is usisted by Assistant Director, John ·r. Hanna.

The Chief of the Pire Duteau, John P. Finnegan, Sr •• is tbe executive
officer of the fire fighting force and is therefore responsible for its
efficiency and operation.

He may suspend or reprimand a member of the

force without the approval of the Director of Public Safety, but

he

cannot dismiss a member without the consent of the Director and after a
1
trial.
Por fire fighting purposes the city is divided into three battalion
districts with a battalion chief and a

deputy battalion chief in commFJ.nd

of each. The chief administrative assistant of the liureau of Pire is
Edgar A. Sherry, who also serves as chief of the trdning di vision.
'l'oday the uureau has a complement of 404 men and officers and 66 pieces

1.
1958.

Interview, Chief .lidgar A. Sherry, Richmond Fire Bureau, March 26,
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of fire apparatus.

All appointncnts and

pro~otions

are made

Bureau of Personnel with tenure of off ice provisions.

by

tho

An applicant for

appointvient must be selected from a list compiled after suitable written

and physical ex&.111lnations have been given.

The applicant must be between

21 and 30 years oi age, which may be extended to 34 for a veteran. Certain ouitable heiGht and weight 1imit3 a.re prescribed and an appointee

must serve a satisfactory probationary period.a
Applicants for promotion to all ranks

throu~h

battalion chief

rnust have a satisfactory progress grading sheet and take a physical and

written mental exMSination. A privnte itiust have been in grade for at
least five years before he la eligible to take the examination for
lieutenanto, wbile a lieutenant must

be

in the Bureau for seven years and

in grade for two before he can become a captain.

A captain must serve

at least nine years a& a f irerJAn and two yeara in grade before atte?11.pting

to rise to deputy battalion Chief.

The requirenenta for the position of

battalion chief are no less than ten years as a f'ireman with at least
one year as a deputy.

The Chief must have as many as 12 years in the

Bureau and have aerved at least two as a battalion chief.

Promotion to

chie£ ia made btf the DirectOl' of Public Safety with the approval, teehni•

cally speaking. of the City Manager.

3

A city adAinistered pension plan is in force with compulsory re-

tireJ11ent at 70 years

ot age.

A f ireaan

may retire on a voluntary basis

at age 60. after 35 years of service at one-half of his regular base pay,

2.

!!!!!1•

3.

Ibid.
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the amount not to

exee~d

$3,600, or at 60 years of age and no specified

years o! service, the amount a member would receive under this plan being
prorated on bia number of years in service.

n1e pension plan is supported

by an assessment of a fire £ii>bter'a salary with an equal a»lount paid by

the city; the plan also b.a.s a widow's clause.

In addition to tnia pension

fund, th.ere is the fireman'a Mutual Aid Aasociaiion, •hich pays a small
sum when a 11emoer retires.

'Ihia plan i.s supported by annual ducail and

income is derived fcum benefit shows, dances, and &ifte from private
individua.ls.

n1ere :l8 also a Police and Fireman's Insurance plan avail-

able on a voluntary basis.

Then too, nicbm.ond f ir~en have been under the

coverage of Social Security for about the la6t two years,

A large per-

centage of the bureau is unionized in that members bc!long to a firo
4
fighters' association of the A!Qerican Federation of Labor.

As RCntioned in the foregoing ch.apter, a new orsa.niza.tion was
charted in l913 to take the place of the Piremen's Relief Association.

The Pireaan'fii Mutual Aid Association wa& formed with two main purposes in
aind:

(1) To pror1ote such.fraternal and social relations between all aea-

bers of the Aasoc.iation as would be for the betterment and efficiency 0£

the Fite and P!re Alara Departments, (2) To accumulate by ways of aaaeas-

ments upon its active member• end such other means as aay be a.poroved by
the Board of Dirtctore, a fund, --tr-onr·-the---inccme-of-which-, to provide by

way or pension for tlut maintenance and support of those

-

Ibid.

~embers

of the Fire

and Plre

Al~ru

Departments

ot Richmond who, after honorable service in

the departments .,qere retired in accordance with the provisions of the Asso-

Also. to provide a payment of soQe sort to the family
5
of a firel':Wl in the event of hh doath.
eiation's by-laws.

lt happened that under the old organization a number of £riend1y
citizens uitbout any actual connection with the Piro

Depart~ent

were

charter members of the gtoup, and that others joined in later years.

Thus

it was that in 1012 it was discovered that 70 Der cent of the Membership
were not lllembers ot the lire Departaent itself: Also, the funds, in spite

of gcneraus contributions intended to benefit the U.remen, bad dwindled
to a very low figure.

In that year, tberef ore, the old Association wa.s

dissolved, and the present one came into being.

In the present organiza-

tion, "civilians" may be elected to life or contributing membership, and
may hold off ice, but only active members, that is, members of the Dureau

of Fire, may

rec~ive

pecuniary bene!its.

The dues of the active menber-

ship 1u·e $10 per raonth for the fbst year, $S per iuonttt for the second and

third years, and one dollar per month

the~eafter.

All dues, fees, f ines 0

and gifts go int3 a trust fund, the income of which is used
expenses, and for pensions. After

ao

to~

necessary

years 0£ honorable service, a

~Ctlber

:::ay be pensioned for the rest of hi$ life, or in the event of his deatbe

his dependents receive the pension !or one year.

6

The fund at present

permits this pension to be $35 a :iK>ntlls Current ptesident of the Association

s. ~ary Dudley Cappel1UUU1, A Brief History of the f lre Department
.f.nd The Police Department of Rl.cbmond 1 Virginia, (Richmon<l: Tbe firef4&ll'a
~utu&l Aid Association and the Police Benevolent Association, 1931). (no
page numbers).
6.

-

Ibid.
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is Beverly H. Davis with Beecher n. Stallard as vlce-i>resident.
are"civilians'' \'fhUe the chief' clerk of the

is secretary-treasurer o( the

Pi~e

Bureau, Charles

Both

a.

Wlllisit

erou~.

In the Richmond nureau of Pirc there are 21 engine companies and

seven truck conpanies.

The engine c0tnpanies are located at the following

sites: 1
(1)
(2)
(3)
(4)
(S)
(6)
(7)
(8)
(9)
(lO)
( 11)
(12)
(13)
(14)

The

sevo~

(15)

3011 Mea.d0\1brldsc Road

(16)

(17)
(18)

3901 Chambeclayne Avenue
3001 Oainbridge Street
412 ?forth Th01npson .;;treet

(19)
(20)

4715 Forest Hill Avenue

(21)

2505 Petersburg Pike

311 M11plc

Av~raue

truck companies are at the following location&:
(1)
(2)
(3)
(4)
(S)

7.

306 North 25th Strer.t
2016 Bast Main Street
908 Bast Droad Street
200 South Laurel Street
200 West Maraha11 Stree~
200 South Lau~el ~treet
908 Bast Broad Street
1014 Williamsburg Avenue
801 North 5th Street
1609 West Broad Street
1235 North 28th Street
2223 West Cary Street
1000 Bainbridge Street
293a Hawthorne Avenue

908 Bast Broad Street
2016 Bast Hain ~treet
1<>09 West Broad Street
1235 North 28th Street
100~ Bainbridge Street

( 6)

2932 Hawthorne Avenue

(7)

412 North Thompaon Street

Interview, C-d.d' .:i11eny. Much 26, · 1958.
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Of the 21 ensine comnanics, 14 are two-piece, and there are sevca
ladder

comp~nles

vt.1icb arc in service in a total of 19 stations.

work alternate 24-hour sbifts, with three

extr~

Members

days off ev4ry montn.

company has a captain and a lieutenant assigned to each platoon.
days annual vacation are allowed all

~embers

Bach

Plf taen

during vacation periods ex•

tendinc from January through December. Tbe number of 11ten off at a tiri&e
varies frOlll three to 100.

is aecruable to 90

d~ys.

Twelve days sick leave is allowed annually and

Any llU!n on military leave are replaced by sub-

stitutes, but no substitutes are provided for those on
leaves.

vacatio~

or sick

A continuous house watch is maintained at all stations.

8

Three engine t:Otllpanies and one truck c0111;nmy 1.re located within the
con~ested

value district, and four other engine companies and one truck

company are within one mile of' this d!Gtrict.

AU of the remaining engine

and ladder co=panies, except three. arc within three miles of tbe
t1!\te

center of tM district.

Distribution

elsewhcr~

ap~roxi•

in the city is sood

for engine companies, and, except tor the extreme western and southern part
of the city, is (air!y sood for truck companies; runnins distances for a
ladder ccmpany to these areas are in excess of' three and four 1'1.Ucs

respectively.

9

All the 19 buildings used as f ira stations o.re owned

by

the city

and are from one to three stodcs in height and of ordinary construction.

s.
9.

Ibid.

-

ibid.
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adequ~te

There is no

record as to the ase of stations. but many are reported

to be over SO years old.

Two stations arc on one-way streets where

traffic conditions are heavy during rush hours.

One station was so located

that response was licl. ted fo one direction because of steep grades; tnis

m.'de it necessary for another
spond to the top o( this hill.
struction of a new house.

eo~

a considerable distance away to re-

This baa since been eliminated by the con-

Overhead doors h:t.ve been instaUed in n.11 atations. 10

The Bureau of Plre has 28 pumpers in service plus ti•o in reserve.
cii;ht o! w:iich are used a.e. hose wagons aec0i11pa.ny ins other puJ11pers.
equipped with three lengths of ha.rd suction and one length
All lengthS are ten feet 1on&•

Two of the

h~rd

or

All are

soft suction.

suctions and the soft

suction have diu,eter.s ranging from four and otic-hatf to sh: inches, and
the other length of hard suction has a diaDeter of three ioches.

eight pumpers used as hose wagons are

equip~ed

The

with portnble turrets and

all pumpers have two-way radios. The two reserve pumpers are a 750 gallon
lluffa.to. purchased in 1938, and a 1942 Mack, also equipped with a 500gallon mm1p.

1loth are equipped with the usual suction a.p;iliances, have

booster tanks, and a sna11 n:iiount of minor equipe..ent.

11

Pive bose wagons are in service to augnent the eight SOO-i;allon pumpers
used as hose wagons; three of these pur:ipr.rs used as wa.gons were delivered
and placed in service dudnf; 1951.

turrets.

10.

11.

Pive of the hose wagons have portable

AU are equipped ttith two-way radio, and all have booster tanks.

--

Ibid.
I bid.
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In &cldition, therG arc seven aerial ladder trucks in service and one in
reserve.

Seven of the a.eria.1 ladders ate of metal and are hrdrauli.cally

raified, while one has a. spring-raised wooden aerial bdder.

Ladder trucks

carry, besides the a.edlll ladder, eight to 19 otticr ladders, incluc.Hns
45, 40, and JS-foot crntcnsions.

so,

.Bach truck is equipped with a. lnt!dcr pipe

with tips ransing in sbe from. one and one-half to two J.nches, and a 500-

~allon fog no£zle.1 2
Pour Civilitui Defense Rescue Trucks &t Engir.e Companie& No. 8, 9,
19 a.nd 21 are in service and are manned by a detail of two 111cn from the
companies in whic:h the)•

UC

quartered.

One of the::.c trucks is l!.Sed at all

multiple alarm fires, tlhile a.11 the vehioks can be put into service for

heavy rescue work, &ucb a.s the collapse oC a builclin:;.

A wide vnriety of

emeq;ency cqui;?r.ient is carried by these trucks, includins a

f'b~cd

electric

genera.tor, four SCO-itatt floodlishts and :m a.deque.te supply of cable,

fi~at-

aid equip11ent, one inha. ta tor and Q.n inh.&la.tor-resusci ta.tor, two Ci l ter

type gP..s raasks, two $elf-contained breathing a.pparatus, one fresh air aask,

one portal.Ile and one f ixcd· set 01,-:ye.cctylene equipnent and two-way rudio.

Twl.l f oui tI:ucks

QZC

in service and a.re nannc;d lJy a detail of one

the companieG with which they a.re quartered.

Mln frOSll

.Each truck is equipped with

une chemical foM.ln generator, 28 cans of fcu po\Cder, one foam playpipe
with a two-inch tip, a a pray nozde and 12.-foot applicator for one n.nd one-

half inch hose.

12.

-

Jbid.

Also, each of these truck.a ca.tries a 100-gallon tank of
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ga.soHne and f ivc gallQns of motor oil for rcfuelinr;
fires.

~ppara.tus

nt la.q;e

1'he ,asotlne .ts dispensed by means of a hnnd pw:ip into ordinary

fi vc .. gallon er.us (or distribution to a.pparatus. 13

There are

ci~ht

r~"lcliwasons

four-door sc<1ans and two

for the use of

the chief of the Pi.re Bureau, the three battalion chiefs on duty, the

h~ad

of the Pire Pre1,1ention Division, tlle fire prevention ingpectors and the
Tlle chief has a 1957 Ford; the others a.re Fords and Chevrolet1.

drilhlaster.

All of the cars are two-way radio equipped
rnask and one scl!-containec brea.thing

~nd

carry one filter

a.p~a.ra.tus,

gas

a first-aid kit, electric

hand light, hydrant wrench and a pair of \i:irc cutters.
suprly trt.tck ;>urebaaed in 19.S4 is also it.vnilable.

ty~

/, one-ten Cheuolet

Gasoline i!i stored in

underground tanks of 1.20 to 550 &allons capacity at ell but one station;
the apra.ratus at this station gets gasoline 2'.t the nearest station with

(uelinG £acilities.

Gasoline is dlspensea at a f cw

st~tions

by hand punps

and a.t the remainder by standard electric ptttlp13; most PWllPS a.re located

inside the stations.

Puel is brought to appat"atua a.t fires

duration by one of' the foan trucks.
is in ordinary f !ve.. gt:1.llon cans.

o(

extended

Distribution at fires and in stationa

14

All two and one-half and three-inch t"'"ose is double jacketed cotton,

rullbur lines, deU.vercd Wlder the usual trndc ~uarantees.

All hose is

tested upon receipt to 400 pounds and annually thereafter to 200 pounds;
records of' these tests and the

--

Ibid,.

I bid.

;l.fC

of hose a.re kept.

Tlle average amount
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2.040 feet.

Bach engine con1pany ls allocated 2.000 f cet of two and one-half
thrc~

or three-inch hose; five corli_)ilnies carry f'rom 100 to 300 feet of the
inch.

Jlany coui>anies carry no&t of whet \Jould be their spare hooe.

tbP. three-inci1 bo.sc wears vut, it is not replaced.

vidcd with hose towers for dr)'ill& uose.

All st.a.tions i:i.re p1."o-

Re;>airs to hose are 11.ade c.t

hngine Company No. 19, where tools and spare parts arc available.
shifted on a.m1ara.tu& mGnthly.

.\3

Hose is

Hose threads of two and one-half and three-

inch hose a.re of' the usual screw type with an

out~ide di~cter

of the ue.le

'rhe outlying etlGlue cor1;nu1ies uc equipped with two and one-ha.lf inch

adapters for National Standard threads. 15
All repa.irs of Pirc Du1·ca.u vehicles ar~ na.de at the Pepn.rtment of
General $E::rvices ran.intcna.ncc &hop, loczted a.t the old fair grounds on the
Doulevard.

T. t. Sharp is Superintender.t of Autor.~otive t;aintetiancc.

dcpnrtritcnt ii:. the city is allocated space a.t the shop.

Each

Four mechanics,

one of whom is on 24-hour call are .. assitncd" to tllc Uurea.ti of Pirc.

The

man designated or. call tOl.kes a radio-equipped one-half ton pickup truck
to his l;ome \1bere he can be called for any ~i:ieri;cncy repair to fire apparatus.

'the nig,ht nmn, the superintendent of mninteni:.nce and foreman of the fire
• l e n1 ani f.uee. 16
burcau mechanics respond to n.11 aul t.ip

1s.
16.

--

lbid.

l bld.
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Printed i:ule~ anc1 ret,ilations. last revised in Au;,:;ust, !CJ~S. covern
the op»:t·utl,m of th.e bureau and 11rc:lcd'1Je duties of' ncmbers; coj'ies of

the:Jc regula.t fons have been ahcn to nll i:cr;1bers.
19S5, M:rc too brief and inadequate,

by the issuance f roro. time to

tlr~c

or

bi.~t

These rules, prior to

they were nnd still a.re aUf..T.:ented

syedal and general orders or the

Director of I'ubU.e Safety and the chief.

The chief may suspend or rel'>ri-

On the whole, discipline ap()cars to bl? quite

~oxl

in the Richmond Hurcs.u

of Pirc. 17

T!ie

aurc~tt

It was C\.ln&idered

of Pi.re:: uow has control Qf t:1e three city ambnla.nces,

a disadvanta.ce for aU three vehiclt?a to be located at

the sa?<te slte u.nd yet lla.vc to serve the entire city

i)f

Rich."llond..

Tiierefore,

the a.r:1tmlances wern placed in different fire houses fa or :le-r th=lt the area
1

covered l.Jy each might he more equal and in order tha.t the scene of a.'l
accident might be reached f!IOl:e quickl;·.

Anbulance ~to .. 1 is stationed 11.t

drivers <l.re now rno.cbera of the ?ire Bureau and are conaldered t"lrc:nen.

There is on"l teserve anbulancct w;iic~1 13 raoved to different f'ire stations
pct:iodically. 18

.......

Th<u·e is also a mor~ue wago'1 whic:i is used to pick u1> d-,ad

I

17 •

Ibid. ,

-

la. "IW.d.
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The three £H.strlcts nent:foned earHer. nrc the Bastirrn, Western,
and Southern.

'!'he ~astia.rn Dlotri.ct hns !ts heru'lquartcr:s at .lirgine Cofllpany

rio·. U, anct the battalion chief is
Jr., as <'tcputy battalion eh!cf'.

c. c.

Vn.tentine, with John P. Pinner:nn,

Englne C<'m1n1.ny No. 18 is headquarters for

the l'l'esVrn District, and. WoJ.ter r~. Moreeoe!t is bt\ttal ion Chief'.

E. Starne11 is deputy.
at l!n;;ine com,ar.y No.

Chu1ee

Hea.dqnnrters for the Southern District !s located

s.

and R!!yrri<'nd

\'li.1 Hl.'U:t H. Ballard :t.!'J <'.~~uty.

r..

Huba~

i8 ba.ttaHon chief', with

19

The Training .Division of' the Durew of Pire is under tt:e &upervision
of f-Oief' Sherry.

He is nsslsted by e. eaptnin and a H.euten:mt who are

The clrlU school in located at the

dr 111 instructor.s.

qu~.rters

of' Bnglne

Cmtj)n..'1.y No. 11 and ir.c:lndes a five-story drill tower which is pt'Ovirtcd w1th

a dry s;>dnkler system !n the first !loo!' Snoke roam n.nd a cb.snroom \'fhich
is .in

a..'1

o;len f n.ccd

u5ed in the

bnrea~

,~fled ~t

the rcn.r of the tlre atation.

t.Hnor equipment

and a gond vndcty of other trafoini; aids are dispb.yed.

1."h!' school ir; not as e(m,letc and rtodern as it should be sf nee the clnss-

roon cannot be used durinrr inelencnt we:ithe:r, and the equipment therein

ls subject t\J

th~

e(fcct!l o! the weather.

I.ho, appru."atus is unn.ble to

ma.ne?.t'\'er on 1\11 sides of the t0t·mr, white an o.djoini..ntf 1ur.ibcr yard prevents
the use of \'lat~t", and the smoke rorr.:l as ~ueh exce:>t in sMaU amounts. 20
Therefore, a new drill scbo(lt is now being built by Richmond on property
O\tncd by the municipality at Byrd Pield.

Tnis nci1 school will be surt'ic!ently

removed from any other structures a.a to allow a complete program of training

19.
20.

Ibid.
'i'bi(i.

-
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The

pto£,;ri).n was reorga.nh:ccl SC'l'Cral yct.i.rn o.cc so that new

traiu.ir~g

r.cn attf.nd tl~e school fer 30 dnys, u.i:d all officers ere elven refust1er

u tla!.ly list o( sul;JcctG to be use<! in c:or-4,any training, but it was r.otcd

these

COM{Jany

\~ere

drills

not al\'Jays properly held.

It was f ounrl thnt the

1aa.ny nm..l. varied other c!ctaJ.ls t;iven r:cnbcrs of the Trc.lnint:; Div!s!or1
hindered the

succ~r.sful

c:i::cctttion of a trainint; r)roi;n.Jn.

llowever thene

U(;!tu.il.i have now, foi; the i:iost p~rt, bee.n deleted. 21

Inspections arc ui;;..c4, by c:or:tpany
<listricta ;-i;onthly.

~·erJhers

of

dwe~.lincs

in their

i?e:-.orts are s:aaclc of these lnsr:ectionst on<: copy of

w1iich is f ol-Wat'd(:d to the nurcau of Pirc Prevention, nnd any

serfou~ ,~io-

U.1e fire hy;:.h:auts 1n its dfotr let ::\()nthly, r;rea.sil:g a.l'ld oUiJ'lc; but not
oµcratint; or. f lus~lini; thci::i.

of £ice ulto in turn

notifil~!l

Defects f oend are reported to the chief•s

the water dca>artment.

22

ny Virt;infa. :atatc law, the Stutc Pi.re i•arshal, his dcputk&, and

local of f.lcials artt required to nnt;e ins11ccti'.:>ns upon request, u;->on
vlafot or.

o{

their Olm ini tiativc in order to 1'5:.Jttro pro?(:r enf orcecment

of st a ta rcdulat\ons.

ihu:eau.

CO!:l-

Hun tcipal orJin•mces place the c:ontrol of ex,losf.vea

The division ia un..ter tha

~ene.ta1

superv.i3ion of tho Director of

- · ........ ';.n~ ,--~~ton the Cin' of Richtlond, Virginia, (New York: Ns.tional

l:loa.rd of Pire Un1erwritera. :;o;!ptetlber, 1952), p. 14.

22.

Interview, Chief Soocry, June 18, 1958.
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Public Safety and under the i.mudiate CbU.IJe of the chief of the fire
Prevention Division, Lawrence M. Bowman, wbo hais served in thia position
aince 19So.23
Permits for a fee ot $2.00 are issued by the division for tbe etosage,
b.a.ndlin& 1 and u1;e of cxplosi ns and f'l:m:;,.ables.

There a.re elsht me::o?bctra

of tht: I•ire Bureau detailed to t.te cii'dsion far full tb:e duty of whicb all
a.re assigned to &enera.l ha%a.rd inspection•, including tb.e inspecti1.m of
oil burner insta.llo.U.ont>, tb.e f ollo•~inb up of coi:n;le.ints.
are inspected by the cblcf of the

divi~icn.

Special huuda

In addition there are tnree

n:.elllbern cf t.b.e Vivls!on of firefir;htin;; who \'Jork with

th~

Divhion en A ret;;ulu.c ba.sb but. wt.o because of bue6et

rcq~ir('.r.1ents

be c&rried on the roll of Ph:e Pre\cr.ti,:.n.
inspector.v.

fire Prencntion
cannot

Tr,it then tt.ak.u, a totti.l of 11

Occupants a1·e notified of unsnti.sftLctory cc;ncliti,ms

or

the

t.ua.ru, a.net if notice is not eo.r:1plied \ti th, lq,al ri.ctiun is atru:ted by the
dhision chief.

!heatrcQ• hotels, houyitu.ls, nm.! ctt.cr public LA1i1dnijS

and el~e\ihere once a yeur.

Records of eaclL irwpcction it;;.a.dc by the divieiou

arc kept in a perwauent file and rcccrdc(l in
survey fotwd

tl~e

lt:l<.l.

-

Ibid.

~ t>~co1:d

book.

The 1952

forms '1nd a:ccords fa.Jrly cunplcte and well kept.

24

45

Proa the beginning of this century, the Aichtnond Piro Department
attempted fire prevention work by including inapoction of building• and
praises in its regular routine, and asked tho City
Building Inspector, which

w~

C~ne!l

to :!.!';oint a

finally clone in 1907. The next step in thi•

phuc of tbc fiirc l)cp&t''tment 'a work was the establisiuaeut uf a

liure~

of

Fire l'revention ill 1940, with the Aaiiiataa1t Chief of tl1a f'ire Department,
L.

s.

Jones, aa

ii~ bead.

kucb credit was given to Coief Jones for the

reduction of fire danger and f irc loss in Richmond.

Prior to 1920, the

fire lou per c:a\>ita in the city \Vas about $1.9U annually.

loa& hw1 been i-ec.tuced. to 76 unt~, wi1ich

wa.&

f

°'"

liy 1931, thia

below tha.t of any city of

Rictulaond' & cla:;;s. 25

Tne effectivenea• of this bureau in its tiret aaya was ll&odicapped
by tl.e lack of proper: lef)i.sla.tion, but a.f tei· havins accured aome belp in

t1ds respect it wa.a able to function more et"ficienily.

26

lhe municipal

fire prevention code of 1953, with 1957 allCDtimenta. i• now in effect.

liQuido, oil burner iuatallationa, dry cleaning, !ireworka, disposal of

a.shes, and tbe control of bonf iroa and traab.

lioweve~.

the

1~53

survey

found that :esulations aovering hazardous cbel'4icala, explosives, pyroxylin
plastics, gat:agea and repair ahopa, gas lighting and heating a.nd junk

&torage were inadequate.

2.5.
26.
27.

21

Hence, the reviaion of

19~

was effected.

Cappel.mann, .22.• £!!•
Ibid.
i"CC'Ort on t be City of •\icrunond, Vii' 9inia, p. 22.

In general, the National Soard of Pi.re Underwrltera found that
l'licbmond municipal ordinances are not adequate for the control of huardoua

materials, proceaaea and occupanciea. The Pire Prevention Division cannot
adequately cnf orce the present or any future lawa properly with !.ts inadequate staff of inspector&, this fact beina evident fcora the inability of
the present inspection force to keep lta inspection.a on schedule.

Various

plants visited bf an enslneer of the W14erwritera bad not been inapected.
by the city for several yeara. 28 LOca1 conditions as a whole are only
fair and will remain ao until sufficient qualified inapectora are provided.
Altllough the

Pue Alua

and Police Telegraph Off ice until 19S8 had

been a separate and dietinct section since tbe year after electricity wa.a

applied to fire and police aigna1s, in 1870, it always waa very cloaely
allied witll the Police and fire Bureaus.

Prior to 1930 thia office also

supervised the electrical equipment ol th' city in addition· to ita present
work of handling f ic'e alanaa, police reporta, and tile traffic light aystem. 29
The chief of the Off iee 1• Jame• N. Pagan who

was appointed to his present

position in 1946. 'l'he Off lcs e'lf!taina 12 operators and a senior operator.
tn addition, there la one f oreraan of traffic &iiJtl&la, f lve linemen, and
one truck operator.

Al of July 1, 1958, the off ice came under the coaplete

control of tbe Bureau of fire.

fire alar:a headquutera la located in a

one-atory building of fireproof construction, with a banaent and aeuanlne

floor, in Monroe Park.
28.
39.

30.

30

Ibid., P• 23.

c;:pp.imann,

.22• £!!.•
Interview, Chief ~herry, June 18 1

19~8.
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The building was built in 1923 in its present location ao that it

would be distant frca other buildings and the danier of f iro.

However,

with the passage of time, and with the heavy increase in motor tra£f ic,
the building is now located only 25 feet from Belvidere Street, whieh 1•

a part of u.s. Highway No, 1, and over which much heavy commerc.ial tr:aff ic
passes.

Most trucks car£yiag hazardous materials use tbi• route when

passing through the city, .and it is reported tllat due to heavy vehicular

traffic. constant superviaioe and frequent maintenance ot delicate relays
and other U.re alarm equipment la uec:esaary.

Ttie fire alarm apparatus la

of the manual type, built and J.natalled by Gamewell in 1923. 1.'he equipment
at headquarter& coneiata of tilree ten-circuit box relay panels, one tencircuit alar• panel for five prim.t.l:y and five secondary alarm circuits,
five ten-circuit battery charging panels which have been modlf ied for
rectifiers and current aupervieory facilities, a protector board with
provisions for testing circuits for grounds and two four-figure dial transm1"t"r.ere, 31
Sls five-circuit punch resisters are provided tor the box circuits
and a single circuit punch register for

eac~

of the alarm circuits, while

all of these punch regiaters are provided with t blO and date stamps.

A

private branch switchboard for the city owned telephone systea is provided,
with a telephone hand set for the direct line f:om the City Hall switch-

board and two hand sets for the lines froa the public exchange; the lattes"
31. Report on the City of Richmond, p. 16.

48

two

hand sets and the extensions from the city owned awitchbOard to fire

stations are connected to a disc type voico recorder. A manual key is,
provided,~

to all &larA circuits, for sending out coded eignals 1 ,a

punch register connected 'to the A.D.T. central office completes the fire
alarm equipment.

In addition, an operating panel, a puach regiater, and

a switchboard, all of which are part of

tlie

police slgnalU.ng ayster111 are

also in the opcrat!ns rooaq. 32
At eacti fire at&tion there is a punch register and tapper on the
primary and one or more gongs

0t1

tappers were provided also in

'Che

the accond,uy alum

ci~cuit.

Potroet'ly,

chief 'a 11ome 0 the residence of one of the

ba.ttaUon chiefs, the bureau suri;eon•s office, the Mintenance.ehop, the
police radio J"ooa. and the chief's office in the Mosque Building, one of
the water works pumping atationa and the power house of tile electric
c0111pany.

Now all of those tapper• have been

of that one i.n the chief 'a office.

rernoved,~!...t~

the except.ion

There are 612 fire alarm boxes in

service, a portion of which are private or sehool boxes, i:ecordS of which
do not indicate how ..any are accessible to the public.

two of the private

boxes are master boxes auxiliarized to sprinkler systems. Twenty-two of
the total nwaber of bc1tes are of poor design a.nd.-intcrfering type, all
but one of which a.re private bOxcs; 1n addition, there are a few non-interfering, no.n-succcs:don boxes.

All of the remaining boxes are oi the

succession type. 33 The interfering type meana that U two boxe& we.re turned
in at.AUltaneously in different parts of the city, only one of the boxea

would register at f irc alarm headquarters.
32.
33.

Ibid.

-

"ibid.

I

PP• 16. 17.
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Door action on boxea is either of quick-action type or ker gual'de
A

rew boxes

are mounted on pedestals. and on or in bui.ldi.nss, while tb.c

remainder are on available utility poles. The conspicuousneas of boxes
was only fair in 1952, since indie&tins lights

~re

nut provided over any

of the boxes, and often sna.ny boxes and bands on supporting poles in need
o! paint. Also, it was noted during the 1912 autvay that many public
boxes were not visible f ron a.11 directions due to improper locations.
B<>xes were observed to be set in recesses of exterior building walls, on
p~les

to which vision is obstructed. and in

These faults have, for the most part, been
grounded, &."ld

au

Ont!

c&se inside a fire station.

re~edied.

Most boxes are

leads down poles to boxes are 1n conduit.

Durin$ tbe

survey, Eifty boxes were teated and were found to be in fairly good operating
condition.

However, the succession feature on three boxes did not work

properly, the glass cover.ing the inner mechanism was t'lralten on two boxes.
and the door. on one box was brolceu.

Hoxes are timed to transr:iU signals

at one•ha.1( second between blows and are tested about twice a year.

Dis-

tribution of boxes iu the con.,;ested value district is fair, with a.bout 12

additional boxes needed and the relocation of 20 to insure proper visibility,
wich ha& been done.

Distribution elsewhere ia. fairly good, except in the

western and extreme aouthern sections of the city, where approximately 175
boxes were needed. aecotding to the survey.

34.

l.E.!.51•,

P• 17.

34

so

However, the Bureau 0£ Pire has found tbat "&tU1" alo.rma, tha't ie,
those telephoned in, occur at an almost ten to one ratio over box alarms.
Therefare, they have deliberately refrained from. installins more boxes J.n
those two sections of tbe city.

Instead, inoy have installed "phantoa"

boxes, which are boxes on a pole but whiDh do not turn in an alarm but
are merely used a.a a nwaber to designate a particular aection of the city
when f ireraen answer a "sti11•• alarm.

Prior to 1038, the Uureau of Pire abal"ed a two-way PM radio system
wUb the Police Bureau.

All tranhitting, except from apparatus and

chiefs• eara, was done by tlle police radio diapatcners. 1'be volum.e of
police traffic on the radio soo1etimcs delayed traruuuittine of fire bureau
35
messages.
Therefore, in the eummer of 1958 a tadio tower will be erected
in Montoe Park for tbe Fire

~~au

so that it may have ite

O\m

radio system

and will not have to come into conflict with the police calls.

The city baS its own dial ayatem for interdepattment calls. A
city-owned p•ivate branch e.xchanr;e awitchbOar:d i• located in lire alua
headquarters, and extensions are provided to all fire stations, fire
buteau off icea, A.D.T. central office, and the chief•a home through this
switchboard.

The public telephone company provides nine lines from the

public exeha.nse to f ir:e e.larm headquarters to two handsets mounted on the
side of the city owned switchboard. There are new provisions available for

35.

-Ibid.

51

ailnultaneous cownunieation with all f irc stations. As previously stated,
a disc type voice recorder is available that can record all conversationa
inc011ting on tho public telephone com.pAny lines and outgoing on each ex-

tension of the city owned awitchboard in fire
The

alar~

headquarters.

36

superintendent and maintenance crew work five days a week.

One of the linemen is on emerb-eney ce.11 night• and
&pond from his

~esidence

in a fire a1arm truck.

provided with one sedan and four trucks.

weekenda

and would re-

l'be fire ala.ta office is

One of

th.e

trucks is provided

with a hydraulic lift platform and another with a Sllta.11 aerial ladder.
'l"her:e are three f i~e alum opera.tors a.ssisued to each eigbt-hour shift in

fire alum headquarters; in addition, there ia a $enior operator on duty
daya.

Circuits are tested. periodically through the day for current and

grounds, and teat blows are sent out three times dally.
checked quarterly, but individual cells a.re no't.
that records

o(

Batteries are

The 19S2 survey found

trouble are kept, but that the records in &eneral of tests

and the system itself are only fair in that ma.ny are inadequate or

inac:curate. 71
Pour rounds of box alarrna are received at headquarters, where they
are checked and transmitted

si~ultaneously

tw·er the prhulty and secondary circuits.

by neans of the transmitter
Telephone alaras, called "still"

alarms, a.re received at fire ala.rm headquarters, where they a.re recos:<t!'!t:
by the voice recorder.

The neareat C:Ollpany

~herry,

o~

CC>Jllpanics are then, notified

36.

Interview, C11ief

June 18, 19S8.

37.

ke29rt on the City of Ridullond, pp. 17, la.

by telephone to respond.

Defore the 1952 survey, there was a Fire Bureau

order Which stated that tnis message could only be given to the senior
off leer on duty with a company.
allowing the

lilB.1l

After the survey, an order was issued

on watch to receive the llf!SS&h'e• The battalion chief in

wbosc district a. fire occurs is notified of the movements of any companies
38
in bis battalion to a. fire, and his response ia at Ilia discretion.
Tbe conclusion& of the underwritera' 1952 survey were tha.t the
Richmond fire ala.ra system i& of the proper type and under experienced

supervision, but i& ine.dequata in extent, and anaintena.nce is only fairly
good.

The fact that the headquarters is located at a site ao close to a

street used by heavy comaercial traffic results in a great de&l of vibration and dust which f requcntly causes delicate instruments to get out of
adjuatr.ient.

The circuits arc generally interlaced, with the result that

a hi sh percentage serve excessive areas.

There a.re a. Ccw fire ala.rm boxes

of inferior type, aaost of which arc privately owned or installed in schools.
The conspicuousness of boxes has been improved by painting them more frequently, increa:Jing the width of painted bands on supporting poles, pr°"'
Viding indicating lights over boxes in high value areas. and

raovi~c bo~ea

to corners where they will be conspicuous from all directions.
The distributicn of tllc boxes in general is fairly good, except in

those two sections of tt.c city trhete there are practically none at all.
At t imea, duo to sick leaves and vacation, tllue are too few tire a.tans

33.
39.

Ibid., P• 18.
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operators on duty. Also, the telephone alarms for £ires in buildings are
not properly

bandlc~aa

often the fbe alua operator ctoea not sive all

of the inforiution that Ile bas received. The tests of the syata were
found to be f U.rly good, with the exception of tbe boxes, while i:ecorda of
40
tbe teat• and of ibe •Y•tom were generally inadequate.
Since no fire fishtinu aystea can function without a proper flow of
water, it is essential to examine in aome detail the water supply of the
city of Ricbzaond.

Tn.e water works la owned and operated by ihe municipality

and auppllea practically all built up areas within and aome areas outside
of the city. The wor:ka were atarte<i in 1830 witb the additions added at
various intervals.

The Water Bureau ia a. put of tlle J>epartJllent of Public

Utiliti•a, which is auperviaed by a director l!fho ia appointed for an indefinite term

by

the Chy Ma.n&ier.

J. lidwud Metzger ia Director:, ancl Marsden

c. Smith ia Ctaef of the Water Bureau. All appointmenwand promotions are
made by the Bureau of Per:aonnel with tenure of office provisions.

41

JUcbaond'a water supply i• obtained from tbe Juaci5 River and flowa

through & canal to a filter plant and ia pUttped at two stations, one at
the plant, the other at tbe encl of a aile-lons conduit to a reservoir which
auppliea the f irat service by gravity and tbe auction !or two booster
puapin3 atationa that supply the Second service.

A pumping station taking

suction from the Second service aupp1ie$ the fourth service.

Another pwnping

station, euppU.ed by the conduit froa the filter plant, deliver& to the

40.

41 •
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Pirst and second aervicee. Two elevated tank• on the Second service and
42
a reservoir on the Pirst aervice provide diatributlon &totage.
On June 18• 19S8, there were 3,270 fire hydrants in aervice.

except about ten. open clockwise.

AU,

Most of the hydrants have one pumper and

ooe or two two andone-balf indl outlets, while a few hydrant& have just
two pumper outleta, and some others only two two and one balf inch outlets.
It is eatimated that not over 700 byd.ra.nta have four .. incb branebee with all

0th.era having at least a aix-incn branch.

About 70 per cent of the hydrants

have a. gated b:anch. A sated bra.ncll means that a third hose can be attached
to a hydrant While two other• are already &ttached without sllutting off
the water.

gravel.

Hydrants have automatic drip and drain into pockets of loose

Drain&ge ia generally good, and tb.ere ia no trouble from f reezin&•

'L'hey are via1.11.lly inspected monthly by the l;ire Bureau and greased and
oiled when necessary.

Any foun4 in need of repairs are reported to the

Water nureau.

Those hydrants inspected during the l9SZ sur'7'ey were found
43
in fair condition.

ln the consestcd value district tbere are one to three hydrants at
street intersection$ and

otb~rs

at

ioter~diate

points, and the average

area served by each hydrant i• sa,suo square feet.

In representative

residential districts. the average area served by eacb hydrant is 220,000
square feet.

Of the 91 hydrants within and the SS adjacent to the con-

gested value district 0 29 have one p\.Ulper and one two and one-half inch

43.

43 •
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SS

outlets, 24 have two puni.per outlets, 91 h1.ve one pum.per and two two and
one half inch outlets, and five have only two and one half inch outlets;

nine bave four inch branches, and 16 do not have a gate in ths branch
.

connecti.on.

44

Recording gagea for aeasurins the.watec pressures ate
on the distribution system at five fire stations.

~aintained

At £ngine Company No. 1,

with elevation 163, on 25th Street near Broad Street, the pressure on th\\'t

Second service varies from 40 to 70 pound.&.

At Jmginc Company No. 13 1

elevation 91, a.t Bainbridge and 10th Streets in So1.1th Richmond, pre.esures

on the f ir&t service vary f roa Sl to 67 pounds.

At

~ngine

Company No. 15

on Meadowbridge Road at First Avenue, pressures on the Second scrvico vary

from SO to 62 pounds. At .Engine Company No. 16 on Ctuuuberlayne Avenue at
North Avenue, pressures on the Second setvice va.ry between 37 and 40 pounds.
At ingine Company No. 17, elevation 172, at Uainbridge Street and 30th
Street in South Richmond• ttu: preoure on the
58 to 65 pounds.

~ccand

A sasc was mAintained in the !oraer

service varies from
at~tion

of £naine

Company No. 8 0 elevation 39, at Denny Street opposite Osborne Road until
the summer of 19Sl; the cnuta show that the pressure on the First service
varied between 60 and 67 pounds.

l>w:int; the

SWllmCt

months, a. temporary

gage is inlltalled at Tbree Chopt lioad and Patterson Avenue, elevation 316,
on the upper aection of the Fourth service; the cha.rt& snow that during
period& of high consumption, tlle pressure dropped 20 pounds, frequently with
a low of two pounds.
44,.

~·

With the installation of the University pumping

Street~ the

et&ticn near Boatwright Drive and Prospect

•inimwa pressure

was maintained at 20 poundS, while the maximua pressure is about 45
pounds.

Pressures taken during tbe 195a survey &veraged 39 pounds with

a maximum of 84 and a 1dnimum of 44 pounds.

In the con3ested value dis-

tric't they ranged £roa SS to 84 pounds in tJ1e Firat Sarvice and $9 to 62

pounde in tba Second service.

'throughout the city, presaures ranged b.-

tween 54 to 84 in tile f irat service, 44 to 68 in tho' second service, and
43
62 to 76 in the ~ourth service.
The general conclusion of tile National tloard of f i~e Underwriters

in 1952 was that the

~a.ter

Bureau is under capable aupcrviaion.

Records

were generally

gogd

and the response· to alarms of fire was con&idered

satisfactory.

It was noted tnat an amµle aupply of water is available

from the Jaaea River, .with adequate filtration and puaping facilities provided.

Pressures, wllich ate fais::ly gocxl, have, howevec, decreued aoae-

wha.t since 1934.

Pressures in the high value districts are generally

sufficient for autOJ11atic sprinkler protection exce,t in the taller buildings.
The fire· flow . tea ta indicated that tbe QUanti ties of water available for

fire fighting are inadequate in all section• of the con&ested value district.

the atrongest locations ate in the weatern acct ion of tbe distdct

where the Quantities available are only about· two-tbirda of that required,

while the quantitica available .ln the ea.stern section of the congested
value district are seriously inadequate.

ln other locations,

tile

testa

S?

showed generally l!IOderately to seriously ina.dequate quantities available.
Nearly all of the teat locations had considerably les.a water available
46
than in 1934.
The arterial system lacks sufficient capacity in the Pirst and

Second services to deliver the required quantities to the congested value
district.

Although the arterial system has been ir.iproved, it llas not been

ma.de equal in te&ard to the expansion in the. distribution system and increase in consumption. Tue system is only faidy well equipped with gate
valves, and acme valves are reported to be in an unaatisf actory condition.
ilydrants are mainly &atisfactory, but

A

large proportion ltave .siu.11 branch

connection&, while hydrant in$pections cannot be considered adequate with•

Spacing is fa.ir.1.y good in the:: cons;ested
47
value district. but in residential di&tricts the spacin~ is excessive.
out operation of the hydrant.

However, proof positive of Richmond'& goocl fire protection can be
Seen from the fact that the city is rated a f irut class municipality by
the Virginia Insurance Ru.ting liureau.

highest given by the

u~e&u

The first class rating ia the

and is Granted after a survey and inspection

of all of the fire fighting facilities available, &uch as equipment,
location of atations, personnel, and water &upply.

111rouiib the ycar;s fire

insurance rates have consistently dropped on both dwellinG& and business
structures.

for inatance, in 1933, the rate on a fra.r.JC dwelling was 24

cent& per $100 va.lue and 36 cents l)(!r $100 value on the contents of tbe

S8

Today the rate has shrunk to 13 cents on the structure a.nd 15

dwelling.

cents on its contents.

is because people are
the use of cigarettes.

The t"eason for the higher figure on the contents
~ore

prone to aet fire to the inside of a house •ith

In 1933 the £ire insurance rate for a brick dwelling

was 20 cent& per $100 value on tbe house and 32 cent5 on the contents.
The rate in 1958 is eight cents on the dwelling ana 11 cents on the contents.

48

A look at tbe rates for business atructureo in Richmond show& that

these rates have dropped in nearly all cases at reGular intervals.

As an

example, with 1933 beins used as the ba.&e year by the tiurea.u, th.e fire

insurance rate ha.ct dropped 30 per cent as of Jcnuary 1, 1946, for brick
bank and off ice builainga.
per cent

by

This was increased to 40 per cent by 1953,

19.54, and 60 per cent a.s of May 15 1 1957 •.

~imila.rly,

so

the rate

on brick and frame tobacco f a.ctorics was 30 per cent under the 1933 rate
ao of January 1, 1944, and 40 per cent below t.be base year by 1954. Thus,
it can be seen that ftic;:hnond has been given

fire protection by the
49
Bureau of Fire in return for the tax dollars spent for this purpose.
~ood

Also, another factor to be considered in the lowerins of fire insurance

rates ia the f ~ct tba.t more people
zome yea.rs

~o;

0\1111

their ho:acs today as compared with

thcrefore, they are more inclined to take better care of

tl:leir d11ellinG& and try harder to prevent fire& in them.

'Xhcn too, the

large voltu:ut of fire insurance sold compared with actual fire losses re-

sult.a in a lower losa ratio, which in turn causea a reduction in the ra.tes. 50
48. Interview, c. B. Dietrich, District Manager, Virginia Insurance
Aating Bureau, J~me a4, 19.58.
49. Perccnt~e P.ate CJia.ngc Manual (Pire Onlt> tor Virginia, (Richmonda
Virginia Insurance Rating Bureau, July, 1957), PP• 3. 13.
so. Interview, c. B. Dietrich.
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The congested value district cover• the following territory.

It is

bounded by Sth, Franklin, 3rd. Cirace, Poushee, Tetaple Place, Jefferson,
Broad, AdlU!lS, Ramcat Alley, 1st, Marsnallt 2nd, alley between Broad and

Marshall, 4th, a line parallel to and 175 feet north of 6road 0 3th, alley
between Broad and Marshall, 7th, Marshall, 9th, Bank, 12th, Pranklin,

Governor, alley between Btoad and "'race, 14th, Mill, Virginia, ilyrd, 13th,
~hockoe

Lane, 12th,· Ba.sin Dank, 8tl1, Canal, and the Chesapeake and Ohio

Ra.ilroad. 51
The district ia in the central pa.rt of the city near the James River

and varies from 201 to 2,894 feet in width and is S,657 feet in length,
It is, therefore. very irregular in shape and covers 161.2 acres, 34 per
cent of which is in atreets

~nd

which 76 per cent is built upon.

open spaces, and contains 69 blocks, of
The surface slopes to the south and east,

grades being fairly steep in several sections.

Moderate expouures are-

f orJlled on the east, north, and vest by minor i:iercantilcs and residences,

and on the south by ma.nuf a.cturins; and wa.rcliousclj.

Capitol Squa.re a.nd

several buildinga of f b:eproof and of sprinklered ordinary construction

form a good fire break or fire barrier a.long 9th a.nd 10th Streets.

.52

Broad Street is 118 feet \1lde 1 and Main Street ra.n,1.,;es frotl 65 to 80
feet; other streets in the district are mainly 65 feet in \'lidth, \dth some
street• in the southeastern section ranging fra:i 24 to 60 ft:ct.

mainly moderate in $ize; in the ea..itcrn section they are of

Sl.
S2~

lteport on the City
p~. i4, 25.

-ii.iid:.
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P• 24.

Blocks are

irre~-ular

60

shape with a few being large in si:te.

Access to block interiors is through

narrow alleys or by open spaces; automobile parking spaces exist in several
parts of tht! disti:iet. all of which results in all blocks being accessible.

Along and adjacent to the central Main Street section, occupancies are
mainly off ice buildlnas and banks of aenerally high value; retail storea
are all along Main Street.

'Tharc are wholesale establisluuenu, warehouses

and a few naanuf'acturing pl.ants of i11oderatc hl&ll value in the ea.atcrn and

southwestern sections; coI11mission houses of ,;enerally low value art! located
along the eastern part of· Guy Street.

Tile principal .retail and shopping

district liea along flroad Street for its lenith in the district nnd along

Grace Street for several blocks.

Hi~n

values in this section include

several. larse depar"tl'lent stores, theatres, hotels. and off ice buildinas.

Fireproof consttuction

cov~rs

26 per cent of tbe area built u;:>on and

ls found in 41 of th'l ()9 blocks in the consested value district.
buildin~s

S3

of this type of construction

h~vc

Many

wipierced £ire walls and well

protected windows. a few also being protected. by auto"'atic s1>rinkler.s,
and are .so located as to forro valuable fire barriers in the central portion
of the district.

Prar.ie conatt:uction 4onsist& ma.inly of scattered sheds

or small additions and is not a.n im;Jortant factor in tbc general hazard.

The remaining 74 per cent of the area. built

upon is of ordinary construe-

tion a.nd, becausa of the General lack of £ire protective features, £orma
the most pronounced hazard.

53.
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Heights arc ruainly two to f'our stories.

Pire
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and party walls are mainly four inch.es deficient in thickness in whole or
in part and in several of the older buildings, particularly in the aouthu
eastern part of the district, walls are cracked or otherwise defective.
Vertical openinbs are unprotected in w.my buildings.

Parapets

low, and protection to exposed windows is small in amount.

ar~

generally

Individual

buildings or eormnunicatins groups form iaa.ny large or excessive areas 0

through partially protected or unprotected openings..
fireproof

buitdin~s

The erection of

he.s improved conditionsconside.ral>ly, but tne generally

f ire-resistivelr weak construction, the m;uiy narrow streets and eoni.,;cstion

in rnany parts of the district t'esult in a high. potential hazn.rd, partie-

ularly in the eastern tlain Street section, wtlere streets a.re very narrow

and blocks are lai;se and con~csted. 54
Althou&h f !reproof constructi\.>n cove.rs 46 per cent of the are<\

built upon, and 22 per cent of the urea built upon is provided with
autoMtic sprinklers, there remain many buildings of lart;e or excessive
area not so protected.

Deficiencies in Hre ... rcsistive f eatureG of

buildings of the predominating ordinary construction, including lack of
protection to exposed windows, antl nu."llerous hazardous occupancies fi1ake
serious

fir~probable

in all parts of the district.

~"Uantities

of water

avai1atle {or fires in the district are fair to poor, beinb seriously
htrulequatc ln the eastern r:ain Street section where structural conditions
are below average for the dbtrict.

54.,
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Although the Bureau of Pire !a well manned and equip1>ed and fairly
well trainedf the practice of sendinr; one piece of apparatua to telephone

alo.ri:is for f'lres in buildings increases the probabiU. ty of incl pient

fires rapidly

devclo~ing

into very serious ones.

Serious fires in latGe

individual buildings or in groups of buUdlngs and threatening adjoining
blocks are probable in

S~ltte

of the district, especially those blocks in

the CQ.stern Main Street r;ection.

The probab!Hty of fires setting beyond

control is only moderate for the .remainder of the district.

In an earlier

report, the block bounded by Main, C'-0vernor, franklin, and 12th was considered as ha.vine a hit;h conflagration ba:.a.rd.

Many builc.Hna;G have been

torn doun, removing nuch of the congestion, so that this block is no
lont;cr considered. above a.verate in hazard (or the district.

56

As for that territory outside of the congested value district, we
loo~

first at the tobacco factory districts.

.Extending

ea~t

frora. the

fern.er district to 27th Street and mainly between Mu.in arid C'uy Streets,
but pn.rtially on the north side of Hain, is a district containing tobacco

factories nnd wa.rehou::;es of mainly hii;:h value, together with a few wood

n.nd iron works.

11 ost

of the builc1!nss e.re of lari;c or excessive Arca Md

three to six stories hi 1~h; a number arc of heavy tb:l.'lcr construction,
nearly all the hportant ones nre sptinklered and 111any have blank waUs,
protected comnunicn.tinc opcninr;s in sruiie and protected windows.
supply in this section ls inedequate.

56.
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Ibi<t.

nie water

:.ied.ous fires a.re probable in the

63

!art;e unsprinkler<'d buildinus, but because of the blank wa.Us and window

protection, cood accessibility and r.a1ny open spaces, such fires should not
spread beyond the building

oi:·

group of orit;in. 51

In the vicinity of lath and Gordon, 14th and

lttl~ram,

21st and

Sei"l'l1es, Je({erson Davis H.icln-my and D.tnwiddie, i\b.ury and Clopton, and
Jefferson Davis Hit,;hway and '-Ord en arc gr cups of one-story tobacco ware...

houses of raetal or woc,U frar;•c eonstructicn, part of which arc spdnr:lered.
l~ost

of the buHdin&:s a.re of laq;e or excessive area.

The water supj,Jly

is ina.de<.,uate in some of these locations, especially where the warchcuses

are of wood fta:s.e construction.

$etioua f ircs are probable at any cf

the above J1entioned locations, lmt the GOOd accessibility and a;ood scpara..
tions

N~twecn

builclin,;s Sh.ould prevent a fire ftotn sprcadin& beyond the

buildinu of ori~in. 58
Th.ere i& an ir.dustrirtl district coverins a. laq;c area in the

vlcinity of the Doulevax'i and Rlehncnd, f'r.cdcricksburi;, and Potonac
Railroad.

Occupancies consist of structural steel f a.bricating, aa.chinc

works, ruilroac! shops, luril;er yards, tobacco warehouses, stock yards and
nmr..crc.us large warehouses.

Duilc5.ngs arc of low height tiith rmncrous ex-

ccssive areas, mnny bcinl;; protected by nutonatic sprinklers.

The

w~.ter

supply fo seriously inadcciuate: in r;ost of this aren, except in the vicinity
of tl1c Doulf'vard.

Serious firer. nre probable but should be confined to

the bu-!.ldint; of orit.;in because of tbe wide scparf\tion of buildinc;o.

57~
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In tb.e vicinity of dull a;id 4th St:ceta ia an extenaive inciuaUial
district

consistin~

of

numerou~

bulk oil plants. railroad au.ops, an
1i1ac~1ine

almdnum f ab: lea.ting plant, ;>aper prccu:Jsina plants, lumber yard.i1,
\forks, and numerous warehou;Jes.
su~e lar~e

areas;

BOJ!le

Buildings a.re ma.inly of low 11eigbt with

sµrinkler protection is provi"'1d.

is only fair for r.tost of thi:s area.

The water supply

Jedo\Ui f irea a.re probable and

umler adverse conc.litious, .auch as tho occasional f loodin~ ui ti1is area,
could spread bey{>nd the building or group of o.dgin and involvo au ex-

tensive area.

1Jetwccn the congested \•alue

dist~ict

auo the Jame&

t~iver

a1·e 11'..tlllerou:s tob•eco, pa.per and aluminum f a'brica.tin, t>lanto and warcuuuses.
Serious fires are probable because of tbe cou..bustil>le cuntenta, Wt

since the builclin;;s llre isol&.ted, or in small arouJ>$, many being
si-:>r:tnkleu:u, only local (ires a.re vrobable.

'!'ueru are seves:a.l other

snaller groupinba of f actcrieu &nu/or w.ireti.ousea at iaolated locaiions
throuJhout tt:.e city.

l'hc \1a.ter aupply .i.a inudequf4te at most ot· theae

locations, but because of the wide acpa.ra.tiona, c.Jnly lucal f itca a.re

probable.

60

l'hcrc a.re e.>..tcnsivt mtrcantile diatrich

extem'iin~

alonb hull

Street ftCJm. 4th to 21st Sttt:tts. alvnf) Cary .:>tuei f rolll l't~cu1pson ~tteet

to the lioulevud. dout; .aroad ;>trcet f ror. the congeate4 vz.luc diatrict to
Sauer Avenue, alont:, aroolla.ud. l'.iri. Jr,ulcv&rd from .i:Ldtiewood to Lamb Avenues,

and in the vicinity of the intersection of Olamberb.yne Avenue a.nd Lombardy

6J.

-

Ibil!.
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Street.

Uuildiug~

are

~"lllinly

ar1.:au .ue ma.inly aiaall.

areas.

~¥atcr

lo<~ hci~ht

of

and of ordinary constructioni

.supply is ma.inly adequate for Llost of these

Serioui.i f itcs arc p.tobaolc in ;;aost locations, hut because of the

t;ood water oS!Upply a.nd the l'W.inly low heit;llts and sgall areas. should be
confined to tbe builcint; or t;roup of orisin.
s~ll

mercantile

w:e~.

Rich.noncl'6

but the

rcsidcnti~l

diGt:tict consist <.lf both

\'IQod

t~a.zard

se;niratiou between

sev~re

&L'l ex~ination

61

fra.xae and o;dinary constructed d¥t-ellint;s 1

Some

~cction&

are co>'.l;>actly

However, uot..t areas have <;oOl.l

and ps:e:.>cnt only a r.iotlera.te ht.zarc4 even

thout,;11 the Wilter sup;>ly is tlllinly iuadcqua.to.
from

other

distticts outside of the conscstcu value

4'roup hazard.

buildin~s

ar~ DU!lierous

i& cnly loca.l.

witll a few aputmcn'6: bouse:,, in certain a.rt:a.s.
built a.."ld µre.sent; a

lhere

J:t1c conclusions reached

of tlle c::mf lai)ratiou ha.za.rd!l in hiclu 1ond indicate that

in the cunt,;estcd value oinrict, deficiencies in fire-resistive fc:r.tures

of l:luildini:,;s of ti1c

predomin~tfot;

ordinary conatruction, 1::utual exposures

a.-.d haza:dous occupancies cunoine to create a

w.iucll is iaitiuatcd for tac distt ict

a~

hi~h

potential l1azatd,

a whol\! or the suust..u1tial air.o·..1ut

of fireproof cvnstructi>Jn and autouatic s1;rinklcr protection.

62

.Many of the f ire;Jroof and spr in~lcred builllini;::; are so located

alun 0 streets of fair tc £OO<l widths as to form partial to cf fcctive fire

Square as vantaije pcints for the fairly atrons Pirc Bureau.

Hib-11 winds

66

are in£roqueut, but Uw wa.tcr supply i::;

inadc"u~te..

Although serious

fined to the group or block of orii:;in c,;o.cepl ln tlle east:ern Hain
uea wiie.ce me nuud is a.bove average £or tne clistric:t..

minor mercantile

4ist~ictG

~trcet

lndus\:rial and

are mainly of f ire~reaistively weak construction

and subjt!ct to severe fires, especi4lly in the extcuaive industrial district at the ea.at end of Hull

~treet.

l'iic hazard in residential areas

is only iitoderate because of tllc mainly "uud se.,aration of

oJ.

-

Ibid.

buildin6~h
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P~

a little over 30 years. frora June, 1888, to September, 1918.

the Richmond fire Depar:taent was under tho direct control of a lloard of
Pire Commissioners, who llSOt once each aonth and handled all matters pertainin~

to the unageraent of the department.

The following excerpts

were takfll!:'I 'roa the minutes of the meeting&, wnicb were held durins those
30 years.

These are not by any means the cOtllplete minutes, but only the

ones which migbt prove most interesting.*

June 18 0 l888--T11e Board pf fire Commiaoionera was created.
f irat nieet!ng was held July
Hall).

a,

1888 at 1016 £a.at Broad Street

(Wuhin~on

Members were Williaa A. Boswell, J. H. Prischkorn, John

John B. King, Joseph
l~ard, Madison Ward,

July

a,

The

s.

Harwood,

Levy, and N. v. Randolph of Marshall Ward, Jefferson

Clay Ward, Monroe Ward, and Jackson Ward respectively.

1888--J. tt. Prisehkora waa elecied president of the Board

of Pirc Commissioners.

G. W.Taylor was elected Chief of the fire Depart-

ment, but he refused to accept the job.

*COl:lpiled by Captain
nureau of f:f.re.

w.

w.

B. Samuels,

G. Puller was then elected

~ngine

Company No. 17, Richmond
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J. a. Shepherd vaa elected Pirst Assistant Chief, and B. T. Snead

chief.

was elected Second Aaeiatant Cttief.
August 6, 1888--AU gongs in the homes of privates in the depart•
ment were ordered removed, aleo all private gonss werever they r.aight be.

October 3, 1888--Tne fire Department waa inspected and paraded
during tbe Virginia Agricultural and Mineral l!xposition.
January 1, 1889·-The

Boa~d

of Pire Coluaiaaloners Off ice was moved

from 1016 Bast Broad Street to No. 3 Bnsintt Company, 910 Bast Broad
Street.

March 7, 1889--Telepnones were ordered put in engine houses and
homes of officers in the fire Department.

March 7,

188~Tne

1860, waa ordered sold.

Rental wu $1S a year.

flrat stea.aa engine boui;ht by city on October 22,

t111a engine was made by ittlnger and Bdaonda, a

lUclmond concern and was capable of throwing a stream over tbe American

Hotel at 12th and Maio Streets, a height of about SO feet.
April lS, 1889-·Ho. 3 Truck Company waa put in service at No. 6
Bngine Company house at Laurel and Cumberland

~t~eeta.

September 9, 1889--Nr. Taylor of the Uoard of fire Comaiasioners.
recommended that uniforms of the men consist of red ahirts, white hats,
and white belts.

ma.de

o(

This unifora waa rejected by tbe board.

the kind of pants to

be

No aention waa

worn.

October 3. 1889-·All firemen were ordered to wear their badges on
the front of tbeir na~s.

coats.

We assume tbey bad been wearing them on their
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November 7, l889"·'l'be State

Lcgialatu~e

waa zequeated to a110llf the

eity to erect an engine house in Capitol Square. The request was rejected.

Pebruat'y 6 1 1890...·A hose wagon waa orderad put in service at No. 4
Bngine Company lo place or a hose reel.

A nose reel was a larse reel

witn wheels on it which was pulled by a. horse, or men.

February 6. 1890--Llfe neta were ordered for all trucks in the
department.

Prior to this time, tnere were no life neta in the depart-

Matell &, 1890-The engineer at No. 3 .Engine Company was made to

pay for burning the wlt~el• on the en&ine at the Cameron Tobacco Company
fire.

Thia order was later rescinded.
October 6, 1890-·Tbe &oard voted to pay for refreahmenta for No. 1

:engine Company at Cameron Tobacco Company fire, but declined any further
bills.

According to rumor. the refreshsenta consisted of several bottles

of vhiakey.
March 13, 1891-·Bight station men were added to devartment.
January 1, 1891.-.The Chiel

Enginec~•a

aalary raleed to $150 per

month.
May 29. 1890--Thc entire fire Department was ordered to para4e ai
the unveiling of Lee

Monuaent~

Pebruary 8, 1891-four memtM.u::s of No. 5 lingi.ne Company were fined

for vlaitln,; a barrooa wbile on duty.
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September 29, 1891-Mr.

o.

R. Brown asked $53.40 damages from the

city for damage to hi& wife and vehicle froa a falling wire on Pine Street
between Main and Cary Streets. The Board paid him $37.SO. The wires
which fell were the overhead wires of the fire alarm department.
April 29.1890--A contract wu awarded to build t-.'o. 7 Engine Company

for the price of $2 0 276.67.

s.

H. Herndon was contractor.

No. 7 waa

formerly Hose Company No. 1 and vu located around the corner on 10th
Street between Main and Cary

St~eets.

November 27, 1890--Two fireiacn at No. 2 Truck Company were reprimanded £or not

apeakin~

to each other. They were thre&tened with

dis~l•aal

if they did not mend their ways.
Mcu:ch 27, 1891--All engine houses were ordered placarded with
signs forbicldins loafing, loud talking, profanity, or political discussion.
April 27, 1891--A fireman at Engine Company No. 6 was ordered to
pay hie bills or else:
April 27, 1891--llose Company No. 2 was changed to ilngine Company
No. 8 at the suut location.

May 22. 1891--Pireman

John Powell

a street car at 3td and Main Streets.

lost hi• leg in an accident with

Several other persons were injured

a.lao.
June 11, 1891-Pii:e plugs were ordered changed frOll 17/8 incbea to
two and one-half inches.

water supply.

Evidently there had been eome improvement in the
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September 28 1 1891--Poreman (Captain) Trexler of No. 6 Bngine
Company waa asked to resign because he had sued the city for injuries
received ln the accident in Which

Pir~

Powell had lost his leg.

July ll, 1892--Captain Jamee R. Shepherd resigned aa P!rat Aastetut Chi.et.

He was later elected to the Uoard of Pire Commissioners.

August 22. 1892--lldward P!scher, first Secretary of the.Board of
Pite Commissioners died.

The Fire Department marched in hie funeral and

bells on engine houaee wore tolled.

November 28, 1892--W.

u.

Joynes was elected foreman of Engine

Coapa.ny No. .Se

January 1 0 1893-Salad.es in Pire Departments

Call Captain ($300

per year), Call f.tan ($240), Engineer ($1,080), Plreman ($912 • .50) 1
Hostlers ($912.SO), Truck Drivers ($912.50), Tillermtm ($912.50}.

January 18 0 1893-·The Boa.rd of Fire Commissioners requested that
citi~ena

refrain from giving the firemen Whiskey at f irea. Thia request

was JU.de sh~tly after the Allen and Ginter Tobacco O>tupany fire, where

quite a lot of ardent spirits were consW1ted by the f lre lit.de.ties. The
Good Tempters Lodge was elated at this requeat.
Pebruuy 27, 1893-The petition of Bngineer T. ff. Weimer of No. 8
.Bngine Company that be be pen:d.tted to play the flute at cburch on Sundays

was ref used

by

the Board.

March 28, 1893--Board voted to send two men to the Armory during the
Ladies Memorial Bazaar. Tiley were instructed to wear citizens clothes to
avoid frightening the ladieao who "are very timid."

(llow time• have cltanged.)

12

June 12. 1893--Plremen were forbidden to enter ba.croom.s in un1fo1"11l
or else:
January 8, 1804--Ctatef Pullel', Pirat Assistant Chief. GeortlC C.
Shaw, and Second A4sistant Chief,

a.

medals by aembera cf the department.

T. Snead, were presented with gold

Captain

c.

P. Taylor, of the lioard 0

made the presentations.
June 11 1 1894--Dr. lidward Mccarthy was elected as f irat physician
to tile Plre Departnent.
October 28, 1895-·An ordinance was passed b1 the Board
hotels to be equipped with rope f lre escapes.

~equirlns

all

These rope fire escapes

consisted of a rope ladder which was to be placed in each room of the
hotel.

October 28 9 189.5--A new building which was built for No. 3 Engine
Company was opened.

Thie is the Sl'.UltC bttUdlng now occupied by No. 3

Bngine and No. 1 Truck Companies.

April 6, 1896-..Captain Carlton McCarthy was authorized to lnveotigate the Beard.

Captain Mccarthy had accused the Board of exceeding

its charter limitations.

Uc stated that it was a very pernicious ayata.

Bvidently the Board was given a clean elate, a.o it functioned for 22
rnore years.

May

s,

1896--A fireman at No. 7 Bngine Company was fined $10 for

threatening another fireaan with a pf.tehfor:k.
horse and wagon days).

(One of the hilzuda of the
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May S, 1896--Tbe Secretary of the Boacd was inatructed to notify
the Committee on Ground& and Buildings that tho cuspidors in the Boa.rd'•

room were worn out.
J.tay 20, 1896-Mr. u. Gatto, saloonkeeper, at 1324 .liast Cary Street,

accused firemen of conataing his entire atock of 20 barrel& of whiskey
during

the

·fire at his saloon on the above date.

Tbe firemen were exon-

erated of thia chacge, but there wu no doubt tbat quite a few of them bad
imbibed freely of the gentlcuan's Whiakey, altllougb not to the extent of

ao

barrel&.
September 28, 1696-The Richmond Traction Coapany allowed the

firemen the privilege of riding free on the stieet car•.
J.lucb 7, 189?••<.i. li. \>aiuier,

~ec.retary

of the J;oud of f irc Com-

111iaaioners1 and Assiata.nt :iupe.rintendent of the fire Alarm liureau, died.
All tbe bell& on the engine hou&es were tolled for bia funeral.
l>ecsber 6, 1697-George F.

~ncad

of Truct Company No. 1, waa

presented with a medal by the Virginia

~tate

Insurance Company for heroic

work at the Droa4 Street Church fire.

This &wa.rd was presented each

year to tbe fireman Who bad done the most outstanding work during the
year.
December 27, 1897--The mayor was &aked to offer a
anyone catchins the person pulling false alarms at Box

tendent was also instructed to
and k&in Streets.

re~ove

$as rewud to

as.

l'he superin-

all key boxes except thoav

'!>ct

Broad
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Pebruaty le 189tS--A Welsba.ck gaslight w&& put in tin«ine Company

No. 1 on trial.
Pebruaty 28, 1898--L.

s.

Jone• WAS appointed Second Assistant

Chief and clerk to the chief at a salary of $10 per Montb.
November 9, 1893--Tbe Virginia :lt&te Insu.nnce Medal wa.s awarded

to Captain

o. P.

Wise of

~ngine

Coaupany No. 4 fqr heroic work at tbe St.

Peters cathedral fire on January 24, 1898.

february 1, 1901--Pireiaen began receiving

$he1~

pay semi-monthly

instead of once a •ontb.

June 31 1901-·C• C. Froaaer cf linGine
Bullock oC linsine Company No. 7

~ere a~arded

Medal for heroic work at a fire at 15th

C~ny

No. S a.nd L.

a.

tl:ie Virginia State Iuaurance

and Cal;y

Streets

Oll

January 5,

1900.
Do?ce111bH' 2, 1901-The Ricblllond Ic:e COlllpa.ny offered tJ:.e Fire Depart-

11tent the uae of 'their horses during the winter months.

Tbe offer wu

accepted.
April 14 1 1902--Chief

w.

G. Pullet' went before ihc llOMd to pro-

test the testing 0£ life nets witb 16.S pound bags of salt.

He stated tllat

the bags aigbt fall on the bead& of the men. and the Bot.1'd agreed with
him.

£vidently they thought the temptation might be too great on the put

of some of the men to get back at aomeone they didA't like by dropping a

bag of 1a.lt on bis head.

1$

1002--All engine houses were wired for olectticity.
October 6, 1903--The Virginia State Insurance Medal waa awarded
to J. P. Schlosser of inglne Company No. 6 for heroic service ln rescuing
wamen and children during a fire at the Arau• Manufacturins Corlpany,

9 ?4ortll 71:b Street• on fcbruary

aS,

1901.

October 6, 1902-Tbe Board of Pite CommJ.asionera ruled that here-

after a.11 applicants for: substitute f ic'emea must appear before the Board
so they could see thea.

January 28, 1903-A horse of Engine Company No. 4 was killed by
a street car at 3rd and Main $treeta while answering an alal'tll.
Pebruarr 18, 1903-A wqon horse of' .Bnglne Company Mo. 4 was «iPpled by a etreet car at 3rd and Broad Streets.

April 3, 1903--A fireman of Snglne Contpany No. 2 appeared before
the Board to anewer charges of baving 4e1er ium treiMne because of the

fact that he had

atop~

drinking. 1.'he doctor teatif ied that he had really

stopped drinking, and the sudden breaking off bad brought- on the t>. T. 'a

He waa glven a few ween to get bluelf together.
Pebruary 17 0 1904--A horse of Bnglae Company No. S waa killed lo a
co111elon at Main and Short Streets with & street car.

July 10, 1905-Pive aen f rora .Bngine Company No. 9 went before the
Board charged with fighting and creating a diatucbance in the engine house.
The trouble atuted when one of the aaen ate a balaaa pear wbiell belonged

to one of the othe.r an. T1le owner of the pear aceused another an of
eating it and a fisht ensued.

Before the argUllent wu over, nearly every
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man in the e11Gine house was battU.ng it out.

Ae a result three ot the aen

were fined, and nearly every man in the house was transferted.
Septetilber 26. 190S-The entire Pire Department waa inspected by
city of'ficiala and the public in a pa.re.de.

Thia pua.de was criticized by

quite a tew people, as the entire department was useabled in one part of
the city, and l! a fire had broken out in the £a.r west end, there uy have
been a bad fire before they could get to J.t.
October a, 190S-Piruian u. P. Grady of Truck Coinpany No. 1 waa
ordered dismissed from the department due to the fact that he had been

absent f •~ 1S days.
August 6 0 1906--A citizen, Valentine T. Goodmt-l:"• went before the
Board requesting $200 damages becauae of being kicked by a horse of Bngine
Company No. 7.

December 19, 1907--Mias Ann O'Keete waa ordered paid for damages
to her house at l!la and Leater Streets wbic:h was burned by sparks f rosa an
engine of Company No. 8 which waa working at a nearby fire.

July 6, 1908--Mts. P. T. Parker and Mrs. P. T. Davis were awai-ded
damages of $2 each for injury to their clothes wnen a atream of water got

away from Bngine Company No. S and went into a street car.
January11 0 1909--Tb.e street cu company wu asked to atop using

rotary gongs as they were tbe aame as fire apparatus gongs.
January

18~

1909--The city attorney ruled that the city was not

responsible for ADY damage by apparatus while responding to an alarm of

fire.
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June 28, 1909--The Boe.rd of fire Corurti•aioners, by recommendation
of Dr. Hinchlnan, ordered all firemen to wear suspensory ba.ga and all men
with hernias to wear trusses.
November
sraphed and a

c,

1909-•All apparatus horses were ordered to be f)hoto-

~ecord

kept on the back of each picture.

January 20 1 1910--!'he car in which the Doard of fire COl!lflli&sioners
was riding while inspecting engine hou&t:J was fined $50 for epeeding.

The fine was paid by me.bet& of the Board.
May 9 1 1910.--New canopies or umbrella& wete ordered for the chief a'
buggies.

May 23, 1910--T\'lo Bvereadx oxygen helmets were ordered for the
department.

Au1;ust, 1911--A new Knox engine, tbe f iret piece of motorl2ed fire
equip~nt,

was put in service at Bng!ne Company No. 4.

Ita speed wae

limited to tan miles ?er hour.

January 11, 1912-...Captain Meador• of Bn&lne Cosnpany No. 9 we.a
charged with negligenca in that he broke clown the

d.~

of tbe

Howit~era

Ar@ry thinking there wa.s a fire when it was only •team.

Jun" 1 0 1912--QUite a lot of lla.rd feelings developed when a fire
department horse which had been sold dropped dead immediately after the
neney had

chtlng~d

hands.

June 29, 1912--A new Knox motor engine was put ln aervice at Bngine
Company No. 1. Three new r.nox motor cars were put into service for the

Chiefa.
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October 7, 1<.>12...-The car of Chief Raffo skidded into a buggy belonging to Julias Straus.

Hr. Straus claimed damages of $53.90. which

were paid.
October 27, 1912-The car of Chief \Hse llit a. nesro

Young at Monroe and Broad Streets.

bOy

named David

Tbe Board orde:ect- that louder horns

be put on the chiefs' cars.
Maren 13 1 1913-The cu of Chief Wise ran into and killed John Be

Pittz on Broad Street between 8th and 9th Streets.
June 1, 1913-...Watch duties of four hours for each man were started
in each engine bouee. There were no w&tch duties priot to this time.
October 6, 1913--B.

J. Steiss, a former lireman, was rejected aa a

member of the f'be deputment because of his sull •be. lie we.a finally

rehired !n 1914.
January 26, 1914-·A f irelllrul at Bnsine Company No. 11 was charged
with being under the influence of whiskey at a tire and also in the llouso.

It was recommended that he be reduced from. driver as he only had one eye
and was a dangerous driver.

(It is not known how he got in the department

with only one eye.)

februa.:y 23, 1914--.ln insurance company dew.anded. pa.yaent from the
Board fer 00.trels and boxe's burned by the firemen at a fire on 13th Street.
It wu proven that the firemen were tolcl to burn the boxes and bare-els in

order to keep warm.
July 13, 1914--nr.

J.

D. Hutson of 228 s. Laurel Street protested

agalnot the ringina of the bell of Bngine Cotnpany No. 6.
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february 27,

l91s--u. s.

Atkins of .iingine Company No. 11 wu found

dead in bed.

februa.cy 17, 19lS.....t~ Virsinia Alectric and Power Coi.upa.ny notified
tne Uoard that they would cll&Z:ge tbe fire Department $7.50 per quarter for
the use of the lst and Stb Street viaduct in going to fires.
April 12,

191S-·Citi~cna

0£ forest Hill and Woodland Heights ap-

pealed for mote adequate f ise protection. as tno ne&re&t company

1111&8

nea.cly

two miles a.way.

July 15, 191.5--Piro Commissioner Hann and Fireman Pegram were killed
in a wreck at Adaa.s and Uroad Streets when Chief Joynes car ra.n into &
trolley pole while answering an

~larm.

Chief Joynes was injured.

July 27, 1915--Truck Company No. 3 ran oui of gas while returning
from a fire.

'£hey were reprimanded.

July 1 1 191S--The appeals of forest dill and Woodland Heights

citizens for better f tre protection were answered by ihe opening of Engine
Company No. 17 at 32ud and Bainbridge Streets.

May 17, 1917--the Uoatd pa.sse4 & reau!utiun ataiina tllat &llf iremun who went into the ac:cvice of their country would keep their standing
in the

depa.rtr.ien~.

May 18, 1917--L. D. Connell of hngine Company No. 3 broke a leg
sliding down a pole.

July 9 0 1917--Companies were ordered not to use the telephone duting
thw1detstorma except in an ab.solute emergency.
September, 1918--The Board of Pire Commiaaionera vas aboliBhed.
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OIAPTJU\ J.V

Richmond had acme interesting fires in the 19th centur% and tile
l~te

1800's. in particula.r, produced a few

memo~able

conflagrations.

The first large hotel fire in the city after it began to rise from the
evacuation f !re ashes occurred on December

as,

1670, when the

Hotel at 8th and Hain Streets caught fire at 1:15 A. M.

~potswood

Not lona after

the bell at the Old Market had sounded the "All is well" signal, the

piercing cry of nPire :"was heard.

Many of the city's S0,000 slumbering

inhabitants suddenly awakened and rushed to their doors to find out the

location of the blaze.

The towering f lamee of the Spotswood were visible

from all over the city, and it was soon obVious that tM historic old
hostelry, where Jerferson Davis had lived for a time ae President of tbe
Confederacy, was done for. 1 The early arrivals on. the scene saw frantic
guests jump from their beds and rush out into the almost zero weather with
little or no clothes: lll&nY

lea~ed

from the windows and were injured.

1. George w. Rogers. "Christmas Isn't Always Dull Time for News;
Pirea and Disasters occur," The Richmond News Leader, December 25, 19S2.
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One reason for the utter destruction of the hotel was a very high wind
which fanned the flame•. Jn all eight persons were kllled. 2
On the night in que•tion, the hotel was filled with sueota, including

a nuaber who had been out for the evening attending eocial function&, and

who had returned around mldnigbt, since it was the custom in those daye
to end such affairs before the midnight hour.

Patrick iJyrd, the watchman,

was making his usual £'0\tndS in the early morning, and it ia recorded that

he asnelled smoke and at once made e.n

investis~tion.

Upon finding a blaee,

Byrd, along with one Dr. Cl:a.y Latham of Lynchburg, rushed from door to

door:, knockin; loudly, in otder to arouse the aleeping guests.

Apparently

the fire started in a rOOJll directly over the off ice, and it •prend with

great rapidity.

In a few minutes tbe h&ll& wore filled with half-clad

men. women, and children aeeking to escape the holocaust.
ior was

al~ost

Since the inter-

entirely of wood 0 the flames bad no difficulty in spreading,

and with the opening of windows and doors the hotel became almost like a

flue. 3
The firemen of that day ma.de a brave fight to arrest the fire,

but to no avail, as aoon the floors began to give way and the structure
collapsed.

Naturally a huge crC*d had collected, and on every side busi•

neas placea were opened to give •helter to tbose who bad escaped and to
provide quarters to those .injured when jumping out of windows. liuainess

2.

Geoi:"ge

w.

Rogers, "The Richmond'& Blazes of Yeaterday Recalled--

The Story of tsox 723," The ~ichrnond News Leader, March 31, 1951.
3. Horace A. llawkina, 0 Spotswood llolocauat <>4 Years Ago," Richmond
1:itnes-Dise~~G.1!• December 25, i934.
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concerns to the east of the Spotewood--Grover and I.laker'• sewing machine
agency; B. Clrontl, house ful'niabinga; and Henry Uunserford'e banking

houae--were also awpt away by the f laaea, as were T. Wolfedecte•a cigar
atore and w. J. Anderson'• tinware and stove eatabliebment. 4
Niraeu1oua was tbe escape of
Virginia.

c.

A. Sahffler, public printer for

Being on the 5th floor, bia escape wu cut off by the fire•

filled halls,

and he was forced 'to swing from tbe ledge of

the window lo

his roca and catch tbe ledge of the window below where be held on until
firemen could reach him with a ladder.

'rnoae Who had lost all their

poaaeasiona in the disaster were glven clothing without cost, 1\11.d realdents throoghout the city opened their hOllle• to those who bad been injured
and

were ln need of medical attention

care. All aucb services were

and

,

given without any fees, and the physicians of the city did all tbat was
posalbte to bring relief to the auf f erers.

Although it is generally said that eight persona died in the fire,

Horace A. Hawkins 0 writing in the !\ichmond Times-t>iaeatcb in 1934• said
that

0

it la believed that a greater nuaber perished, for many of those

registered in tne hotel were never again heard frOl!l, and it la believed
they lost no time, once they were out of reach of the f lamea, in boarding

train• or steamers and getting away frora the city." After the fire, the
bones that were removed ftooa the burned building were buried in Oakwood
Cemetery.

4.

6

Ibid.

--

s. ibi'd.

6.

Ibid.
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Pel'haps

the tragedy 0£ the Spotewood Uotel could have been fore-

told by anyone well versed in auch matteca ainee the yeu 1870 had been
a rather ad.a one for tne city.

On

March. 14, 1870, all or the city's fire

apparatus had been aeized and advertised f ot: sale at a public auetlon to

aatisfy a bill for the destruction of

•ome

barrels.of whimltey by order of

City Council during the evacuation fire of April a,· 1865. Thanks to tb8
quick response of slJc public-ainded citizens, who gave bond for $20,000,
the equipment wae released.

April Z7 saw the floor of the Supreme Court

collapse at the State Capitol which teaulte4 in 62 deaths and 251 injuries,
while in the sumer of 1870 a devastating drought occurred woich caused
beavv damage to crops,

11~estock,

and g!Ulte.

llarly October produced severe

floods tbat caused $1,000,000 damages and left roads in an impassable
state. 'fhen on October 12 cal'llO the death of General Robert

a.

Lee, and

for daya public building& and private bomea were draped ln mourning while

the church bella tolled.

1 On Sunday aorning, November 21, 1891, the

warehouse, •table•, and the residence of the Yard Superintendent of the
Ricl1111ond

ceau

Works, all housed in the fQrmer James R.!ver Brewing Company,

were consumed by fire.

George

w.

Rogers saya that ibe alarm was sounded

"about Sunday School time. and I chose chasing to the fir:e instead of
Sunday Scheol.

father was Captain of Engine Company No. 8, one of which

answered the call, and he was alao Superintendent of •••• Sunday School.
I not only aissed beins in attendance at the Sunday School. but I missed
the evening meal, a double decker for preferring the fire." 8
7. Rogers, .!?.2•
8.

.£.!!.,

The

Richmond News Leader, December 25, 1952,

George W. Rogers, "Pay Was Low, But Oldtime firemen Had llxcite•

ment for CoS!llXtn&aUone" The Richmond News Leader. February 24, l9SS.
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Tbe coldest day for a major fire wa.s January 19, 1893, When the
Allen And Ginter cigarette factory on the southwest corner of 7th and

Cary Streets wa.s gutted and ine Valentine Meat Juice Company plant &djoining was badly daaa.ged.

were f ro:..en.

T1ie official

tcapetat~rc

waa recorded at· 12 degreee

Nine engines pwrtped to capacity alter holes MOre cut in the

ice coverins the nearby canal.

Pollowins the fire, aome 1200 employees

of Allen and Ginter were transferrcd to branches of the Ametican Tobacco
Company without the loas of a single day'• pay.

9

One of the saddest fires in the memory of Roger& was that one
caused by a bolt of lightning, July 19 1 1892. On that day, the Dale EJ11Ret
Family conal.ating of the father, age 32; the lllftther • Alice, age 34; Ubby,

oix; Norman, three; and the baby, seven llOtltha, were all burned to death
in the suie bcdro0t.a cf their hou.se in tbe 000 block of fHcbolson :»treet.

In spite of a drenching rain and the work of firemen, the ·building could
not be saved. or the family withino

"A lu'ting iD.pression was gained t"rom

witnessing the funeral proceosion of the five White hearses drawn by white·
10
horaes."

On occasion, the f ireaen were used for purposes other than the
inere f igbting of fires.

Sucb an occasion uas the evening of August 31,

18861> when the ta.!1 end of an earthquake that had struck Cbarleston, Soutb

Carolina, aent a tremor through Richmond.

9.
10.

Ibid.
~rs, .22•

ill••

"House& rocked and swayed,

The Richm•.md News Leader, March 31, 19!51.
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windows fell out, a few ch!mneye toppled, and re&idento rushed into the
str'eets td'Jen fir:e bells .sounded the inost dreaded alarm-..1.5 strokes, re-

peated four tim.es--to summon militia to tbeir

ar~ories."

taight have passed with little note, however, if

the

This incident

tremor hnd not s>as&ed

directly under the State Penitentiary. "the frightened inmates, some of
them screaming that Judgement Day llad come, broke out of their ce11s and
began attempting to batter their way frca the prison."

11

Governor fitzhugh Lee, a former ca._lry officer, sized up the
situation and ordered the firemen on the scene to turn

frantic convict&. A few well•a.ilaed streams of water

the

c~led

hosea on the

down the ptt.nic,

and the w&t prisoners were returned to their ce11a. 13
Seventeen yeara later, during a Richln.Ond atreetcar strike, Uayor
Dick Taylor tried the saine device when confronted by a riotous
sympatlletic citizens at the carbuns at 29tb and P Streets.

c~owd

of

tiinc:e neither

pol.ice nor militia were able to disperoe 'the mob, Taylor summoned the
firemen and personally directed thea to Shower the crowd with water.

The

plan worked, but it also workad to defed· the Ma;or !n the next election,

for the following eprins Taylor lost the mayoralty in a cloae vote, and
his opponent was aided by substantial auppott from Marshall and Jefferson
Wards where the aprinkled citizens resided. 13

11.

Rogers, .!1?•

12.

Ibid.

13.

-i'b'fci'.

.5!!•,

The fiicluaond News Lea:.<Ur, February 24, 1955.
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Since the turn of the century, Richn'lond has known its share of
"big (ir.u." and although some of these fires nave resulted in high

property losses, the c: i ty' e record la an enviable one.

•ttro wrl te about

tbe big fires, and to check the records of deaths and damage, is to be

lmr>reseed by Rldmond•s excellent standing amontr cities of this sbe.

several year5, Rid1mond'a per capita fire loss has been equalled

by

Per

few

cities in the nation, and there is every reason for the city to take l>ride

in the devotion and skill of its Pire Department." 14
Witn the arrival of the year 1900, ftlchmond was to be found in
high spirits.

The Civil Ka.c was 3S years re."llOVe<1 0 the popul!1tion had

c:lir.ibed to as,000 0 and tlie number of manufacturins plants had passed 1 1 200.

In the traditional obaervMee of New Year's f>ay on Monday 0 January 1, 1900,

the feeling was prevalent that h&ppy days bad come again.
cold morning of January

a,

natly on the

a disastrou3 fire brought the festivities to

a audden halt. The firat of two blazes consU11Cd the general offices of
the Cbasnpeate and Ohio Railway, together with the establishments of Muacoe

n. Garnett and the Com.erclal nuild!ng and Loan Association at 8th and

Main Streets.

Pi.l'emen and hoses were covered with ice bef orc the fire was

finally brought under control.

However, th.ey hardly had time to thaw out

before a three &1ar11 fire called them to the Planters' Warebouse at 15th
and Cary Streets.

There, 4,000 hogaheada of tobacco, along with the

Kingan's meat plant, the Cardwell Ma.chine Co01pany,

14.
wine

fa.v~-.r,"

GeorGe

w.

and

the Davenport

Rogers, "City has known big f irea, but loss record

The Ricrn110nd News T..eadec, February 25, 1955.
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Warehouse were rapidly dbappea.ri.na in the roaring f laaea.

had cleared, datnai;es were counted at more

th.an

Wben

tne smoke

half' a td.lU.on dolla.rs. 15

This rather bad beginnine of the year did not unfortunately provide
the proverbial happy ending.

period, aaong them

&

A nunber of serious fires lnU'red the 12-month

blue that destroyed t'hc ten-year-old Grove Avenue

8aDtist Church on October 20.

All that reroained after the firemen had

left were the charred walls of the once beautiful structure, the faith
and courage o! its naembera, and a net debt

of

$12 1 000.

However, es it

turned out, 1901 was to be an even worse year for fires than the previous

one.

It started with a blaze that destroyed the carriage

Bosiler Sons at 9th and Cary Streets.

~hop

of

a.

H.

16

Then on Priday night, March 29, ca.me the "\mforgettable and unneee.ssary fire in the Jeff'erson Hotel."

The blue began in a f'ourth floor

linen closet a.nd was toyed with by minor employees until it got beyond
their controi. 17 As soon as the hotel management was informed of the
trouble, an alarm was turned in over the buil4ing•a private box No. 723.
When the gong began ringing, Ceorge ti. Rogers was on duty on the fifth
floor of the Times liuUding at 10th and Bank Streets, where thu news roOlllS

of both the Richmond T.Uitcs and livening Leadci.: were located.

Af'ter deter..

mining the location of the alatm, Rogers and aeveral other reporters
dashed out and caught a Main Street street car wttleh proved to be cine of
18
the la.st for: several days to

15.
16.
17.

18.

pa.t>S the

hotel.

·!bis!·

Ibid.
Ibid.

Rogers,

.!2•

ill••

The

Richmond News Leader, Much 31, 1951.
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We are told that Chief

ncss

or

w.

G. Puller quickly realized the serious-

the situation and ordered the sicnal

or

three sixes...-6-6..6- to

be sounded, which brought every piece of' appntatus and every o.va.i1at>le

man to the scene,

Naturally excitement wns at a high level in th.e h<>tel

and in the streets, "whete the guests were arriving by the.score.
prope~ly

sorn.~

dressed, others a bit Shy of wearing ap?Arel for street appearance.

Baggage of every description was being rushed out of the Main Street entrauceo and piled in the street...

Nearly

every.~:ie

was wUUng to help in

any way possible, but with all the lights out and the presence of heavy

black smoke, it

was difficult to accor.iplish a great deal. This fire was

one of the oost dif'ficult to comba.t in the i1istory of the city because of
the unusual construction between floors.

It raged until nearly noon

Saturday before being broug!1t under control, while strea.ns of water were
aaint~ined

on the crumbled walls and debris until Monday.

The loss was

set at $521,403. 19
Although there were no deatrus, a number of the uucsts had nuro-.:t.

escapes, as. did three f ircmen.

fireman Adolph Pranck, Lieutenant William

Bosc:ell,, and Captain Otto P. Wise f otmd themselves cut off frott all exits

after entering the hotel and were (creed to sna.ke their way to another part
of the building by grasping t1:1e window cornices until· they reached the

stream of some hose, a.t which time, straddling tlle ho5e, they rapidly dt:t-

scended to the pavement with hands that were rather tender for a few days

19.

-

Ibid,
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afterwud.

Several of tho&e anxious to 11elp conceived the idea

or

re-

moving the lif e-~be sta.tue of Thomas Je£ferson froa. the Palm Carden neu
the franklin Street entrance in order to protect it frQm possible fire
dar.ia 0e.

By employing several neighbors• clothes lines, the reseuers pro-

cceded to nove the statue by lassoing it around the neck.

that 0 Jeff 0 wa.a refl'loved to a safer place,. but

The result was

in.!!:!!? pieces. When the

Jefferson was rebuilt in 1907, tile statue was fitted with a. double collu

to cover the daiaa~e done six_years eru:l!cr. 20
Less tha.n .two weeks a.(ter the hotel fire, and only a few blocks

away, an earlt morning fire razed the new department store of Julius Myers
Sons at Pousbec and Broad Streets.

One er.iptoyee died in the bla.:i:e.

The

yea.r 1901 ca.-:\4 to an end as far. as losses through fire were concerned with
an explosion of na.phthol at the City •J.\s Works on December 23.

Robert

l'lakefleld, a Oas Works employee, was killed, and the clothes of several

{!rem.en were scOJ:"ched.

21

Ttie highligllt of u-.e 1903 .fires was a spectacular blaze at the

Gallego Mills, a blaze whicb could be seen for miles around the city.

It

was the fou;;th destruction of the la.rsest building at that time in Riclmond,

and also one

or

the largest flour mills in the country.

On December 27,

fire was discovered bursting out of the wlndCMs on the top floor, and before nearby fireien could reach the scene, large fire embers were being
blown in every direction.

2,0.

21.

Ibid.
Ibid.

This created a very pretty picture, but gave

90

Chief

w. G.

Puller and the entire fire Department auch work and uneasineas.

These nibets started more than 20 other fire.a, several four blocks a.way,

and in all, 'thia $250,000 blue threw so• 50 men out of work.

22

The only passenger boat to burn since the gunboats and other craf te
were aei afire at the Confederate Navy Yard on evacuation day was the
f aat moving steamea:, Pocallontas, which was destroyed at ber wharf opposite
tbe aUe of the f orMr Navy yard, April 30, 1904.

'ihe "Poco" bad been

making tsl•weekly tripe to Norfolk and intermediate points for llS&ny years.
Also in 1904, there

occur~ed

the beat diaplay of horse aense by any of

'tile hWKU:ed or mne mu:aea used to propel appara.•u• in years paet.

lbia

honor i• credited to the trio that pulled the big engine of Company No. 3

located on Broad Street between 9th a.n4 10th Streets on a downhill run to
a three-alarm fire ati the 111eat packing plant of

at 10th and Byrd

~treets.

w.

i. Forbes and Company

August 16. Aa soon .. the bis aachine hit the

top of tbe 9th .Sti:eet downsrade, the driver, Thoaas Tyree, appUud the
bi:akea and pulled back tigbt on the l"eina.

en

reaching the scene of the

fire, and the bol'sea were unhitched, it wu discovered that in their h&Ste

to leave the firehouse, the firemen had neglected to anap the blt• in the
horses• aoutha; the guiding piece• of steel were resting on the couara.

Tntougb aheer inatinct, the three animal• had followed a c::oraon route of
tht"

engL~. 23

.!1?•...ill.•, Tile Richmond News Leader, December 25, 1953.
£.!!.•• The Richmond News Leader, Pebruary 25, 19SS.

22.

RoSera,

23.

Rogers. ,22•
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probably is a record f cr multiple f irea was aet on January 23,

~'hat

1907, in a blaze whieh first started at 1:'44 A. M. a.r.d conn.-med the

WllliaJllS building at 9th and Cary Streets, \<Alhich boused the Adams n.xpress

Company on the ground floor and the illuea Amory in the retiaioder of the
large structure. Thouaands of dollars worth of nerchandise, togetber
with all 0£ the possessions o( thct IU,chmond Light Infantry liluea, including

their cherished relics, trophic• and full dreaa i.nif orl18, went up in smoke.
Then several fire companies were
in combattins a

fast·a~eading

~ranaferred

blaze at the woodworking plant of \foitehuret

and Owcaa at 10th and Arch Streets.

remove

PlOSt

to as.tat the r:eserve forces

At 7a30 A.

)4.

it waa neceasuy to

of the equipment f ram the •mouldering ruins of tbese two buildings

and ruab tllell to 'the li. H. Johnaon Publishing Co.apany where a fire was

rapidly destroying several thousand school and text boon, along with the
24

bullding.

Clief George

c.

Shaw died from smoke auf f oc•tion auf f ered at the

fire at the Soyd Baking Powder Company on the night of November 21, 1908.
In addition, a acore of f irellli!ft were overcoae by the fumes from the roaring
f lmaea.

Tho f irat call to extinguish an automobile fire caae on Pebruary

22, 1909.

The car •aa owned by s. A. Blenner, ltichmond's pioneer auto-

.

mobile dealer, and the car•a Ucellse number wu 676.

25

A apontaneoua com-

bustion ia the laboratory on the f <nUth f 1oor of the Univeraity College
of Medicine at 12th and Clay Street• at 1:50 A. M. on January 6, 1910,

24.
25.

Ibid.
Ibid.

-
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created

1'\ICh

excitetnent. The Medical SChool waa connected by a bridGe

with the Virginia Hospital on the ea.st, where 33 pat;enta wr.re located.
The fire was discovered when one of the patients detected an odor o!

smoke and called a night nurse. The street• tnia

m~rning

were covered

with ice, but a.11 patients were removed from tlle bur:ning building without
injury. 26

On Christmas Day, 1910, the students residing in .kyland Hall of

forced to Make a be.sty exit, leaving clothes, bock3, and trinket& behind

them because of a fire !n the building.

lhe present site of the University

of Richmond had recently been pureba.sed, and the merger of lH.chlltond College
and tile Women's College took place abortly r.fterwards.

It waa said that

some boys in the neighborhood of the old college started the blaze by

discharging some firecrackers on the campua. 27
A difficult fire to conquer, but & moot interesting one to watch,
according to those who did, was a blaze which c:onsuaed the half-block four-

story building of the A. Hoen Company Lithographers, occupying the site

of the Parcel Post Building. As Richmond theater audiences were

~ing

their exit& on April 20, 1911, flames burst throuah the roof of the plant
filled with paper and oils.

In a short While, whlle fireMn battled the

roaring furnace, the atepa of the Capitol

we~e

filled "1th

ea~-er

onlookers.

Rogers, !?J?.• £.!!.•• Tne Richmond News Leader, December 25, 19S2.

-
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John B, Finnegan, Sr., the present chief, who, a few weeks earlier had laid
down his plumber• s tools to become a firer.mn.,

lflil.S

one of

tb~

first "to

28
He receive<\ his lnitinl baptlsto of fire and wa.ter tbere.n

enter the inferno.

An ir.iport&.41t innovation in fire fighting equipment began in 1911

wuen a. motoriaed combination hose and chemical wason wa.a installed on Auguat
26 at

~ngine

Corapany No. 4 1 at that time on 3r4 Street near Broad.

Thie

initial piece of motor driven apparatus, a Knox. proved to be a major head-

aehe in several re$pects.

It wu frequently breaking down or colUd!nc

witb another vehicle, etreet car, or building.

Tne driver's seat became

so bot on & run of any distance that ten pounds of asbestos wa.a added to
this seat which adjoined the motor. 39
Tiie Christmas plans of tne Home for Needy Confederate wo;ien were

upset suddenly on December 23, 1916, while most of tho ladle• were at tne
breakfast table.

fortunately no one was injured in the fire, which did

help to expoae the building as unsuitable •s a reJidence for aged ladiea.
Another near tragedy was narrowly averted on January 4 1 1926, when Mrs.
B. L. Trinkle, wife of Yitgini&'s governor, jU11ped from the third floor

of

ti:;e

\iovernor•s Mansion into the arms of Captain Cieotge D. nuat of

.Engine Company No, 3 after the house bac.l become enveloped in fllUlleS f'rom

a Ctu:iatrus tree. •trs. Trinkle was hospitalized f o: aeveral daya with

second degree bUl'ns. Her son, li. Lee, Jr., alao
building, but without injury.

juinped

from tne burning

30

~·

Ell•,

The R!e!mond News I..etu'!er, Pebruary 2.5, 1955.

30. "iiO';;rs, !I?•

£!!.•,

The Riehmond News Lender, Decc~bcr 25, 1952.

28.

t9.

R(')1.7er.s,
Ibid.
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There have been two large botel fires in Richoioi:d &inc• the
Jefferson Hotel of 1901.

On February

za, 19aa,

the Lcx..ingtcn Hotel at

12th and •Jl.\in Street:.i was tl1e victim of a fire whic.t. produced tne largoat

fire casualty list in Richmond since

tJie

horrible

Twelve person$ were killed and 28 injured,
in panic frOlll the third and fourth floors.

aa.uy

evacuati~n

permanently,

tire in 1865.
by

jumping

A second blaze at tbe Jeffer-

son occuree<I on Much 10, 1944, 4J yea.rs after the fir.st one, and its

origin was very similar. Tnc (ire was discovered in a linen closet on
the second floor at 11:.59 P. M., and the :same fire alarm box, No. 7Z4,
was pulled.

T11ia

fire spread very rapidly with the result that 80ll'le

guests wore trapped on the upper f loora.

aoo

Most of them were brought c1otm

firemen, and the blnzc was checked with only $57,000, in property
31
dAmage, b~t not before eix livca were lost and 20 injured.
by

One of tne cost spectacular £ires ever to occur in Richmond was
the 7.5,000.;.gallon oil fire at the plant of the Standard Oil Company on

Deccmbe: 23, 1943, a bitter cold day.

Gcor"o

w.

Rogers ca.Us tbc work of

the lire fighters .. the beat job of f irefigllting l ever saw." Twenty-two

streams of water pumped from a nearby canal formed a water screen to pro-

teet a score of nearby tank• from those already ablaze,wnile Sl,000
3
pounds of foa.mite finally erased the fire itael!. a The firemen suffered
from the intense heat, which caused blistered f ~cea and singed eyebrows

31. Rot;era, .22.• ..E!!•, The Richmond News Leader, Narcb 31, 1951.
32. Roxers, oo. cit.• T11e !Uci:inond i\ews Leader 1 Pebruary 2S, 19SS.

-
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but were spa.red any severe explosion, which fortunately did not ma.tcrial-

be.

'fhe m.a.jority of the companies which ha.'1 fought tlle $ZO,OOO oil fire

were awakened at 9:47 P. J.I. to battle a. ra;;ing fire at l'owt:ll Brothers
Clothing Store on Main Street under the Chesapeake aud Ohio vb.duct.

The

store was gutted &long with a stock worth $35,000, and the wooden flooring

of the viaduct was ignited several timea.

33

One of the boaviest fire

losses in Hiclu;10nd, f inancia.lly speaking, occurred on A;>ril 28, 1951, when

the Miller and Rhoades warehouse& on Uerfllitage Road weJ:'o b'luned with a

loss of $1,300,000. 34
Tho

Jure~.ma

and Hopkins furniture atores f il'e of 1-iarcb 13 1 1921,

will always be remeubered in Richmond'& firefigliting history as the blt.zt
wh.icl1 toolt. the lives of f'our city f ireuien and one civilian volunteer. A
"back draft" was credited a.a the cause ef the ex.">lo.1iou Which wrecked

the walls of the Jursems building, demolishing the building of the hopkina
furniture store at Adaxi& and Uroad Streets. According to newspaper ac•
counts, firemen had just carried a line of hose to the top of the Jurgens
building and had been cotllPelled to
when tne explosion took place.

des~end

because

of

~

lack of pres&ure

Had they reaained on top several minutes

longer, tlley too would have been dropped into the

ra~lng

inferno beneath,
35

As U was, SOJllC 1.S lllt?n were carried down when the Hopkin• roof caved in.

33.
34.
35.

.£!!.•,
ill•,

The ~~chmond News Leader, Decesaber 25, 1953.
TlJe l.1chmond lJei1s Lcatl~r, February 25 1 1955.
tHch1;.ond Ti.mes-Oisoatcll, Marcll 14, 1921.

Rogers, .22•
flogers,

22•

Volunteer civilians were working with crow-bars to pick holes in
the walls separating the two buildings so that hose could lJC played on the

flames, and firer.ten were ptcpariug to separate tuesf: atrea.ras of water when
the explosion occurred.

down.

These were tl1e rocn who wer\l ca.u~tr~ and carded

The Hopkins building was a four-story briek structute, standing

next to the Jurgens building, ttliich

w~s

$ix stories, and when the wall

ot

the taller edifice fell, its weight broke through the roof of its neighbor
and the weight of tile roof carried down floor after floor and aank through
the main floor into the collar.

Some of tho:;e caught on the roof were:

carried only to tb4 third floor, unere they lodged on a :sh.elf which did
nnt break tvaa.y neat ttw front of tll«t building.

36

"The fire, viewed f rora the inside, proved to be full of thrills.

work of the firemen would

be

The

spoken of on tbe ba.ttlef ront as conspicuous

bravery in the !ace of a galling f iro. Tl•e men worked right on rescuing
the dead and f iGhting tho fire, while dMgera threatened on all side&."
The elevator of the Hopkins Company had been left suspended in the air,

and; after the fire, it rested allakily on three timbers directly above the
llea.cs of the men.

tbose al.ready dead.

Had it broken f rec, it would have added to tlle list of

Despite this danger, firemen continued to search the

debris f'or theit mates. ant! when the blaze broke out anew late in the

evening, they aga.in endan&ered their lives by elitabins back over the wrock•t.~ ~~. ~at

at the heart of the fire.

-

Ibid.

When the big explosion took place,
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a number of firemen on Ada.ms Street narrowly t:d3sed death, since the wall
blew out on thi& side also.

However, they saw the t.&.ss of trick falling

and barely m.de it out of the way before it hit tne street.

37

In an editoria.l the ua.y after the tragedy, tbe Richt.•ond Tines-

Dispa.tcb obServed that .. the f'ive ... who perished yesterday in their losing
conflict with the flamea ••• are beyond any human aid.
nothing for them.
coura~eous

Richmond cnn do

It can only (Jay sole1-.111 and fit ting tribute to their

devotion to duty."

la

Such a

statc~nt

can be applied not only

to those who &fl.Ve their lives in this particular fire but also to o.11
those who have served the city of Riclu:iond do\m t~oui;h tho years and who

have done their pa.rt to keep the citizens free frOlll the hazards of fire.

37.

38.

Ibid.
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AN ORDINANCE-No. 52-130
To amend the Richmond City Code of 1937 by inserting therein a. new
chapter, between chapter 84 and chapter 86, which new chapter
is de;;jgnated chapter 35, concerning fire prevention.

Patron: Mayor (By request of City Attorney).

The City of Richmond Hereby Ordains:
1. That the Richmond City Code of 1937 be and the same is
hereby amended by the insertion therein of a new chapter, between
chapter 34 and chapter 36, which new chapter is designated chapter 35,
concerning fire prevention, and is as follows:
CHAPTER35
Fire Prevention
ARTICLE I
Definitions-General Provisions
35-1. DEFINITIONS.-Definitions-The following words and
phrases when used in this chapter shall, for the purpose of this chapter
have the meanings respectively ascribed to them in this section, except
in those instances where the context clearly indicates a different
meaning.
(1) "Approval"-"Approved"-The words "approved" or "approval" as used in this chapter applying to articles, materials, type of
construction, appliances, processes, quantity or quantities, signs and
installation, shall mean approval by the Chief as a result of investigations conducted by him to determine that proper safeguards against
loss of life, personal injury or damage to property by fire or explosion
have been reasonably provided; or, in lieu of such investigation
appropriate standards or tests established by recognized qualified
authorities may -be accepted by him as a determination that proper
-safeguards against loss of life, personal injury or damage to property
by fire or explosions have been reasonably provided.
(2) "Chief"-The Chief of the Fire Prevention Division of the
Bureau of Fire.
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(3) "Congested area"-An area or areas withiri the city of
Richmond iound after investigation by the Chief to be especially
:susceptible to hazards of fire and explosion because of density of
population, traffic conditions, availability of fire fighting equipment
and the condition of the structures within the area.
(4) "Division"-The Fire Prevention Division of the Bureau
of Fire.
(5) "Garage"-An automobile garage for the purpose of this
chapter shall be defined as any building or part of any building where
one or more automobiles or other self-propelling vehicles, not including
motorcycles, are kept for storage, manufacture, repair, exhibition,
demonstration, sale, .rental, hire, painting, adjustment or equipment.
No establishment coming under this definition, in which four .or more
automobiles or other self-propelling vehicles other than motorcycles are
kept for any of the purposes above mentioned, shall be operated without a permit from the Division of Fire Prevention.
(6) "Person"-Every natural person, firm, co-partnership,
association or corporation.
(7) "Place of Assembly''-"Places of Public Asse~bly"-A
room, enclosure or space where provision is made for one hundred or
more people to congregate or assemble for religious, recreational,
educational, political, social or amusement purposes or for the consumption of food or drink. Such room, enclosure or space shall include
any occupied, appurtenant room, enclosure· or space.
(8) "Structural Alterations"- "Structural Changes" -The
words "structural alterations" or "structural changes" as used in this
chapter shall mean any change in the ..supporting members of a building, such as bearing walls or partitions, columns, beams, or girders,
or any substantial change in the roof.
35-2. ESTABLISHMENT OF FIRE PREVENTION DIVISION.
-That there is hereby created the Fire Prevention Division of the
Bureau of Fire. The Director of Public Safety shall have general
management and control of the administration and enforcement of the
provisions of this chapter and in connection therewith shall appoint a
Chief of the Fire Prevention of the Bureau of Fire, and such other
officers, assistants, clerks and employees as he may deem necessary in
administering and enforcing the provisions of this chapter.
35-3. DUTIES OF THE DIVISION.-It shall be the duty of the
Division to enforce all laws and ordinances unless otherwise specifically
provided to the contrary covering the following:
· (1) The prevention ~f fires and explosions.
(2) The investigation of the cause, origin and. circumstances of
fires and explosions.
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(8) The installation and maintenance· of fire extinguishing
equipment.
(4) The storage and use of explosives and flammables.
(5) The maintenance of, protection of and the elimination of
hazards in buildings and structures, obstructions of fire escapes and
exits.
The Division shall have such other powers and perform such other
duties as are set out in other sections of this chapte,r and other
ordinances and as may be conferred and imposed from time to time by
law. It shall be the duty of the Division to cooperate with and report
to all other appropriate departments of the city having jurisdiction
such instances as may come to its attention of violations of any fire
prevention or fire safety rules, laws or regulations normally administered by such departments.

35-4. INTENT; STANDARDS OF RECOGNIZED AUTHORITIES; TESTS.-(1) The intent of this chapter is to make reasonable
provisions to safeguard life and property from the hazards of 'fire,
explosion and similar 'causes by regulating the storage, handling and
use of potentially dangerous and hazardous articles and materials to a
reasonable and proper degree appropriate to the occasion.
(2) Compliance with the pertinent and appropriate standards of
such recognized authorities as the National Board of Fire Underwriters, Underwriters Laboratories, Inc., National Bureau of Standards, National Electrical Code or other similar recognized authorities
shall be deemed to be prima facie evidence that the installation of
articles or materials warrant approval by the Chief.
(3) Tests conducted by any of the above authorities or by other
qualified independent testing laboratories may be accepted by the Chief
in lieu of independent tests conducted by him. Permanent records
shall be kept by the Chief of all tests made by or found acceptable to
him.

( 4) The Chief shall maintain in bis office a public file of such
standards, tests and procedures herein referred to which shall be
deemed advisory requirements to this chapter insofar as pertinent to
each particular installation, process, article or materiaL
35-5. AUTHORITY TO PERMIT MINOR VARIATIONS OF
PROVISIONS OF THIS CHAPTER.-Upon application in writing
by any person the Chief shall have the power to permit minor varia·
tions of any of the provisions of this chapter when there are substantial
practical difficulties in the way of carrying out the strict letter of this
chapter provided that the spirit of this chapter shall be observed,
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public safety secured and substantial justice done. The particulars of
such variations when granted or allowed and the decision of the Chief
thereon shall be _entered upon the records of the division and a signed
copy shall be furnished the applicant.
35-6. DUTY OF THE CHIEF; SERVICING OF ORDERS;
APPEALS.-(1) It shall be the duty of the Chief to inspect or cause
to be inspected as often as he may deem necessary all buildings and
premises, except the· interiors of private dwellings, to ascertain and
cause to be corrected any conditions liable to cause fire or explosion, or
any violation of the provisions or intent of this chapter. When such
conditions are found, written orders for immediate correction or removal shall be given.
(2) The service of such orders may be made upon the owner or
occupant of the premises or other person responsible for the conditions
either by delivering a copy of same personally or by delivering the
same to and leaving it with any person in charge of the premises, or in
case no such person is found upon the premises, by affixing a copy
thereof in a conspicuous place on the door to the entrance of said
premises.
(3) If buildings or other premises are owned by one person and
occupied by another, the occupant shall be responsible for compliance
with the order for correction or removal of such conditions; where the
orders require the making of additions to or structural changes in the
premises, such orders shall be directed to the owner and ·not the
occupant unless it is otherwise agreed between the owner and the
occupant.
(4) Any such order shall forthwith be complied with by the
person to whom it is directed. Any. person to whom such order is
directed· may within five days after the service thereof, file an appeal
to the Board of Fire Appeals.
35-7. REPORTING OF FIRES; IN·V EST I GA TIO N OF
CAUSES.-(1) Every fire or explosion shall be reported to the
Division within two davs after the occurrence of the same by the city
officer or employee in. whose jurisdiction such fire or explosion occurred. Such report shall be in such form as shall be prescribed by
the Chief and shall contain a stat~ment of all facts relating to the
cause, origin and circumstances of such fire or explosion, injury to
persons and extent of the damage thereof and such other information
as may be required.
.
(2) The Division shall investigate the cause, origin and circumstances of every fire or explosion occurring in the city involving loss of
life, serious injury to person or material damage to property.· If it
appears from the investigation that such fire or explosion is of sus-
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picious origin, the Chief shall be immediately notified of the facts and
the Chief is hereby authorized to take immediate possession of the
physical evidence and retain it until his investigation is completed.
Notice shall also be given to the proper authorities designated by law
to pursue the investigation of such matters and cooperation· extended
to the authorities in the collection of evidence and· in the prosecution
of the case.
35-8. ASSISTANCE OF CITY ATTORNEY AND BUREAU
OF POLICE.-The City Attorney and the Bureau of Polic,e, upon request of the Division, shall assist in the investigation of any fire or
explosion.
35-9. FIRE DRILLS IN SCFOOLS.-Public, private and parochial schools shall have at least one fire drill each month during the
school term and-reports of each drill shall be furnished promptly to
the Division.
35-10. CONDITIONS UNDER WHICH A PERMIT IS
GRANTED.-A permit shall constitute permission to use, store or
handle articles and materials or to install equipment and conduct
processes in accordance with the provisions of this chapter. Such
permit does not take the place of any license required by law. It
shall specify the conditions under which it is granted; it shall be for
an indefinite period, unless otherwise stated; it is not transferable;
and any change in the conditions under which it is granted shall
require application for a new permit. Failure to comply with the
provisions under which such permit was issued or disregard of orders
issued pursuant to the provisions of this chapter shall constitute
sufficient basis for the revocation of such permit.
35-11. INSPECTION BEFORE ISSUING A PERMIT.-Before
issuing a permit the Division shall make such inspections or investigations as the Chief may deem necessary to determine if the provisions
of this chapter have been complied with.
35-12. APPLICATION FORMS FOR PERMIT.-All applications for a permit required by this chapter shall be made to the
Division in such form and detail as it may prescribe.
·
35-13. PERMITS SUBJECT TO INSPECTION.-Permits must
at all times be kept on the premises designated therein and shall at all
times be subject to inspection by any member of the Division or
Bureau of Police.
.. 35-14. ONE PERMIT ONLY REQUIRED.-Only one permit
need be issued to retail establishments or manufacturing plants dealing
in or using two or more flammable, combustible or explosive materials.
However, each of the materials shall be listed in the permit.
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35-15. COMMITTEE FOR NEW MATERIALS PROCESSES
AND OCCUP ANCIES.-The Director of Public Safety, the Chief of
the Bureau of Fire and the Chief of the Fire Prevention Division of
the Bureau of Fire shall act as a committee on determination and
specify any new materials, processes or occupancies and trades which
shall require permits, in addition to those enumerated in this chapter.
The committee shall also specify the conditions under which such
permits shall be issued. The Chief shall post such list in a conspicuous
place in his office.
35-16. BOARD OF FIRE APPEALS.( 1) Whenever the Chief shall refuse•to. grant a permit to any
person or when it is claimed by any person that provisions of this
chapter do not apply, or when it is claimed by any person that the true
intent and meaning of this chapter or any regulations have been misconstrued or wrongly interpreted, then the person so aggrieved may
appeal from the decision of the Chief to the Board of Fire Appeals
within ten days from such decision by filing with the City Clerk a
notice of appeal in triplicate, specifying the grounds thereof. The
City Clerk shall forthwith notify the Chief and the chairman of the
Board of Fire Appeals of the filing of such appeal. The Board shall
fix a reasonable time for the hearing of the appeal and give due notice
to the parties in interest and decide the issue in a reasonable time.
(2) That in order to provide for the hearing of appeals taken
from the decisions of the Chief, there shall be appointed a Board to be
known as the "Board of Fire Appeals" to be composed of seven members appointed by the Council of the City of Richmond. Said members
shall be qualified voters of the City of Richmond who hold no office of
profit under the City government and who shall serve without compensation. Two of the original appoi~tments shall be for a term of
one year; two of the original appointments shall be for terms of two
years and three of the original appointments shall be for terms of
three years. Succeeding appointments shall be for terms of three
years each. Vacancies shall be filled by the council of the City of
Richmo.nd for the unexpired portion of the appointment of any appointee. The Board shall elect one of its members as chairman. The
chairman shall preside at all meetings of the Board and in his absence
a member designated by the Board shall act as •chairman and shall
preside. The Board shall keep minutes of its proceedings showing the
vote of each member or if absent or failing. to vote, indicating such
fact, and shall keep records of its examinations and other official
actions, all of which shall be filed in the office of the Board and shall
be a public record. The meetings of the Board shall be held at the
call of the chairman and at such other times as the Board may determine. An appeal shall be heard by the Board within fifteen days of
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the filing of such appeal unless stated meetings at least once a month
have been established by the Board or unless the Board and the party
appealing agree to a longer period of time.
(3) The Board shall have the power and it shall be its duty to
hear and decide appeals where it is alleged there is error in any order,
requirement, decision or determination by the administrative officer in
the administration and enforcement of the provisions of this chapter.
In exercising the powers conferred upon it, the Board may reverse or
affirm, wholly or partly, or may modify the order, requirement, decision or determination appealed from, and may make such order, requirement, decision or determination as should be made and to that end
shall have all the powers of the administrative officer charged by this
chapter with enforcement. The concurring affirmative vote of a
majority of the members of the Board hearing the appeal shall be
necessary to reverse or modify .any order, requirement, decision or
determination of the administrative offices. If for any reason there
are not at least five members of the Board present to hear a specific
appeal, a postponement of the hearing shall be granted upon the
request of the party filing the appeal or the Chief.
(4) The Board shall have the power to summons such employees
and officers of the· City as may be deemed necessary in the discharge
of its duties and responsibilities. All hearings of appeals shall be
open to the public.
( 5) For a period of twelve months immediately following the
effective date of this chapter, the Board shall have the power to declare by a vote of at least four of its members that any provision of
this chapter shall be inoperative and of no effect for a period of six
months from such declaration when in the opinion of the Board a strict
compliance of any such provision would result in a clearly demonstrable hardship to any person provided, however, that no such declaration shall be made if such would cause an actual and immediate danger
of a fire or explosion occurring in any building or premise so as to
endanger life or property.
35-17. PLACARDING OF BUILDINGS.-In the event there
shall be, in the opinion of· the Chief after inspection, actual and immediate danger of a fire <>r explosion occurring in any building or
premise so as to endanger life or property, the Chief shall have the
right and he is hereby authorized to place upon such structure or
premise a placard not less than 12 inches by 12 inches, warning all
persons to vacate and keep away from such building or premise. Such
placard when so placed by the Chief shall not be removed except by his
authority. Any person tampering with or removing such placard or
ignoring the warning, therein contained, shall be guilty of a violation
of this chapter.
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In the event any person desires to appeal from any such action
of the Chief the warning contained in the placard shall first be
complied with.
35-18. TRANSPORTATION CONFORMING TO I. C. C. AND
MILITARY OR NAVAL FORCES OF U.S. A. REGULATIONS.Nothing contained in this chapter shall be construed as applying to
the transportation of any article or thing shipped in conformity with
the regulations prescribed by the Inter-State Commerce Commission
or as applying to the military or naval forces of the United States.
35-19. LIABILITY.-This chapter shall not be construed to
affect the responsibility of any person owning, operating or installing
any equipment for damages to persons or property caused by any
defect therein.
ARTICLE II
Explosives
35-20. DEFINITIONS:-The term "explosive" or "explosives"
whenever used in in this chapter shall be held to mean and include any
cheiv.ical compound or mechanical mixtures, except gasoline or other
flammable liquids that contain any oxidizing and combustible units, or
other ingredients, in such proportion, quantities or packing that
ignition by fire, by friction, or concussion, by percussion, or by detonator of any part of the compound or mixture may cause such a sudden
generation of highly heated gases that the resultant gaseous pressures
are capable of producing destructive effects on contiguous objects or
of destroying life or limb, and shall also include devices, articles or
materials that may be inserted into cigars or cigarettes that by
ignition may cause an explosion or noise.
35-21. EXCEPTIONS EXPLOSIVES.-Nothing in this Article
shall be held to mean and include any small arms ammunition or
signal rockets, or devices or compositions used to obtain visible or
audible pyrotechnic effects, which are covered in Article 3, nor to
include explosives in the forms prescribed in the official United States
Pharmacopeia.
35-22. MANUFACTURE OF EXPLOSIVES.-No person shall
manufacture any explosives, except that they may be produced in
experimental quantities in the laboratories in schools, colleges and
similar institutions for the purpose of investigation and instruction.
35-23. PUBLIC CONVEYANCE.-No person shall transport or
carry any explosive in or upon any public conveyance which is carrying passengers for hire.
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35-24., PERMIT REQUIRED.-N o person shall have, keep, store,

·sell, offer for sale, give away, use, or transport any explosives, except
under permit therefor.
35-25. TRANSPORTATION OF EXPLOSIVES.-No person
shall have, keep, store, sell, offer for sale, give away, use, transport, or
manufacture any of the following explosives in any quantity: Liquid
niLoglycerine; high explosives containing over 60 per cent of nitroglycerine (except gelatin dynamite); high explosives having an unsatisfactory absorbent or one that permits leakage of nit:roglycerine
unde~· any conditions liable to exist during transportation or storage;
nitrocellulose in a dry and uncompressed condition, in quantity greater
than 'ten (10) pounds in one exterior package; fulminate of mercury in bulk in a dry condition, and fulminate of all other metals in
any condition, except as a component of manufactured articles not.
hereinafter forbidden; or explosives containing an ammonium salt and
a chlorate.
(1) Every vehicle while carrying explosives shall have painted
on its front, sides and. back, in easily legible letters at least four
inches high, in contrasting colors, the word "EXPLOSIVES", or in
lieu thereof shall display, in such manner that it will be visible from
all directions a red flag with the word "DANGER" printed, stamped or
sewn thereon in white letters. Such flag shall be at least twenty-four
inches square, and the letters thereof shall be at least six inches high.
(2) No person in charge of a vehicle containing explosives shall
smoke in or upon such vehicle, drive the vehicle while intoxicated,
drive the vehicle or conduct himself in a careless or reckless manner,
or load or unload such vehicle in a careless manner or while smoking
or intoxicated.
(3) No person shall place or carry in the bed or body, or cause
to be placed or carried in the bed or body of any vehicle containing
such explosives, any metal tool or other piece of metal, or any matches.
(4) No person shall place or carry or cause to be placed or car1·ied, in any vehicle containing explosives, any exploders, detonators,
blasting caps or other similar explosive material.
( 5) The permit for transporting explosives may designate the
time when, and the route whereon the same may be transported.
35-26. STORAGE OF EXPLOSIVES.-All explosives must be
stored in a magazine complying with the requirements of this chapter
unless such explosives are being transported or used as prescribed and
authorized by this chapter; and an accurate record sho\'<ing the disposition of each container or package of explosives stored, transported
or used shall be kept, such record to be subject to inspection by the
Division at all times.
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35-27. MAGAZINES.-(!) All magazines in which explosives
are had, kept or stored, must be located at distances from neighboring
buildings, highways and railroads in conformity with the American
Quantity and Distance table. Provided that only one portable magazine containing not more than fifty pounds of explosive may be allowed
"if placed on wheels and located not more than ten feet from, on the
same floor with and directly opposite to the entrance on the floor nearest the street level, and only one portable magazine containing not
more than five thousand blasting caps, may be allowed if placed on
wheels and located on the floor nearest the street level. Portable
magazines may be allowed only in such buildings as may be approved
and found acceptable by the Chief.
(2) Blasting caps or detonators of any kind shall not be kept in
the same magazine with other explosives.
(3) All magazines must be kept locked except when being inspected or when explosives are being placed therein or being removed
therefrom.
(4) All magazines and places where magazines containing explosives are stored must be kept clean and free from grit, rubbish and
empty packages.
(5) Magazines shall be made of fireproof material or wood
covered with sheet iron and shall be conspicuously marked "Magazine
-Explosives".
35-28. BLASTING.-No per~on shall blast or carry on any
blasting operations within the City of Richmond without first having
obtained a permit from the Chief. The applicant for such permit
shall file in the office of the Director of Finance a corporate bond or
evidence of public liability insurance deemed adequate by the Chief;
provided, however, that when any person is required to carry on any
blasting operations in connection with any work under the supervision
of either the Department of Public Works or the Department of
Public Utilities, then the Chief and the Director of the Department of
Public Works or the Director of the Department of Public Utilities,
as the case may be, shall jointly determine the amount of such bond or
insurance. The bond or evidence of insurance shall be approved by
the City Attorney and shall be conditioned for the payment of any
damages to person or property as a result of such blasting operations.
ARTICLE III
Pyrotechnics and Small Arms. Ammunition
35-29. DEFINITIONS-Pyrotechnics whenever used in this
chapter shall be held to mean any sparkler, squib, rocket, firecracker,
roman candle, signal lights, railroad track torpedo, flashlight com-
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position, fireworks or other devices or composition used to obtain
visible or audible pyrotechnic display, and shall include fire balloons
of a type which have burning material of any kind attached thereto. '
35-30. STORAGE, SA.LE, USE, MAINTENANCE, TRANSPORTATION OF PYROTECHNICS.-No person shall have, keep,
store, use, manufacture, sell, handle or transport any pyrotechnics;
provided, however,
(1) That upon obtaining a permit it shall be lawful for wholesale dealers to have, keep, store, or handle pyrotechnics in ·original or
_ unbroken packages if such pyrotechnics are intended for sale, shipment and delivery in said original or unbroken packages outside of the
corporate limits of the city, and in no case shall it be lawful for said
wholesale dealers to sell or deliver such pyrotechnics within the city;
and provided, further, that the building or place where such pyrotechnics are kept, stored or handled shall be approved for such use by
the chief and a permit is issued for such use. Where qriginal or unbroken packages are stored fo buildings, such buildings shall not be
located within a congested area nor exposing other property. Nothing
in this chapter shall be held to apply to the possession or use of signalling devices for current daily consumption by railroads, vessels
and others requiring them.
(2) The Chief may, upon due application issue a permit to a
properly qualified person for giving a pyrotechnic display of fireworks
in the public parks or other open places within the city. Such permits
shall impose such restrictions as in the opinion of the Chief may be
necessary to properly safeguard life and property in each case.
(3) Nothing in this chapter shall be held to apply to the possession, sale or use of normal stock of flashlight compositions by
photographers or dealers in photographic supplies.
35-31. SMALL ARMS AMMUNITION.-Small arms ammunition whenever used in this chapter shall be held to mean any shotgun,
rifle, pistol or revolver cartridges.
35-32. MANUFACTURE OF SMALL ARMS AMMUNITION.
-No person shall manufacture within the limits of the city any small
arms ammunition. This shall not be construed as prohibiting the
hand-loading of small arms ammunition for private use and not for
resale.
ARTICLE IV
Nitro-Cellulose Motion Picture Film
35-33. SALES RESTRICTION.-No person shall sell any toy or
miniature motion picture machine containing nitro-cellulose motion
picture film, or sell, lease or otherwise dispose of any nitro-cellulose
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motion picture films to any person not having a permit to handle, use
or display such film.
35-34. STORAGE; HANDLING; PERMIT.-A permit shall be
required for the storage er handling of nitro-cellulose motion picture
film. No permit shall be issued for the storage of any such film in
rooms not protected by automatic sprinklers; provided that this does
not include projection booths constructed, operated and maintained ir.
the manner prescribed hy law.
35-35. STORAGE.-Nitro-cellulose motion picture film in othe·
than the original shipping containers conforming to Interstate Con.
merce Commission regulations, in amounts in excess of 25 pounds but
not in excess of 1,000 pounds shall be kept in approved cabinets if not
in vaults; amounts in excess of 1,000 pounds shall be kept in vaults.
Note: The standard roll of film 1 3/8 inches (35mm.) wide and
1,000 feet long weighs about 5 pounds.
35-36. FILM CABINETS; V AULTS.-(1) Cabinets shall be
of approved construction and shall not have a capacity in excess of
375 pounds of film.
(2) • Cabinets having a capacity of over 50 pounds of film shall
be provided with a vent from each compartment to the outside of the
building. The vent shall have a minimum effective sectional area of
14 square inches per 100 pounds of film capacity.
.
(3) Cabinets holding over 75 pounds of film shall be provided with at least one approved automatic sprinkler; provided that a cabinet
constructed so that each roll is in a separate compartment and will
burn out without communicating fire to film in any other compartment, need not be provided with an automatic sprinkler.
(4) Film vaults shall be constructed, vented and sprinkled in
accordance with the requirements for standard film vaults and in a
manner approved by the Chief.
ARTICLE V
Pyroxylin Plastic
35-37. DEFINITION.-The term "pyroxylin plastic" as used in
this chapter shall be held to mean and include any plastic substance,
material or compound, other than nitro-cellulose film as provided for in
Article IV of this chapter, having soluble cotton or similar nitrocellulose as a base, including celluloid, fiberloid, pyralin, viscoloid,
zylonite and similar products, materials, and compounds by whatever
name known, when in the form of blocks, slabs, sheets, tubes, or
fabricated shapes.
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35-38. PERMITS REQUIRED: LOCATION LIMITATION.All persons storing or handling at any one time more than 100 pounds
of pyroxylin plastic shall obtain a permit; a permit shall also be required for the manufacture of articles of pyroxylin plastic, which shall
include the use of pyroxylin plastic in the manufacture or assembling
of other articles. The storing or handling of pyroxy lin plastic shall
be outside of a congested area and not exposing other property.
35-39. DISPLAY OF PYROXYLIN PLASTIC PRODUCTS.Except as hereinafter provided, all display of pyroxylin plastic articles
in stores shall be in show cases or show windows.
(1) Articles may be placed on tables or counters but no table or
counter shall be over 3 feet wide .md 10 feet long, and tables shall be
spaced at least 3 feet apart.
(2) Spaces underneath tables or counters shall be kept free of
storage of any kind and of accumulations of paper, refuse and other
combustible material.
- (3) Tables or counters shall be so located that in the event of a
fire at a table or counter, the table or counter will not interfere with
free exit from the room.
(4) Electric or gas-mantle light shall not be directly above any
pyroxylin plastic materials unless provided with an approved guard to
prevent heated particles from falling.
35-40. SPRINKLER REQUIREMENTS.-All new and existing
buildings shall have all parts of the building used for the manufacture
or storage in connection with the manufacture of articles of pyroxylin
plastic equipped with an approved system of automatic.sprinklers.
35-41. STORAGE OF RAW PYROXYLIN PLASTIC MATERIAL.-All raw pyroxylin plastic material in factory buildings shall·
be kept as follows :
(1) Where such material in excess of 25 pounds is.received in any
building, an approved vented cabinet or vented and sprinklered vault
shall be provided for the storage of the material.
(2) Not more than 1,000 pounds of such material may be stored
in cabinets in any one workroom, but not more than 500 pounds in any
one cabinet, nor more than 250 pounds in one compartment.
(3) All such material in excess of 100 pounds must be kept in
vented vaults not exceeding 1,500 cubic feet capacity and with one
approved automatic sprinkler head to each 125 cubic feet of total vault
space and with construction and venting in conformity with standard
practice for such use and approved by the Chief.
35-42. VAULTS AND CABINETS.-In factories manufacturing
articles of pyroxylin plastic such sprinkled and vented cabinets, vaults
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or storage rooms shall be provided as may be necessary to prevent
the accumulations in workrooms of raw stock, stock in process or
finished articles. Such cabinets, vaults or rooms shall be approved and
of such size, number, arrangement and location as specified by the
Chief.
35-43. QUANTITY PERMITTED IN WORK ROOM.-In the
workrooms of pyroxylin plastic factories, operators shall not be stationed closer together than 3 feet, and the amount of material per
operator shall not exceed one half day's supply and shall be limited to
the capacity of three tote-boxes including material awaiting removal
or use.
35-44. WASTE MATERIAL.-All shavings, chips, turnings,
sawdust, edgings, trimmings and other waste materials of pyroxylin
plastic shall be kept under water in a metal receptacle until removed
from the premises.
35-45. STORAGE: NO SMOKING; FIRE PROTECTION.-No
pyroxylin plastic shall be stored within 2 feet of steam pipes, radiators,
chimneys, or other apparatus emanating heat. No person shall smoke
in any establishment storing or handling pyroxylin plastic and approved "No Smoking" signs shall be posted. Fire extinguishers, fire
pails and other fire protection equipment approved by the Chief shall
be provided.
ARTICLE VI
Photographic and X-Ray Nitro-Cellulose Film
35-46. STORAGE; HOSPITALS AND SIMILAR INSTITUTIONS,. DOCTOR'S OFFICES AND X-RAY LABORATORIES.In hospitals and similar institutions, dbctors' offices and x-ray laboratories, all unexposed nitro-cellulose photographic and x-ray film,
unless in unopened Interstate Commerce Commission shipping containers, shall be stored in cabinets constructed as hereinafter provided, within the building; all exposed nitro-cellulose photographic
and x-ray film shall be kept in outside storage houses, except that not
more than 500 pounds may be kept in cabinets within the building.
35-47. STORAGE; PORTRAIT AND COMMERCIAL STUDIOS.-In portrait and commercial studios, all exposed nitro-cellulose
photographic and x-ray film shall be stored in cabinets, vaults or outside storage houses, constructed as hereinafter provided; storage of
unexposed film in excess of 50 cubic feet, unless in unopened shipping
containers conforming to Interstate Commerce Commission regulations,
shall be in a: room equipped with approved automatic sprinklers.
35-48. CABINETS-(1) Cabinets shall be of insulated construction and shall not exceed 10 cubic feet capacity.
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(2) Cabinets shall be equipped with at least one approved automatic sprinkler in each compartment unless specific approval for use
without automatic sprinklers is granted by the Chief.
( 3) Each cabinet shall be provided with a vent to the outside of
the building. The vent shall be so constructed or protected by a
substantial metal grid as to prevent stoppage of vent in case of
combustion or decomposition of film contents. For a cabinet having
10 cubic feet inside volume the vent area shall be not less than 56
square inches. For smaller cabinets the vent area shall be proportional except that no cabinets shall have a vent area of less than 14
square inches.
( 4) Vent flues inside the building shall be of a construction
equivalent to No. 18 U. S. gauge metal covered with 1 inch of heat
insulating material.
35-49. VAULTS AND OUTSIDE STORAGE HOUSE.-Vaults
a_nd outside storage houses shall be sprinklered and vented and in strict
accordance with the standard requirements for vaults or for outside
storage houses, and be satisfactory to the Division; provided, however,
that outside storage houses which are not within 100 feet of any other
building are not required to have automatic sprinkler protection.
35-50. LIGHTS IN ROOMS AND VA ULTS.-In rooms or vaults
where such film is stored only incandescent or flourescent electric
lights shall be permitted and in vaults these shall be protected by wire
guards, vapor-proof globes or both. Portable or extension cords shall
not be used in any storage vault.
•
35-51. SMOKING PROHIBITED.-No p~rson shall smoke in
.rooms where film is stored or in developing or similar workrooms.
Conspicuous "No Smoking" signs shall be posted in prominent places.
35-52. STORAGE RESTRICTIONS.-No film shall be stored
within 2 feet of steam pipes, radiators, chimneys or other apparatus
emanating heat.
35-53. FIRE EXTINGUISHERS REQUIRED.-Fire pails or.
extinguishers shall be provided as approved by the Chief.
ARTICLE VII
Welding, Including Storage and Operation
of Calcium Carbide and Acetylene
35-54. PERMIT.-No person shall store or keep calcium carb1de
in excess of one hundred pounds, nor operate an acetylene generator
having a carbide capacity exceeding 5 pounds, without a permit.
Acetylene generators shall be of approved type.
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35-55. STORAGE; 600 TO 5,000 POUNDS.-Calcium carbide in
excess of 600 pounds but not in excess of 5,000 pounds, may be stored
in a separate room or compartment inside a one-story building containing other occupancy, provided such room or compartment is separated by a fire resistive partition from other parts of the building,
and without cellar or basement underneath such carbide storage
section. Such room or compartment may also be used for storage of
fuel gas cylinders. Adequate ventilation shall be provided and the
room or compartment shall be waterproofed.
35-56. STORAGE IN GENERATOR ROOM.-Not more than
5,000 pounds of calcium carbide may also be stored within an inside
, generator room or compartment of construction as above mentioned
when such generator room or compartment is loeated in a one-story
building without cellar or basement underneath the generator section.
Such generator room or compartment may also be used for the storage
of fuel gas cylinders.
35-57. STORAGE IN EXCESS OF 5,000 POUNDS.-No person
shall store calcium carbide in excess of 5,000 pounds except above
ground in dry, waterproof, adequately ventilated one-story buildings
without cellar or basement, used for no other purpose, except the storage of fuel gas cylinders, or in an outside generator house.
If such storage building is of incombustible construction, it may
adjoin other one-story buildings if separated therefrom by. unpierced
fire walls. If detached less than 10 feet from such building or buildings there shall be no opening in any of the mutual exposing sides of
such building within said distance.
If such storage building is of combustible construction it shall not
be located within twenty (20) feet of any other one or two-story
building, nor within thirty (30) feet of any building in excess of twostories..
·
35-58. INSTALLATION OF STATIONARY GENERATOR.No person shall hereafter install a station.ary generator unless such
generator be either in an outdoor, underground pit, or in a well ventilated fire-resistive outbuilding, the size of which shall not exceed
that required to allow free operation of the apparatus and the storage
of the necessary carbide; provided that such generators may be installed inside buildings if within a well ventilated, fire-resistive enclosure either in a one-story building or on the top floor or roof of a
multi-storied building. No person shall use or maintain any stationary
generator installed in violation of this section.
35-59. PORTABLE GENERATORS.-No person shall use portable generators inside buildings except in rooms of total volume at
least 35-times the nominal aggregate gas-generating capacity of the
unit or units used therein.
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35-60. MOVING GENERATORS.-No acetylene generator
while charged shall be moved by derrick, crane or hoist.
·
35-61. . CYLINDER CARRIERS.-Acetylene or other gas cylinders and the attendant oxygen cylinders used for welding or cutting
shall be fastened in place or shall be attached to a suitable carrier
provided with wheels and handles for easy transportation.
35-62. PROTECTION WHERE WELDING OR CUTTING IS
DONE.-During the construction, repair or demolition of any building or structure, or of any appurtenance in any building or structure,
welding or cutting shall not be conducted in the presence of combustible material unless such material is adequately shielded from
sparks or molten material and portable extinguishing equipment
provided nearby.
·
35-63. WELDING, ETC., OF EMPTY FLAMMABLE LIQUID
CONTAINERS.-No welding, brazing, soldering or cutting of any
tank, drum or other container, which has contained any flammable
liquid, shall be carried out unless such container has been freed of
vapor by steaming and scouring, and its freeness of combustible airvapor mixtures determined by means of a flammable vapor indicator.
ARTICLE VIII
Liquefied Petroleum Gases
35-64. DEFINIT,IONS.-The term ''liquefied petroleum gas" as
used in this Article, shall mean and include any material which is
composed predominantly of any of the following hydrocarbons, or
mixtures of them: propane, propylene, butanes (normal butane or
iso-butane), and butylenes.
35-65. EQUIPMENT DEFINED.-(1) The term "liquefied
petroleum gas equipment". as herein referred to shall be construed
to embrace all devices, pip.ing and equipment pertinent to the use of
liquefied petroleum gas, except gas-burning appliances.
(2) The term "appliances" as herein referred to shall be construed to embrace all gas-burning appliances intended for use with
liquefied petroleum gas.
35-66. GENERAL PROVISIONS FOR THE INSTALLATION
OF LIQUEFIED PETROLEUM GAS EQUIPMENT.-All installations of liquefied petroleum gas equipment and including such equipment installed at utility gas plants, shall be in conformity with the
· provisions of this Article; with the statutes of the State of Virginia,
and with any orders, rules or regulations issued by authority thereof
and with generally recognized standards for safety to persons and
property. Where no specific standards are prescribed by this Article
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or by the statutes of Virginia, or by any order, rules or regulations
issued by authoity thereof, conformity with the standards of the
National Board of Fire Underwriters for the design, installation and
construction of containers and pertinent equipment for the storage and
handling of liquefied petroleum gases as recommended by the National
Fire Protection Association ·(Pamphlet 58, edition of June, 1952), and
in the case of liquefied petroleum gases at utility gas plants, conformity with the standards of the National Board of Fire Underwriters
for the design, installation and construction of containers and pertient equipment for the storage and handling of liquefied petroleum
gases at utility gas plants as recommended by the National Fire
Protection Association (Pamphlet 59, edition of l\'farch, 1949) shall
be prima facie evidence of conformity with generally recognized standards for safety to persons and property.
35-67. KEEPING OF RECORDS.-Every person, firm or corporation installing liquefied petroleum gas equipment, other than gasburning appliances and replacing of portable cylinders, in Richmond,
Virginia, shall keep a record of each. installation, showing the name
and address of the customer at whose place the liquefied petroleum gas
equipment has been installed and the date of the installation, and shall
disclose such record to the Chief at any time, upon his request, during
regular business hours.
35-68. INSPECTIONS.-The Division shall inspect a reasonable
number of installations of liquefied petroleum gas equipment.
35-69. GENERAL PROVISIONS FOR PLANTS.-In addition
to the foregoing provision, plants devoted to filling liquefied petroleum
gas containers shall comply with the following requirements, except
office buildings and other buildings or structures on the same property
which are not used for filling containers or other similar operations:
(1) In no case shall any plant storage tank be located closer
than 50 feet from any building not physically connected with the
plant, or to any line of adjoining pr-0perty which may be built upon.
(2) Artificial lighting shall be restricted to electricity. In
buildings or portions of buildings containing liquefied petroleum· gas
storage containers, and in buildings or portions of buildirigs where
cylinders or tank trucks are filled, all electrical equipment for light and
power shall be in compliance with the requirements of the National
Electrical Code· for Class 1, Group D, hazardous locations; heating
shall be by steam, hot water, or hot air with heating units located in a
separate building provided for this purpose, or in a separate room cut
off from all other portions of the building by vapor-tight fire resistant
walls and with entrance from the outside.
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35-70. TANK TRUCKS.-Tank trucks used in the distribution
of liquefied petroleum gas shall conform to provisions set out in
Section 35-66 of this Article.
ARTICLE IX
Flammable Liquids
35-71. CLASSIFICATION OF FLAMMABLE. LIQUIDS.-For
the purpose of this article, flammable liquids are divided into three
classes, according to the flash point, as follows:
Class 1. Liquids with a flash point below 25 degrees Fahrenheit
(-4 degrees Centigrade) closed cup tester.
Class 2. Liquids with flash point above that for Class 1 and
below 70 degrees Fahrenheit (21 degrees Centigrade) closed cup
tester.
Class 3. Liquids with flash point above that for Class 2 and
below 200 degrees Fahrenheit (93.3 degrees Centigrade) closed cup
tester.
In determining the flash point of flammable liquids, the Tag
Closed Cup Tester (standardized by the National Bureau of Standards)
shall be authoritative in case of dispute. In case of dispute tests shall
be made in accordance with the methods adopted by the American
Society for Testing Materials.
Representative examples of the classes of flammable liquids are:
Class 1
Class 2
Class 3
Ether
Alcohol
Kerosene
Amyl Acetate
Amyl Alcohol
Gasoline
Naptha
Toluol
Turpentine
Benzol
Ethyl Acetate
Fuel Oil
Cleaning Solvents
Collodion
l\Iethyl Acetate
Acetone
35-72. MANUFACTURED LIQUID COMMODITIES 1NCLUDED.-Any manufactured liquid or fluid commodity, such as
paint, varnish, dryer, cleaning solution and polishing liquid which
contains flammable liquids shall be considered a flammable liquid and
shall be classified by Section 35-71 according to the flash point of the
mixture.
35-73. PERMIT REQUIRED.-Except as specified in Section
35-74, a permit shall be required:
(1) For the storage or handling of a total quantity of Class 1
liquids in excess of one pint in any dwelling, apartment house or tenement, and in excess of five gallons in any other building, and in excess
of ten gallons outside of any building.
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(2) For the sforage or handling of a total quantity of Class 2
liquids in excess of five gallons in any dwelling, apartment house or
tenement, and in excess of ten gallons in any other building, and in
excess of twenty-five gallons outside of any building.
(3) For the storage or handling of a total quantity of Class 3
liquids· in excess of twenty-five gallons inside any building, and in
excess of fifty-five gallons outside of any building.
35-74. OWNER OR AGENT MAY USE CERTAIN FLAMMABLE LIQUIDS WITHOUT PERMIT.-Nothing in this chapter
shall require an owner or occupant of a building, or his agent, to
obtain a permit for the use of, nor does it prohibit, the use by him, of
paints, oils, varnishes, cleaning solutions, polishing liquids, and other
similar flammable mixtures when storage in excess of those given in
Section 35-73 is to be maintained for no more than thirty days.
35-75. PERMITS FOR DIFFERENT OCCUPATIONS.-All permits shall state the nature of the business of the applicant, the maximum quantity of each class of liquid to be kept, and the location of
the storage. Permits shall be listed as follows, and one or more of
the following may be listed in the same permit.
Garage Permit (with or without storage)
Storage Permit
Retail Dealer's Permit
Painter's Permit, including Spray. Painting
Paint and Oil Dealer's Permit
Jobber's Permit
Manufacturer's Permit
Dry Cleaner's Permit
Oil Burner Permit.
35-76. USE OF CLASS 1 LIQUIDS FOR CLEANING PROiIIBITED.-It shall be unlawful for any person to use Class 1 liquids
for cleaning purposes, except as specified in Section 35-150, applying
to dry cleaning establishments.
35-77. HEATING AND LIGHTING APPLIANCES MAY BE
PROHIBITED.-The sale or use of any type, kind or make of heating
or lighting appliance using flammable liquids which has not been
tested by some qualified, independent testi:llg laboratory and found to
be properly safeguarded shall be prohibited. All such appliances shall
also be installed so as to provide reasonable protection to life or
property.
35-78. CLASS 1 AND 2 LIQUIDS PROHIBITED IN PLACES
OF PUBLIC ASSEMBLY.-No Class 1 or Class 2 liquids shall be
kept or stored ·in any school-house, religious, amusement or other
building used for public assembly, except in laboratories for experimental purposes.
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35-79. STORAGE OF CLASS 1 AND 2 LIQUIDS NEAR EXITS
PROHIBITED.-No Class 1 or Class 2 liquids may be stored within 10
feet of any stairway, elevator or exit unless such liquids are in sealed
containers, or in a space separated from the stairway, elevator or
exit by a fire resistive partition.
35-80. CLASS 1 OR 2 LIQUIDS NOT TO BE STORED BELOW
GROUND LEVEL.-Class 1 or 2 liquids shall not be stored, used,
mixed or dispensed in any portion of a building that is below ground
level.
35-81. TWO EXITS REQUIRED IN MANUFACTURING AND
JOBBERS' PLANTS.-In all jobbers' and manufacturing plants in
which flammable liquids are stor"d, at least two exits shall be provided, one of which shall be remote from the point of storage. This
provision does not apply to fuel oil or kerosene used for heating
purposes in such plants.
35-82. HANDLING LIQUIDS IN BUILDINGS OCCUPIED AS
DWELLINGS.-The mixing, storing or handling of flammable liquids
of Class 1 and 2 in open containers is prohibited in any building used
as a dwelling in whole or in part, provided that this shall not apply to
drug stores where flammable liquids are used in 'making and compounding medicines and prescriptions.
35-83. STORAGE LIMITED IN BUILDINGS NOT SO USED
ON DATE OF ENACTMENT OF THIS CHAPTER-The storage of
flammable liquids inside buildings except in buildings so used on date
of enactment of this chapter shall be as required under the following
sub-sections.
Provided that in a special storage room conforming to requirements given in Section 35-85, the storage of Class 1 liquids shall be in
accordance with Section 35-86 and the quantity of Class 2 and 3
liquids shall be unlimited as to total quantity, except as otherwise
provided in this chapter.
(1) Within the limits of those areas of the City of Richmond
known as the "Fireproof District" and the area known as the "Solid
Wall District", which areas are designated as District No. 1 and District No. 2, respectively, and described and set forth in the Building
Code of the City of Richmond:
In Frame Buildings:
Classes 1 and 2 prohibited.
Class 3. Maximum limit of any tank or container 60 gallons,
except as permitted in Section 35-106.
In Other Than Frame ·Buildings:
Class 1. In sealed containers or safety cans of not more than one
gallon capacity, and not exceeding a total of five gallons.
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·Class 2. In sealed containers or safety cans· of not more than
5 gallons capacity and in barrels, drums or tanks of not
more than 60 gallons capacity. The total quantity stored in
this manner is subject to the approval of the Chief.
Class 3. In sealed containers or safety cans of not more than
5 gallons capacity and in barrels, drums and tanks not exceeding 120 gallons capacity; except as permitted in Section
35-106. The total quantity stored in this manner is subject
to the approval of the Chief.
(2) Outside the limits of those areas of the City of Richmond
described in sub-section (1) above:
In Frame Buildings:
Class 1. In sealed containers or safety cans of not more than
1 gallon capacity, and not exceeding a total of 5 gallons.
Class 2. In sealed containers of not more than 5 gallons capacity
and in barrels, drums or tanks not exceeding 60 gallons
capacity. The total quantity stored in this manner is subject
to approval of the Chief.
Class 3. In sealed containers not exceeding 5 gallons capacity
and in barrels, drums and tanks not exceeding 120 gallons
capacity, except as permitted in Section 35-106. The total
quantity stored in this manner is subject to the approval of
the Chief.
In other than frame buildings:
Class 1. Not exceeding 10 gallons in sealed containers or safety
cans of not more than 1 gallon capacity.
Class 2. In sealed containers or safety cans of not more than
5 gallons capacity and in drums, barrels and tanks not exceeding 120 gallons capacity. The total quantity stored in
this manner is subject to approval of the Chief.
Class 3. In sealed containers, drums, barrels and tanks not exceeding 275 gallons capacity, except as permitted in Section
35-106, the total quantity stored in this manner subject to the
approval of. the Chief.
35-84. STORAGE RESTRICTIONS FOR BUILDINGS USED
"FOR STORAGE ON DATE OF ENACTMENT OF THIS CHAPTER.
-In buildings used for the storage of flammable liquids on the date
of the appro\"al of this chapter, the same person then occupying any
such building shall be allowed to continue the use of such flammable
liquids as heretofore, and _a permit in conformity therewith shall be
is.sued to such person, but when any structural alterations or changes
are made in any such building, or alterations· or changes in occupancies or processes, the provisions of this chapter must be fully complied
with.
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38-85. SPECIAL STORAGE ROOMS OR BUILDINGS.-Special
rooms or buildings for storage of flammable liquids and the handling
and use of flammable liquids shall, where called for by other sections of
this chapter, be constructed as outlined in this section; provided however that when in the opinion of the Chief based upon a consideration
of the quantity and nature of flammable liquids involved and the extent
of mixing operations together with the character of construction of
the building in which the proposed storage and mixing operations are
to be located, and of exposed buildings, the extent of the hazard
formed is unusually great, construction to meet the additional hazard
shall be required.
Walls shall have a fire resistance rating of not less than one
hour; they shall be continuous from floor to ceiling and shall be
securely anchored.
Ceiling shall be of construction equivalent to not less than %-inch
gypsum plaster on metal lath.
Floors if combustible shall be protected with not less than 2 inches
of concrete.
Door openings to other rooms or buildings shall be provided with
non-combustible sills raised 6 inches. Such openings shall be protected by fire doors of approved automatic or self-closing type.
Where other portions of the building or other properties are
exposed, windows shall be protected in an approved manner.
Shelving shall be non-combustible.
35-86. STORAGE AND USE OF CLASS 1 LIQUIDS.-Except
·where kept in sealed containers, Class 1 liquids shall be kept in
storage tanks underground or outside the building and no· discharge
system shall have outlet inside building unless in a special room ~on
structed in accordance with Section 35-85. Safety cans of not exceeding ten gallons total capacity may be used in any part of a building
except that if over one gallon capacity they shall be kept and used in
special rooms constructed in accordance with Section 35-85.
In manufacturing plants the Chief may approve the storage of
Class 1 liquids in: approved portable wheeled tanks, where the nature
of the business requires mobile tanks and the discharge therefrom.
35-87. STORAGE OF CLASS 2 LIQUIDS.-No container containing Class 2 Liquids, of over five gallons capacity, may be used to
fill other containers and appliances unless so used outside a building
or in a special room constructed in accordance with Section 35-85, and
all drawing, except from safety cans shall, where the nature of the
liquid permits, be as provided for in Sections 35-117 and 35-119.
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At automobile service stations the dispensing of alcohol and other
ffammable anti-freeze solutions from drums shall be done outside the
building, using pump or gravity discharge or in a room in which there
is no :flame producing device, using pump discharge. Air pressure
discharge shall.not be used.
35-88. NEW MANUFACTURING PLANTS.-No manufacturing plant which locates after the effective date of this chapter in a
building wherein persons are normally employed above the second
:floor shall mix or store Class 1 or 2 liquids in receptacles which permit
the escape of vapors unless the rooms wherein such mixing or storage
takes place are constructed in accordance with Section 35-85.
35-89. EXISTING MANUFACTURING PLANTS.-Any manufacturing plant located on the effective date of this chapter in a
building wherein persons are normally employed above the second
floor, shall have all elevator, stair and other wells or vertical openings
communicating with rooms in which Class 1 or 2 liquids are mixed or
stored in receptacles permitting escape of vapor, enclosed and provided
with self-closing fire doors or trap doors with heat releasing devices
arranged to dose doors automatically in case of fire.
35-90. KETTLES, VATS, ETC.-Kettles, vats, saturators and
other vessels used in manufacturing processes, having a capacity of
more than five gallons of flammable liquids, shall not be located within
five feet of combustible material or within five feet of any exit, unless
two or more exits are provided, and all combustible floor thereunder
within a radius of ten feet shall be protected with non-combustible
coverings. All kettles and other open vessels shall be provided with
substantial covers arranged to close automatically in case of fire, or
shall be provided with an automatic extiµguishing device.
35-91. VENTILATION.-Rooms in which Class 1 or Class 2
liquids are used in open vats, pans or other vessels, or in which Class
1, 2 and 3 liquids are heated or otherwise treated in such manner as to
produce flammable vapor, shall be well ventilated. Where natural ventilation is not sufficient the Chief may require forced ventilation with
a vent opening of at least 20 square inches in the wall at the floor level
near each open receptacle containing such liquids, or each heating
device from which vapors may escape and opposite to any door or
other air inlet. Such openings shall be covered with 2 x 2 mesh No. 16 ·
galvanized wire web and shall be kept clear of all obstructions. From
each vent opening a flue, of at least 20 square inches area and of noncombustible materials, built into the wall or floor or securely fastened
thereto and so arranged as not to be subjectto mechanical injury,
shall conduct fo and through a sparkless exhaust fan, to be run continuously, and which shall be of sufficient size to change the air in
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the room completely every five minutes. All discharge outlets of vent
pipes shall be provided with 12 :x 12 mesh or equivalent non-corrodible
wire screen and shall be so located that they will not expose surrounding property and shall be approved by the Chief. Any other equivalent
system of ventilation may be used when approved by the Chief.
35-92. EXTINGUISHERS REQUIRED. - Where flammable
liquids are kept, used or handled, approved extinguishing devices or
materials shall be provided in such approved quantities a_nd type as
may be directed by the Chief.
Every marketing station, wholesale storage, port terminal, and
other property where flammable liquids are stored in quantities in
above ground tanks shall, as a minimum requirement, be provided with
approved portable fire extinguishing equipment.
35-93. STORAGE OF BARRELS AND DRUMS LIMITED.Within the limits of those areas of the City of Richmond known as the
"Fireproof District" and the area known as the "Solid Wall District",
which areas are designated as District No. 1 and District No. 2, respectively, and described and set forth in the Building Code of the
City of Richmond, barrels or drums containing Class 1, 2 or 3 liquids
stored outside any building shall not be piled upon each other or
beneath any window. The following restriction shall not apply in
those locations in which wholesale oil, bulk plants or terminals are
permitted, and the height of piles of drums shall be consistent with
the stability and strength of containers. Barrels or drums containing
Class 1, 2 or 3 liquids shall not be stored in any passageway. No open
lights or flame shall be permitted where any such barrels or drums are
stored.
35-94. DRUMS AND BARRELS SHALL BE KEPT CLOSED.Drums or barrels for flammable liquids shall be kept closed and have
caps, plugs and bungs replaced immediately after drawing or emptying.
35-95. SMOKING PROHIBITED.-In all rooms or parts of
buildings which contain flammable liquids in open containers or in
which the vapors from flammable liquids are present, or in which
flammable liquids are used in any manufacturing process, the carrying
of matches is prohibited and smoking shall be unlawful. Approved
"No Smoking" signs shall be displayed.
35-96. LIGHTING SHALL BE BY ELECTRICITY.-Flammable
liquids shall not be drawn nor handled in the presence of open flame or
fire, but may be drawn and handled when lighting is by electricity and
installed in compliiance with the "City .Electrical Code", City of
Richmond.
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STORAGE TANKS
35-97. STORAGE SHALL BE OUTSIDE BUILDINGS.-Except
as otherwise permitted in this chapter, the storage of flammable
liquids shall be · outside buildings, in underground tanks or above
ground tanks; except that the storage in tanks above ground and outside buildings shall be located only in those areas as permitted in the
City of Richmond's Zoning Ordinance. Before any installation is
covered from sight, written notification shall be given the Division,
which shall, within ·48 hours after the receipt of such notification,
inspect the installation and give its approval or disapproval.
35-98 UNDERGROUND STORAGE LIMITED ON CLASS 1 &
2 LIQUIDS.-Depth and Cover: Underground tanks shall be set on
firm foundation and surrounded with ·soft earth or sand well-tamped in
place. Tanks shall be covered with a minimum of 2 feet of earth, or
shall be covered with not less than one foot 9f earth on top of which
shall be placed a slab .of reinforced concrete not less than four (4)
inches thick. When subjected to traffic, tanks shall be protected
against damage from vehicles passing over them by at least 3 feet of
earth cover, or 18 inches of well-tamped earth, plus either 8 inches of
asphaltic concrete or 6 inches of reinforced concrete. When asphaltic
or reinforced concrete paving is used as part of the protection it must
extend at least 1 foot horizontally beyond the outline of the tank in all
directions. Where necessary to prevent floating, tanks shall be securely anchored or weighted.
Where a tank cannot be entirely buried, it shall be covered over
with earth to a depth of at least 2 feet with a slope on all sides not
steeper than 1 % feet horizontal to 1 foot vertical.
MINIMUM DISTANCE FROM UNDERGROUND TANKS FOR
CLASS I OR II FLAMMABLE LIQUIDS TO BASEMENTS OR TO
LINE OF ADJOINING PROPERTY THAT MAY BE BUILT UPON.
Location.
If top of tank is above the lowest
floor, basement, or part of any
Individual Tank Capacity
building which is not less than:
Class I and II
550 gallons
5 feet away
5000 gallons
10 "
"
10000. gallons
15 "
" ·
15000 gallons
20 "
"
Unlimited
25 "
"
Tanks located beneath a building shall be below all portions 'Of
that building and is limited in capacity only in respect to other buildings as given in the above table.
.
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35-99. CAPA CITY AND LOCATION . OF ABOVEGROUND
TANKS (Outside of BUILDINGS).-Location with Respect to Property Lines.
(1) Location of an above ground tank for storage of flammable
liquids with respect to distance from the nearest line of adjoining
property which may be built upon, shall be such that the distance between any part of the tank and the line shall be not less than that set
forth in the following table:
(A) Minimum Distance of Outside Aboveground 'Tanks for
Flammable Liquids Other Than Crude Petroleum To Line of
Adjoining Property Which May Be Built Upon.
· Class of
Flammable
Capacity of Tank
Liquid
O to
275 gallons
III
276 to
750 gallons
III
0 ·to
750 gallons
I and II
751 to 12,000 gallons
III
751 to 12,000 gallons
I and II
12,001 to 24,000 gallons I, II, and III
24,001 to 30,000 gallons I, II, and III
30,001 to 50,000 gallons I, II, and III

Minimum Distance
0 feet
5 ,,
10 "
10 "
15 "
15 "
20 "
25 "
Tanks with capacities in excess of 50,000 gallons and all tanks for
storage of crude petroleum shall be located in accordance with the
following provisions:
·
.
GROUP A TANKS.-Any all-steel, gas-tight tank constructed in
compliance with these or equivalent standards and equipped either
with (1) an approved permanently attached extinguishing system or
(2) an approved floating roof, which is to be used only for the storage
of refined petroleum products or other flammable liquids not subject to
boil-over, shall be so located that the distance from the line of adjoining property which may be built upon shall be not less than the
greatest dimension of diameter or height of the tank, except that such
distance need not exceed 120 feet.
GROUP B TA~KS.-:-Any all-steel, gas-tight tank constructed in
compliance with these or equivalent standards but not equipped either
with (1) an approved permanently attached extinguishing system or
(2) an approved floating roof, which is to be used only for the storage
of refined petroleum products or other flammable liquids not subject to
boil-over, shall be so located that· the distance from the line of adjoining property which may be built upon shall be not less than 1 %
times the greatest dimension of diameter or height of the tank, except
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that such distance need not exceed 175 feet. This provision shall not
apply to. tanks located and in place as of the effective date of this
chapter.
GROUP C TANKS.-Any all-steel, ga;-tight tank constructed in
compliance with these or equivalent standards and equipped with (1)
an approved permanently attached extinguishing system or (2) an
approved floating roof, which is to be used for the storage of crude
petroleum,* shall be so located that the distance from the line of
adjoining property which may be built upon shall be not less than twice
the greatest dimension of diameter or height ·of the tank except that
such distance shall be not less than 20 feet and need not exceed 175 feet.
GROUP D TANKS.-Any all-steel, gas-tight tank constructed in
compliance with these or equivalent standards and not equipped either
with (1) an approved permanently attached extinguishing system or
(2) an approved floating roof, which is to be used for the storage of
crude petroleum*, shall be so located that the distance from the line
of adjoining property which may be built upon shall be not less than
three times the greatest dimension of diameter or height of the tank
except that such distance shall not be less than 20 feet and need not
exceed 350 feet.
(B) Where the adjoining property is occupied by other flammable
liquid storage, the above spacing rules from tanks to property lines
shall not apply to such property, but distances between the tanks on
the two properties shall be governed by the provisions of Paragraph
(2) below.
(C) Above-ground gasoline storage tanks for service stations are
prohibited.
(D) In particular installations these provisions may be altered at
the discretion of the Chief having jurisdiction after consideration of
the special features such as topographical conditions; nature of occupancy and proximity to buildings on adjoining property and height
and character of construction of such buildings; capacity and construction of proposed tanks and character of liquids to be stored; degree of ·
private fire protection to be provided, and facilities of the fire department to cope with flammable liquid fires.
·*Certain products, not petroleum products, handled ·in special
process and chemical plants may have boil-over characteristics somewhat like those of crude petroleum.
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(2)

SPACING BETWEEN TANKS.

(a) The location of a tank for the storage of any flammable
liquid with respect to any such other tank shall be such that the distance between them shall be not less than 3 feet.
(b) For tanks above 50,000 gallons individual capacity storing
any flammable liquid, except crude petroleum in producing areas, the
distance shall be not less than one-half the diameter of the smaller
tank.
(c) For tanks storing crude petroleum above 126,000 gallons
(3,000 bbls.) individual capacity, the distance shall be not less than the
diameter of the smaller tank.
35-100. OPENINGS IN ABOVE GROUND TANKS.-Each above
ground tank, inside or outside buildings, over 1,000 gallons in capacity
shall have vent openings, excepting emergency relief openings, provided with 40 x 40 screens or some other form of approved back flash
arrester, such as conservation vents. \Vhen vents exceed 4" in
diameter the 40 x 40 mesh screen arrester is not effective and some
approved type shall be used. The covers for manholes, handholes and
gauge holes shall be made tight fitting.
(1) No form of em€rgency relief construction shall be required
on vertical tanks with cone roofs having a slope of less than 2% inches
in 12 inches where the strength of the joint between the roof and the
shell is no greater than that of the weakest vertical joint in the shell.
'

(2) Every other above ground tank used for the storage of
Class 1, 2, or 3 liquids shall have some form of relief device for preventing the development of excessive internal pressure in case of
explosure fire surrounding the tank. This may take the form of either
a weak seam in the top or at the joint between the top and the shell
of the tank, or manhole covers kept closed by weight only, or some
other form of emergency relief construction.
(3) In tanks where entire dependence for relief is placed upon
some form of emergency relief construction other than a weak seam
it shall have a capacity as approved by the Chief who shall give consideration to the design and construction of the tank as it affects the
pressure which the tank may safely withstand, as indicated in the
table below. Except for tanks sp-ecially constructed to withstand
higher pressures, the emergency relief ..area for vertical tanks shall be
as given for an allowable pressure of 3 inches of water and for horizontal tanks shall be as given for an allowable pressure of 1 po)lnd per
square inch.
' ,
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EMERGENCY RELIEF OF EXCESSIVE INTERNAL
PRESSURES IN ABOVE GROUND TANKS
Minimum
*Approximate diameter of free circular
Emergency
opening (unobstructed by valve discs,
Capacity
Relief
etc.) required to discharge petroleum
of Tank
Capacity
vapors at the given rates for the followGallons
Required
ing allowable internal pressures.
Cubic Fee_t 3 inches 1 lb. per 5 lbs. per 25 lbs. per
Per Hour of water sq. in.
sq. in.
sq. in.
,,
1,000
16,000
4 "
21h"
11h"
1
4,000
44,000
6%"
3%"
21h"
174"
18,000
9%"
5%"
88,000
- 3%"
2%"
,,
25,000
10%"
105,000
6 "
4
2%"
56,000
31~"
160,000
12%"
7%"
5 "
100,000
230,000
15%"
8%"
6 "
4 "
155,000
290,000
17%"
9%"
6%"
41h"
222,000
330,000
18%"
10%"
7 "
4%"
,,
475,000
395,000
20
7%"
11~"
5 "
735,000
410,000
20%"
ll1h"
7%"
5~"
Unlimited
410,000
20%"
7%"
11%"
5~"
*(Based upon an orifice coefficient of 0.7 and vapor specific gravity of
2.5).
35-101. ABOVE GROUND TANKS SHALL BE LABELLED.Above ground tanks for Class 1 and 2 liquids shall have painted conspicuously upon their sides in letters at least 2 inches high, the wording, "FLAMMABLE - KEEP FIRE AW A Y".
35-102. DESIGN AND CONSTRUCTION OF ABOVE GROUND
TANKS OPERATING AT SUBSTANTIALLY ATMOSPHERIC
PRESSURE.-Tanks shall be built of steel or concrete unless character
of liquid stored requires other materials. · Steel commonly known as
"Mill Seconds" shall not be used. Tanks built of materials other than
steel or concrete shall be designed to specifications embodying safety
factors equivalent to those herein specified for steel tanks. Concrete
tanks shall be built in accordance with Section 10 of NBFU Pamphlet
No. 30, April, 1952; Concrete Fuel Oil Storage Tanks. Such (unlined)
- concrete tanks shall only be used for storage of liquids having a gravity
of 40° A. P. I. or heavier. Concrete tanks with special linings may be
used for other services provided the design is approved by the authority
having jurisdiction. Steel tanks shall be buiit in accordance with the
requirements of· the following paragraphs. All shop-built tanks shall
be shop tested at a pressure of not less than five and not more than
ten pounds per square inch (measured at the top of the tank) for a
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period of at least ten minutes without leakage or permanent deformation. All tanks installed in the City of Richmond shall bear the
Underwriters' Laboratory label or in lieu of this label, the Chief may
accept tanks bearing a permanent type label with the name and address
of the manufacturer, the gauge of the metal and the date of manufacture, or job number.
(a) Small Shop Built Vertical Tanks: Vertical tanks not over
1,100 gallons capacity shall meet the following standards:
TABLE
1

61
351
561

Capacity (Gallons)
60
350
560
1,100

Minimum Thickness of Steel
U. S. Standard
18
16

14
12

(b) Large Shop Built Vertical Tanks: Vertical tanks over 1,100
gallons capacity shall meet the following standards:
_For tanks up to 25 feet in height the shell shall be not less than
3/16 in. thick. For tanks from 25 to 30 feet high the bottom ring
shall be not less than ~ inch thick and the remainder of the shell not
less than 3/16 inch thick. For tanks between 30 and 35 feet high, the
first two rings shall be not less than 1,4 inch thick and the remainder
of the shell not less than 3/16 inch thick. All 114 inch thick rings shall .
be not less than 5 feet wide.
The tops of tanks shall be either dished or cone-shaped and of not
less than No. 10 U. S. Standard gauge steel.
Tanks shall be welded, or riveted and caulked, or otherwise made
tight in a workmanlike manner. The roof of the tank shall be securely
fastened to the top ring of the shell with a joint having the same tightness as the joints between rings. The joint between roof and shell
shall be weaker than any other joints in the shell of the tank. Joints
in the roof shall be welded or riveted or made tight by other process
satisfactory to the authority having jurisdiction. Roofs of tanks shall
have no unprotected openings.
(c) Shop Built Horizontal Tanks: Horizontal tanks shall be constructed in accordance with accepted engineering practice and shall
meet the following minimum requirements: Joints shall be riveted
and caulked, riveted and welded, or welded. Tank heads over 6 feet
iii diameter shall be dished, stayed, braced, or reinforced.
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(1) Small ·shop Built Horizontal Tanks: Horizontal tanks not
over 1,100 gallons capacity shall meet the following standards:
TABLE
Capacity (Gallons)
Minimum Thickness of Steel
1
60
18 gauge
U. S. Standard
61
275
14 gauge
276
550
12 gauge
551
1,100
10 gauge
(2) Large Shop Built Horizontal Tanks: Horizontal tanks over
1,100 gallons capacity having a diameter of not over 6 feet made of
steel shall be 3/16 in. or greater nominal thickness. Tanks having a
diameter of over 6 feet and not more than 12 feet, made of steel, shall
be ~ in. or greater nominal thickness.
35-103. FIELD ERECTED VERTICAL TANKS.-Vertical tanks
erected in the field shall be built in accordance with American Petroleum Institute Standard No. 12A, 7th Edition, :March 1941, "Specification for Standard ·Tanks with Riveted Shells for Oil Storage," or
American Petroleum Institute Standard No. 12C, 9th Edition, October
1950, "Specification for Welded Oil Storage Tanks."
35-104. DESIGN AND CONSTRUCTION OF UNDERGROUND
TANKS.( a) Underground Tanks or Enclosed Tanks Inside of Buildings:
Tariks shall be designed and constructed to withstand safely the service
to which subjected. Material other than steel, if used, shall be of
suitable durability and of thickness providing equivalent strength to
that provided by steel. Steel commonly known as "Mill Seconds"
shall not be used. Steel tanks shall be of a minimum gauge (U. S.
Standard) in accordance with the following table..
TABLE
Underground and Enclosed Storage Tanks
Minimum Thickness of Material
Not Galvanized
. Galvanized
U. S. Standard Pounds U.S. Standard
Pounds
Capacity
Per Sq. Ft.
Gauge Per Sq. Foot*
Gauge
Gallons
14
3.125
16
2.50
1 to285
12
4.375
14
3.125
286to560
· 10
5.625
12
4.375
561to1100
7
7.50
1101to4000
~ in.
10.00
4001 to 12000
5/16 in.
12.50
12001 to 20000
. *Before Galvanizing
% in.
15.00
20001 to 30000
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If adequate internal bracing is provided, tanks of 12,001 to 30,000
gallons capacity may be built of ~ inch plate.
·
All tanks installed in the City of Richmond shall bear the Underwriters' Laboratory label or in lieu of this label, the Chief may accept
tanks bearing a permanent type label with the name and address of the
manufacturer, the gauge of the metal and the date of manufacture or
job number.
All shop-built tanks shall be shop-tested at a pressur~ of not less
than 5 nor more than 10 lbs. per sq. in. (measured at the top of the
tank) for a period of at least 10 minutes without leakage or permanent
deformation.

35-105. FOUNDATIONS; DIKES. - Foundations; Dikes.(a) The bearing capacity of the ground shall determine the type of
foundation to be employed in the erection of all tanks. The Chief may
require borings in order to ascertain the subsurface formation as a
means of determining whether the proposed foundation is suited to the
condition of the ground at the site. Tanks more than one foot above
the ground shall have foundations and supports of masonry or protected steel, except that wooden cushions may be used. No combustible
material shall be permitted under or within ten feet of any above
ground outside storage tank.
(b) All tanks containing crude oil or other liquids which have
a tendency to boil over shall be adequately and properly diked to
provide a storage capacity of not less than the volume of the tank or
tanks surrounded. The minimum height of earth dikes shall be 3
feet and of masonry dikes 30 inches. In addition to a dike, there shall
be a suitable caping or deflector, projecting inward, properly constructed to minimize the effect of a "boil-over" wave. Dikes surrounding crude oil tanks shall be not less than 50 feet from the shell
of the tank or tanks surrounded.
(c) Where individual tanks exceed 50,000 gallons in capacity,
and for smaller tanks, when deemed necessary by the Chief, on account of proximity to streams, character of topography, or nearness
to st!'uctures, above ground storage tanks containing flammable liquids
shall be diked or the entire yard provided with a curb or retaining wall
or other suitable means taken to prevent the discharge of liquid onto·
other property in case of rupture of the tank or piping. The impounding .basin shall have a capacity equal to that of the largest tank
plus 10 per centum of the aggregate capacity of all other tanks so
, protected.
(d) Dikes or walls required by sub-sections (b) and (c) of this
section shall be of earth reinforced concrete or masonry so constructed
as to afford approved protection.
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(e) The height of the dike and the distance from the inner
surface of the dike to the shell of the tank or tanks surrounded shall
be such as to•assure the scouring action of the winds required to prevent the accumulation of combustible vapors within the dike, but in
no case shall the height of the dike exceed 6 feet when containing
Class 1 or Class 2 liquids. Masonry dikes with angular walls shall be
provided with expansion joints constructed of single sheet non-corrosion .metal. Where reinforced concrete is used, the steel reinforcing
member shall be interconnected.
(f) The capacity of dikes required by this section shall be properly maintained. Earthen dikes shall have a flat section at the top
and shall have a slope consistent with the angle of repose of the
materials of which they are constructed.
35-106. STATIONARY TANKS IN BUILDINGS: INSULATION OF TANKS: PERMISSIBLE QUANTITIES.
(a) Tanks for Class 2 and 3 liquids shall be constructed in accordance with the requirements of Section 35-102. Original barrels or
drums may be used until contents are drawn, if substantially placed to
prevent tipping or rolling with pump inserted through a close fitting
connection in side or head.
(b) Tanks shall be located below the level of any PfPing to
which they may be connected or installed in accordance with the requirements of Sections 35-120 and 35-12L Tanks larger than 275
gallons individual capacity or 550 gals. aggregate capacity located
above the level of piping to which they may be connected shall be
equipped with controlling apparatus approved by the Chief to prevent
siphoning or gravity flow in case of accident to equipment or piping.
Tanks containing heavy oil may be exempt from this regulation.
(c) Tanks shall be set on a firm foundation and those exceeding
2,500 gallons capacity shall be supported independently of the floor
construction.
( d) Tanks for Class 3 liquids used in connection with oil burning
equipment shall not exceed 275 gallons individual capacity or 550
gallons aggregate capacity (in one building), unless installed in an
enclosure constructed as follows:
The enclosure shall be at least 6 inches larger on all sides than
the tank. The walls of the enclosure shall be constructed of reinforced
concrete at least 6 inches thick or of masonry at least 8 inches thick,
and shall be bonded to the floor and carried to a height of not less than
i foot above the tank. The space between· the tank and the enclosure
shall be completely filled with sand or well tamped earth up to the
top of the enclosure. The top of the· enclosure shall be of reinforced
concrete at least 5 inches thick or of approved equivalent construction,
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except where the floor or other construction immediately above the
tank is of fire resistive construction and capable of safely withstanding
a load of 150 pounds per square foot.
Instead of an enclosure as above prescribed, the ta~k may be encased in reinforced concrete not less than 6 inches in thickness, applied
directly to the tank so as to completely eliminate any air space.
(e) All tanks installed ill the City of Richmond shall bear the
Underwriters' Laboratory label or in lieu of this label, the Chief may
accept tanks bearing a permanent type label with the na-me and address of the manufacturer, the gauge of the metal and the date of
manufacture or job number.
(f) All shop-built tanks shall be shop-tested at a pressure of not
less than 5 nor more than 10 pounds per square inch (measured at
the top of the tank) for a period of at least 10 minutes without leakage
or permanent deformation.
PIPING AND OTHER APPURTENANCES
35-107. NO. CONNECTIONS TO DRAINS.-Connections from
tanks to any house or ~uh-surface drainage system shall be so arranged as to prevent the flow of flammable liquid to any such system or
the leakage of any flammable gases from such liquids, or approved
flammable liquid collectors shall be provided in such connection.
35-108. VENTING OF TANKS.-An open galvanized ·iron vent
pipe arranged for proper draining, or an automatically operated vent,
shall be provided for every tank which may contain flammable vapor.
The lower end of the vent pipe shall not extend through the top into
the tank for a distance of more than one inch. Each tank shall .be
vented through piping adequate in size to prevent blow-back of vapor
or liquid at the fill opening while tank is being filled. Vent pipes shall
be not less than Bi inch nominal inside diameter. The vent opening
shall be not less than one-half the inside diameter of the fill pipe.
Vent openings, for tanks exceeding 1,000 gallons capacity, excepting those· on underground tanks containing Class 3 liquids, shall
be provided with approved flame arresters, as set out in Section 35100. Vent openings and vent pipes shall be of sufficient size to prevent abnormal pressure in the tank during filling and, except auto. matically operated vents, shall be not smaller than 11.4. inch pipe size.
Arrestors shall be accessible for examination and repair. Vent pipes
shall be provided with weather-proof hoods and terminate outside of
building not less than two feet, measured horizontally and vertically, ·
from any window or other building -opening and sufficiently above
ground to prevent obstruction from snow or ice; for Class 1 and 2
liquids the vent terminal shall be so elevated and located as not to
endanger adjoining buildings.
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The vent pipe from two or more tanks may be connected to one
upright with the connection not less than one foot above the level of
the top of the highest fill cap from which the tanks may be filled and
the diameter of such vent pipe shall be in accordance with the above
table.
35-109. VALVES IN DRAWING-OFF PIPES.-All drawing off
pipes terminating inside of any building shall have valves at the discharge end. When delivery is by gravity, there shall be a second valve
located at a suitable point in the line for use in an emergency.
35-110. VALVE NEAR TANK IF ABOVE GROUND.-Where
tanks are above ground there shall be a valve located near the tank in
each pipe. In case two or more tanks are cross-connected there shall
be a valve near each tank in each cross-connection.
35-111. PUMPS.-Pumps delivering to or taking supply from
above ground storage tanks, or other tanks located above the pump,
shall be provided with valves on both suction and discharge of pump,
and in delivering to tanks a check valve to prevent flow of liquid from
tank to pump. Electric motors, unless· of approved explosion-proof
type, and internal combustion engines shall not be placed beneath
tanks or elsewhere within the line of vapor travel.
35-112. PIPING.-Piping used for flammable liquids shall be
standard weight wrought iron, steel or brass pipe or approved brass
or copper tubing; for working pressures in- excess of 100 pounds per
square inch extra heavy fittings shall be used. No pipe or tubing less
than one-quarter inch internal diameter shall be used. Outside piping
shall be protected against mechanical injury when wit~in 5 feet of
ground level. Inside piping shall be rigidly supported. Sweated connections shall not be used for Class ~ liquids.
35-113. LEAKY PIPING.-Defective and leaking piping shall
be made tight immediately or replaced.
35-114. PIPES- FOR CLASS 1 AND 2 LIQUiDS IN ROOMS
CONTAINING OPEN F.LAMES.-Piping carrying Class 1 and 2
liquids, unless without joints or connections, shall not extend through
any room which contains any open light or fire.
35-115. FILLING PIPE.-The end of the filling pipe for other
than outside above ground storage tanks shall be carried to an approved locatio:i outside of any building. For Class 1 and 2 liquids the
fill pipe shall not terminate within 5 feet of any entrance door, or
cellar opening. Filling pipe shall be closed bY: a screw cap.
35-116. DELIVERIES TO STORAGE TANKS.-Deliveri~s of
flammable liquids of Class 1 and. 2, where practical, shall be made
directly to the storage tank through the filling pipe by means of a
hose or pipe between the filling pipe and barrel, tank wagon or tank
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car from which such liquid is being drawn. Bottom delivery of Class
1 or Class 2 liquids from tank cars is prohibited, except at locations
approved by the Chief.
35-117. PU:MP REQUIRED.-Except as permitted in sub-sections
35-120 and 35-121, flammable liquids shall be drawn from tanks by
pumps so constructed as to prevent leaking or splashing, or by some
other system approved by the Chief, with· controlling apparatus and
piping so arranged as to allow control of the amount of discharge and
prevent leakage or discharge by any derangement of the system..'\\Then
inside a building, the pump or other drawing off device for Class 1 and
2 liquids shall be located on or above the ground floor, preferably near
an entrance or other well-ventilated place, and shall be properly protected against mechanical injury. Pumps not an integral part of the
draw off device shall be in fire proof rooms with fire doors and with
complete ventilation.
35-118. SELF-SERVICE FILLING STATIONS.-No self-service
type of gasoline service station shall be operated without a permit
therefor obtained from the Director of Public Safety. Every person,
firm, and corporation desiring to uperate a self-service type of gasoline
service station shall make written application to the Director of
Public Safety for a permit. If the Director of Public Safety be
satisfied that the applicant will effectively supervise the dispensation
and sale of gasoline in accordance with the law, he shall issue a permit.
The form of the application for the permit and ·the form of the permit
itself shall be prepared and furnished by the Director of Public Safety.
The operator of the bU3iness shall not permit inebriated or incompetent persons to pump gasoline; and the operator of the business
shall unlock, with detachable reset keys, the pump prior to each starting of a gasoline delivery and shall not unlock a pump or permit the
delivery of gasoline while anyone is smoking in the vicinity, or while
the auto engine is running. No pump shall remain unlocked while not
actually in use. Nozzles for delivery of gasoline may be of the type
designed to close automatically when the gasoline tank bc<:omes full.
35-119. NO GRAVITY FEED PERMITTED.-Except as permitted in Sections 35-120 and 35-121, no tanks, drums, or other containers inside a building, or discharging inside a building, shall be
provided with a faucet or other bottom-drawing device which will
permit the gravity flow of liquids inside the building. Pipe~ shall not
terminate at any point lower than the level of source of supply.
35-120. EXCEPTIONS TO SECTIONS 35-117 AND 35-119.The Chief may permit the storage and gravity flow of flammable
liquids in connection with oil burning equipments, refineries, and manufacturing and jobbing plants where the nature of the manufacturing
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process requires such storage and flow, and also the storage and
gravity flow of commodities of Class 1 and 2 in stores, plants and
establishments, where the nature of the liquid will not permit pumping; provided that the contents of tanks holding Class 1 liquid shall be
sufficient only for one day's operation and such storage shall be in a
room constructed in accordance 'With Section 35-85. Oil burners which
are not attended by a competent attendant in the room where the
burners are located while the burners are in operation shall be arranged to prevent abnormal discharge of oil at the burner by automatic means, specifically approved for the burner with which it is used.
35-121. FUEL OIL EQUIPl\U;'::NT.-An approved domestic type
oil burner may be supplied by gravity from two connected inside or
outside storage tanks, provided neither tank exceeds 275 gallons
capacity and they are connected to the fuel line by approved control
valves.
Tanks, unless enclosed in an approved manner, when installed in
a room in which the burner is located, shall not be placed within 5 feet
of any open flame or fire.
Requirements for the installation of equipment for the use of
flammable liquids as a fuel for domestic oil burners, boilers, furnaces,
kilns, ovens, oil burning stoves designed for use with separate tanks,
and other apparatus shall be as covered in this chapter under the
following sections:
Sections 35-74 to 35-83 inclusive, covering permits and approvals.
Sections 35-84, 35-85, 35-98, 35-99, 35-100, 35-102, 35-103, 35-104,
35-105, 35-106, 35-107 covering location, construction and equipment of
storage tanks.
Sections 35-108, 35-109, 35-110, 35-112, 35-113, apply to valves,
piping and pumps. Preheating of oil, oil burner controls and the
installation of burners if in compliance with the standards of the
National Board of Fire Underwriters for the installation of oil burning equipment, shall· be considered a compliance with this chapter.
Notwithstanding the provisions of Section 35-99, tanks not exceeding 275 gallons capacity containing Class 3 liquids used in connection with oil burning equipmen~ may be installed with no requirement
as to minimum distance from tank to property line.
35-122. RELIEF VALVES FOR PUMPS FOR ENGINES AND
FUEL OIL EQUIPMENT.-In systems using pumps to supply auxiliary. tanks or headers, which feed internal combustion engines or fuel
oil burners, provision shall be made to return surplus oil to the supply
tank; any valve installed in the line shall be of pressure relief type.
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35-123. REQUIREMENTS AND REGULATIONS AS TO DE-·
LIVERY OF GASOLINE.-Every person delivering at wholesale or
retail gasoline in this State shall deliver the same ·to the purchaser
only in tanks, barrels, casks, cans or other containers having the word
'gasoline', plainly stenciled or labeled thereon, to meet the requirements and regulations adopted by the Commissioner of Agriculture
and Immigration of the State of Virginia, except that where gasoline
is delivered in bulk from tank wagons the cans used in such deliveries
may be painted red and the word 'gasoline' need not be stenciled
thereon, and except, further, that where deliveries of gasoline are
made in tank wagons having more than one compartment it shall only
be necessary that the spigot on the pipe leading from the gasoline
compartments shall have attached thereto a tag with the word 'gas'
plainly stenciled thereon. Such dealer shall not deliver gasoline in
any barrels, casks, cans, tank wagons, or other containers, which has
not been stenciled, painted or labeled as hereinbefore provided.
, Every person purchasing gasoline for sale shall procure and keep
the same only in tanks, barrels, casks, cans or other containers stenciled
or labeled as hereinbefore provided.
Nothing in this section shall prohibit the delivery of gasoline by
hose or pipe from a tank directly into the tank of any automobile or
any other motor vehicle.
When gasoline is sold in cans or packages of not more than one
gallon capacity for cleaning and other similar purposes, the label shall
also bear the words "Unsafe when exposed to heat or fire".
35-124. PROTECTION OF UNUSED UNDERGROUND GASOLINE TANKS.-When underground gasoline tanks are discontinued
but not removed, they shall be protected against formation of a flammable or explosive mixture therein by one of the following methods:
(a) Filling the tank completely with sand, earth or concrete;
(b) Filling and flushing the tank with water so as to remove
ail the gasoline, and leaving the tank fill~d with water and all openings
except the vent opening, tightly capped.
35-125. REFINERIES.-No permit shall be granted for the
e~tablishment of a new plant or an addition to a plant for refining,
distilling or condensing petroleum and natural gas within the limits
d the city until after a survey has been made by the Division and
an investigation made of all hazardous conditions connected therew,th. If there are no schools, churches, hospitals or public halls
within 300 feet, and no other buildings than those of the plant within
· lEO feet of the proposed refinery, distilling or condensing plant, or
addition thereto, and other conditions are consistent with the spirit and
intent of this chapter, the .Chief may grant a permit for the location
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desired; provided, also, that a guarantee to maintain an open space
150 feet on all sides shall be given by the applicant.
35-126. TANK MOTOR VEHICLES FOR FLAMMABLE
LIQUIDS.-!. Tank vehicles and their appurtenances and tank vehicle
chassis, whether new or used, hereafter acquired by any person for use
in the transportation of flammable liquids shall be designed, constructed and operated in conformity with the minimum requirements
of this Article.
2. DEFINITIONS.-.:The following words and phrases when used
in this Article shall, for the purpose of this Article, have the meaning
respectively ascribed to them in this section; excepting in those instances where the context clearly indicates a different meaning.
(a) Tank Truck: Any single self-propelled motor vehicle equipped
with a cargo tank mounted thereon, and used for the transportation
of flammable liquids.
(b) Tank Full Trailer: Any vehicle, without motive power,
equipped with .a cargo tank mounted thereon or built as an integral
part thereof and used for the transportation of flammable liquids, and
so constructed that, when drawn by a truck or tractor-truck, no part
of its weight rests upon the towing vehicle.
(c) Tank Semi-Trailer: Any vehicle, without motive power,
equipped with a cargo tank mounted thereon or built as an integral
part thereof, and used for the transportation of flammable liquids,
and so constructed that, when drawn by a tractor-truck by means of
a fifth wheel connection, some part of its load and weight rests upon
the towing vehicle.
(d) Tank Vehicle: Any tank truck, tank full trailer, or tractor
and tank semi-trailer combination.
.
(e) Cargo Tank: Any container having a liquid capacity in
excess of 100 gallons, used for the carrying of flammable liquids, and
mounted permanently or otherwise upon a tank vehicle. The term
"cargo tank" does not apply to any container used solely for the
purpose of supplying fuel for the propulsion of the tank vehicle upon
which it is mounted.
(f)

Baffle: A perforated transverse partition of a cargo tank.

(g) Head and Bulkhead: A liquid-tight transverse closure at
the end of a cargo tank or_ between compartments of a cargo !ank.
. (h)

Compartment: A liquid-tight division of a cargo tank •

(i) Flammable Liquids: Liquids having a flash point below 200
degrees F. (Pensky-Martin D-93 closed cup, ASTM, API 509) which,
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for the purpose of this specification shall be divided into two classes,
viz.:
Class- "A", embracing those flammable liquids having a flash
point below 70 degrees F. and a vapor pressure not exceeding 40 pounds
(Reid) ASTM 323-43.
Class "B"; embracing those flammable liquids having a flash
point from 70 to 200 degrees F., inclusive.
35-127. VEHICLE TANKS, PIPING AND CONNECTIONS.1. CARGO TANKS CONSTRUCTED OF HOT ROLLED TANK
STEEL.-(a) Material: All sheets for such cargo tanks shall be of
hot rolled tank steel to meet the following requirements:
Yield Point ............................................................25,00 lb. per sq. in.
Ultimate Strength ..............................................45,000 lb. per sq. in.
Elongation, 2" sample ....................................................................20%
_ (b) Thickness of Sheets: The minimum thickness of tank sheets
shall be limited by the volume capacity of the tank expressed in terms
of gasoline per inch of length; and by the distance between bulkheads,
baffles, or other shell stiffeners, as well as by the radius of shell
curvature in the case of shell sheets, as follows:
Minimum Thickness of Head, Bulkhead, and Baffle Sheets*
(Dished, Corrugated, Reinforced or
Rolled)
Heads, Bulkheads, or Baffles
Volume Capacity of Tank in
10 or Over 10
Gallons per Inch of Length......... . Less
to 14
U. S. Standard Gage No ................ -

13

Over 14
to 18
12

Over
18
11

*Thickness of exterior head sheets shall never be less than the maximum requirements for shell sheets in any specific unit.
Minimum Thickness of Shell Sheets Expressed in U. S.
Standard Gage
Distance between attachments_ of bulkheads, baffles,
or other shell stiffeners

Volume Capacity of Tank in Gallons
Per Inch of Length
10 or
Less

Over 10
to 14

Overl4
to 18

Shell Radius __()LLess than
36" or Less ........~-----·····-·····--· 14 gage 14 gage 14 gage
Over 36" to 54"..:..................... 14 "
14 "
13
"
Over 54" to 60"........................ 14 "
13
" 12 "

')

Over
18

_']0 Inches
13 gage
12
"

11

"
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Shell Radius or 70 Inches or More,
But Less than 90 Inches
36" or Less..·-······-················; 14 gage 14 gage 13 gage 12 gage
Over 36" to 54"···-··············-~--- 14 "
13 "
12
" 11 "
Over 54" to 60"........................ 13 "
12 "
11
" 10 "
Shell Radius of 90 Inches or More,
But Not Over 125 Inch Maximum
36" or Less............................~. 14 gage 13 gage 12 gage 11 gage
Over 36" to 54"........................ 13 "
12
" 11 " 10 "
Over 54" to 60"........................ 12 "
11
10 "
9 "

..

2, CARGO TANKS CONSTRUCTED OF ALUMINUM (GRADE
3S OR OTHER ALLOY OF EQUAL OR GREATER PROPERTIES).
-(a) Material: All sheets for such cargo tanks shall be of aluminum
alloy, known as 3S or other alloy of equal or greater properties, as
defined in ASTM Specification B209-46-T, meeting the following minimum requirements:
Ultimate Strength .............................................. 19,500 lb. per sq. in.
Elongation, 2" sample .......................................................•................6%
(b) Thickness of Sheets: The minimum thickness of tank sheets
shall be limited by the volume capacity of the tank, expressed in terms
of gasoline per inch of length; and by the distance between bulkheads,
baffles, or other shell stiffeners, as well as by the radius of shell
curvature in the case of sheel sheets, as follows:
Minimum Thickness of Head, Bulkhead, and Baffie Sheets*
Heads, Bulkheads and Baffles

(Dished, Corrugated, Reinforced or
Rolled)

Volume Capacity in Gallons
lOor
per Inch of Length......·--·-··· Less
Brown & Sharpe's Standard
- . ·-Gage
...

-·-----·----- ------··-

7

OverlO
to 14

Over 14
to 18

Over
18

6

5

4

*Thickness of exterior head sheets shall never be less than the maximum requirement for shell sheets.
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Minimum Thickness of Shell Sheets
Expressed in Brown & Sharpe's Standard Gage
Distance between attachments
Volume Capacity of Tank in Gallons
of bulkheads, baffles, or
Per Inch of Length
other shell stiffeners
10 or
Over 10
Over 14 Over
Less
to 14
to 18
18
Shell Radius of Less than 70 Inches
7
7
7
6
36" or Less ........... _.......................
7
6
5
Over 36" to 54" ........................... . 7
7
6
5
4
Over 54" to 60".··-······'················
Shell Radius of 70 Inches or More.
But Less than 90 Inches
7
7
6
5
36" or Less ....................................
6
5
4
Over 36" to 54" ........................... . 7
6
5
4
3
Over 54" to 60"............................
Shell Radius of 90 Inches or More,
But Not Over 125 Inch Maximum
7
6
5
4
36" or Less ................................... .
5
4
3
Over 36" to 54"........................... . 6
4
3
3
Over 54" to 60" ............................ · 6
3. CARGO TANKS CONSTRUCTED OF LOW ALLOY CARBON (HIGH TENSILE) STEEL.-(a) Material: All sheets for such
cargo tanks shall be of low alloy, low carbon steel, commonly known
as high tensile, meeting the following requirements:
Yield Point .......................................................... 50,000 lb. per sq. in.
Ultimate Strength .............................................. 65,000 lb. per sq. in.
Elongation, 2" sample ......................................................................20%
(b) Thickness of Sheets: The minimum thickness of tank sheets
shall be limited by the volume capacity of the tank, expressed in
terms of gallons per inch of length; and by the distance between
bulkheads, baffles, or other shell stiffeners, as well as by the radius of
shell curvature in the case of shell sheets; as follows:
Minimum Thickness of Head, Bulkhead, and Baffle Sheets*
(Dished, Corrugated, Reinforced or
Heads, Bulkheads or Baffles
Rolled)
c~
Over 14 · Over
10 or
Volume Capacity in Tank in
OverlO
Gallons per Inch of Length. Less
to 14
to 18
18
U. S. Standard Gage No............. 15
14
12
13
*Thickness of exterior head sheets shall never be less than the maximum requirements for shell sheets, in any specific unit.
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Minimum Thickness of Shell Sheets Expressed in U. S.
Standard Gage
Distance between attachments
Volume Capacity of Tank in Gallons
of bulkheads, baffles, or
Per Inch of Length
other shell stiffeners
10 or
OverlO
Over 14 Over
Less
to 14
to 18
18
Shell Radius of Less than 70 Inches
36" or Less............................. . 16 gage 16 gage 15 gage 14 gage
15 "
14 "
13 "
Over 36" to 54"·-··--·········-··-···· 16 "
Over 54" to 60"....................... . 15 "
14 "
13 "
12 "
Shell Radius of 70 Inches or More,
But Less. than 90 Inches
36" or Less .............................. 16 gage 15 gage 14 gage 13 gage
Over 36" to 54"........................ 15 "
12
14 "
13 "
Over 54" to 60"........................ 14 "
11 "
13 "
12 "
Shell Radius of 90 Inches or More,
But Not Over 125 Inch Maximum

.

36" or Less.·--···········-···--·---·-·· 15 gage 14 gage
Over 36" to 54"........................ 14 "
13 "
Over 54" to 60"........................ 13 "
12 "

13 gage 12 gage
12 "
11 "
11 "
10 "

4. Joints.-(a) Joints shall be made in accordance with recognized good practice and the efficiency of any joint shall be not less than
85% of that of the adjacent metal in the tank. Low Alloy, Low Carbon
(High Tensile) Steel Sheets, however, shall be joined by fusion·
welding.
(b) Hot Rolled Tank Steel and Low Alloy Low Carbon Steel
may be used in the construction of a single tank, provided each
material, where used, shall comply with the minimum requirements
of its respective specifications for that section of the tank.
5. TEST.-Every cargo tank shall be tested by a minimum air or
hydrostatic pressure of 3 pounds per square inch applied to each
compartment, or to the whole tank if it be not divided into compartments. Such pressure shall be maintained for a period of at least 5
minutes, during which, if the test is by air pressure, the entire exterior
surface of all the joints shall be coated with a solution of soap and
water, heavy oil, or other material suitable for the purpose, foaming
or bubbling of .which will indicate the presence of leaks. Hydrostatic
pressure, if used, shall be gauged ·at the top of the tank; and the tank
shall be inspected at the joints for the issuance of liquid to indicate
leaks.
.
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Any leakage discovered by either of the. methods above described,
or by any other method shall be deemed as evidence of failure to meet
the requirements of this section.
6. TANK OUTLETS.-Outlets shall be substantially made and
so attached to the tank.
7. BULKHEADS AND BAFFLES.-(a) Every cargo tank having a total capacity in excess of 1,500 gallons and used for the distribution of Class "A" flammable liquids to service stations or other
premises to which the public is invited shall be divided into compartments, no one of which shall exceed 1,200 gallons. A tolerance of
10% shall be allowed for capacities of individual compartments or
tanks.
(b) Bulkheads or compartments shall not be required in any
cargo tank used for transportation service, regardless of total capacity,
which, when loaded and transporting its cargo over streets and highways will contain not less than 80% of the total tank capacity and will
discharge its entire contents at one unloading point, provided such
cargo tank is not used for the delivery of flammable liquids to service
stations or other premises to which the public is invited.
(c) Every cargo tank, and every compartment of a cargo tank
over 90 inches in length, shall be provided with baffies, the number of
which shall be such that the linear distance between any two adjacent
baffles, or between any tank head or bulkhead and the baffies nearest
it, shall in no case exceed 60 inches.
(d) The cross sectional area of each baffle shall be not less than
80% of the cross sectional area of the tank and the thickness of such
baffle shall be not less than that required for heads and bulkheads· of
the cargo tank in which installed.
( e) Tanks with compartments carrying flammable liquids· of
different classes shall be provided with an air space between compartments and this air space shall be equipped and maintained with drainage facilities operative at all times.
8. VENTS.-Each tank or tank compartment shall be provided
with a vacuum and pressure operated vent with a minimum effective
opening of 0.44 square inch, and each tank or compartment used for
the transportation of Class "A" liquids shall also be provided with an
emergency venting facility so constructed as to provide a minimum
free-venting opening having a net area in square inches equal to 1.25
plus 0.0025 times the capacity of the tank or compartment in gallons.
If the emergency venting facility operates in response to elevated
temperatures, the critical temperature for such operation shall not
exceed 200° F.

I
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9. VALVE AND FAUCET CONNECTIONS.-Draw-off valves
and faucets shall have discharge ends threaded, or they shall be so
designed as to permit being tightly connected to hose extending to fill
pipe.
10. EMERGENCY-DISCHARGE CONTROL.-Each compartment of a tank used for transportation of Class "A" flammable liquids
shall be equipped with a reliable and efficient shut-off valve located
inside the shell of the tank in the compartment outlet; or the sump
when it is an integral part of the shell; and so designed that these
valves must be. kept closed except during loading and unloading
operations.
The operating mechanism for these valves shall be provided with
a secondary control, remote from the tank-filling, openings and discharge faucets, for use in the event of accidents or fire during delivery operations.
The control mechanism shall be provided with a fusible section
which will cause valves to close automatically in case of fire.
In every case there shall be provided, between the shut-off valve
seat and discharge faucet, a shear section which will break under
strain unless the discharge piping is so arranged as to afford the same
protection and leave the shut-off valve seat intact.
35-128. TANK-VEHICLE CHASSIS, ASSEMBLY, AND APPURTENANCES.-1. TIRES.-All tank vehicles shall be equipped
with pneumatic rubber tires on all wheels.
2. ASSEMBLY.-Every cargo tank shall be adequately supported
upon and securely attached to or be a part of the tank vehicle upon
which it is carried.
3. BONDING AND GROUNDING.:__(a) Cargo tanks, and vehicle chasis, shall be electrically bonded.
(b) Provision shall be made prior to each filling of tank vehicle
for the bonding of vehicle to the fill pipe. Drag chains or other devices
of electrically conductive material shall not be construed as meeting
this requirement.
4. · PROTECTION AGAINST COLLISION.-Draw-off valves or
faucets projecting beyond the frame at the rear of vehicle shall be
adequately protected against collision by bumpers or similar means.
5. LIGHTING.-No lighting device other than electric lights shall
be used on tank vehicles. Lighting circuits shall have suitable overcurrent protection (fuses or automatic circuit.breakers.) The wiring
shall have sufficient carrying capacity and mechanical strength and
shall be secured, insulated and adequately protected against physical
damage.
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6. FUEL SYSTEM.-(a) Fuel Tanks: Fuel tanks shall be so
designed, constructed and installed as to present no unusual hazard,
and shall. be so arranged as to vent during filling operations and as to
permit drainage without removal from their mountings.
(b) Fuel-Feed System: All portions of the fuel-feed system,
including carburetor, pumps, and all auxiliary mechanisms and connections shall be constructed and installed in a workmanlike manner,
and so constructed and located as to minimize the fire hazard, with no
readily combustible materials used therein, and shall, except for diesel
fuel connections, be well separated from the engine exhaust system.
A pressure-release device shall be provided where necessary. The
fuel-feed lines shall be made of materials not adversely affected by the
fuel to be used or by other materials likely to be encountered, of
adequate strength for their purpose, well secured to avoid chafing or
undue vibration, having a readily accessible and reliable shut-off valve
or stopcock. Joints depending upon solder for mech.anical strength and
liquid tightness shall not be used in the fuel system or at or near the
engine, or its accessories, unless the solder has a melting point of not
less than 340° F., or ·unless a self-closing, thermally controlled valve
set to operate at not exceeding 300° F., or other equivalent automatic
device, shall be installed in the fuel line on the fuel-tank side of such
joint.
·
7. EXHAUST SYSTEM.-(a) The exhaust system, including
muffler (or silencer) and exhaust line shall have ample clearance from
the fuel system and combustible materials, and shall not be exposed
to accumulations of grease, oil or gasoline.
(b) The exhaust system, including all units, shall be constructed
·and installed in a workmanlike manner. A muffler (or silencer) cutout shall not be used.
8. FULL TRAILERS AND SEMI-TRAILERS.-(a) Trailers
shall be firmly and securely attached to the vehicle drawing them, in a
manner conforming with recognized goqd practice.
(b) Each full trailer, and semi-trailer, shall be equipped with·
reliable brakes on all wheels, and adequate provision shall· be made
for their efficient operation from the driver's seat of the vehicle drawing the trailer, or semi-trailer.
(c) Full trailers shall be of the fifth-wheel, or of an approved
equivalent type of construction, which will prevent the towed vehicle
from whipping or swerving from side to side dangerously or unrea- ·
sonably and which will cause it to follow substantially in the path of
the towing vehicle.
9. FIRE EXTINGUISHERS.-Each tank vehicle, or combination
of tank vehicles, shall be equipped and maintained with at least one
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approved hand fire extinguisher of a type suitable for extinguishing
iiammable-liquid fires. Fire extinguishers shall be kept in good
operating condition at all times, and they shall be located in an accessible place on each tank vehicle.
10. AUXILIARY INTERNAL COMBUSTION ENGINES.-In. ternal combustion engines, other than those providing propulsive
power for a tank vehicle, installed or carried upon such a vehicle
transporting Class "A" flammable liquids for the purpose of providing
power for the operation of pumps or other devices, shall meet the following requirements:
(a) The engine air intake shall be equipped with an effective
flame arrestor, or an air cleaner having effective flame arrestor
characteristics, substantially installed and capable of preventing
emission of flame from the intake side of the engine in event of
backfiring.
(b) The fuel system shall be so located· or constructed as to
minimize the fire hazard. If the fuel tank is located above or immediately adjacent to the engine, suitable shielding shall be provided
to prevent spillage during the filling operation, or leakage from the
tank or fuel system, from coming in contact with the engine or any
parts of the ignition and exhaust systems. All parts of the fuel system shall be constructed and installed in a workmanlike manner.
(c) Pumps and other appurtenances carrying or containing
flammable liquids shall be so located in relation to the engine that
spillage or leakage from such parts shall be prevented from coming
in contact with the engine or any. parts of the ignition or exhaust
system, or adequate shielding shall be provided to attain the same
purpose. The engine cooling fan shall be so positioned, rotated or
shielded as to minimize the possibility ·of drawing flammable vapors
toward the engine.
(d) When the engine is located in a position where spillage from
the cargo tank or its appurtenances or from side racks might constitute a hazard, suitable shielding shall be provided to prevent such
spillage from contacting the engine or engine exhaust system and for
draining such spillage away from the vicinity of the engine. ·
(e) Where the engine is carried within an enclosed space adequate provision shall be made for air circulation at all times, to prevent
accumulation of explosive vapors and to avoid overheating, and the exhaust gases shall be discharged outside of each such closed space.
(f) The exhaust system shall be substantially constructed and
installed and free from leaks. The exhaust line and muffler shall have
adequate clearance from combustible materials and the exhaust gases
shall be discharged at a location which will not constitute a hazard.
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(g) The ignition wiring shall be substantially installed with firm
connections, and spark plugs and all other terminals shall be suitably
insulated, to prevent sparking in event of contact with conductive
materials. The ignition switch shall be of the enclosed contact type.
11. AUXILIARY ELECTRIC GENERATORS AND MOTORS.Electrical equipment installed or carried upon a tank vehicle transporting Class "A" flammable liquids for the operation of pumps or
other devices shall meet the following requirements:
(a) Electric generators driven from a power-take-off connected
to the vehicle transmission or to an auxiliary transmission, or by an
auxiliary internal combustion engine,· shall be of the explosion proof
type.
(b) Electric motors shall be of the explosion proof type.
( c) 'Wiring shall be adequate and substantially installed with all
terminals firmly connected and insulated to prevent sparking from
vibration or in event of contact with conductive materials. Wires
shall have oil proof insulation. If overload protection is provided it
shall be the explosion proof type. All switches or other sparking
devices shall be of the explosion proof type and all conduit entrances
shall be sealed.
(d) Where the generator or motor is located within an enclosed
space adequate provision shall be made for air circulation to prevent
overheating and possible accumulation of explosive vapors.
(e) Electrical equipment and wiring shall be so located as to prevent contact with spillage from cargo tank or side racks or suitable
shielding shall be provided to Mtain equivalent protection.
35-129. OPERATION OF TANK VEHICLES.
1. PROPER REP AIR.-Tank vehicles shall not be operated unless they are in proper repair, devoid of accumulation of grease, oil,
or other flammables, and free of leaks.
2. FILLING AND DISCHARGING TANK VEHICLES.-(a)
The driver, operator or attendant of any tank vehicle shall not leave
the vehicle while it is being filled or discharged: Delivery hose, when '
attached to a tank vehicle, shall be considered to be a part of the tank
vehicle.
(b) Motors of tank trucks or tractor-trucks. shall be shut down
during making and breaking hose connections. If loading or unloading
is done without the use of a power•pump, the tank-truck or tractortruck motor shall be shut down throughout such operations~:
.
(c) During the filling operation electric conducting contact shall
be maintained between the fill pipe and the tank vehicle.
(d) In every tank compartment sufficient space shall be. left
vacant to prevent leakage from, or distortion of, such tank compart-
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ment by expansion of the contents due to rise in temperature in transit.
No tank compartment shall be loaded to a volume in excess of 991;i %
of its capacity.
'
3. NO SMOKING.-Smoking by tank vehicle drivers or their
helpers is prohibited while they are driving their vehicles on the road,
while they are making deliveries, filling tank vehicles, or making any
repairs to tank vehicles.
4. PROTECTION AGAINST INTERMIXING.-(a) In the
event that a tank vehicle is used alternately for the transporting of
Class "A" and Class "B" flammable liquids, no compartment of the
tank on such vehicle which has, on the prior loading, contained Class
"A" flammable liquid shall be loaded with "Class "B" flammable, liquid
until such compartment and the piping and any accessory delivery
equipment connected thereto has been flushed or otherwise cleared of
Class "A" flammable liquid.
(b) In the event compartments of a vehicle tank are connected
to a common outlet, no compartment so connected shall contain Class
"A" flammable liquid while any other compartment of the group is
transporting Class "B" flammable liquid, unless adequate provision is
made to avoid intermixture.
(c) In the event that a tank vehicle is equipped with a meter, or
meters, for the purpose of measuring the quantity of fluid withdrawn
from a tank vehicle, no such meter shall be alternately used for the
measurement of Class "A" and Class "B" flammable liquids unless the
meter and its accessory equipment has"been flushed or otherwise cleared
of Class "A" flammable liquid prior to being used for delivery of Class
"B" flammable liquid.
(d) In the event that a tank vehi'cle is equipped with a pump
for the purpose of discharging from or loading into, the tank of such
vehicle, no such pump and its accessory equipment, including hose, shall
be alternately used for the handling of Class A and Class B liquids
unless such pump and its accessory equipment has been flushed or
otherwise cleared of Class A flammable liquid prior to being used for
delivery of Class B flammable liquid.
ARTICLE X

J'HE APPLICATION OF FLAMMABLE FINISHES
General Requirements
35-130. DEFINITION. FINISHING SHOP.-The term "finishing shop" as used in this Article, shall mean a building or part thereof
used for the application of flammable finishes by means of spraying or
dipping.
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35-131. PERMIT.-No person shall operate any finishing shop
using more than 1 gallon of material on any working day, or storing
in connection with the use thereof, more than 5 gallons of flammable
finish, without first obtaining a permit.
35-132. LOCATION.-Finishing shops in buildings of wooden
construction or in buildings used in whole or in part for human habitation or in connection with stores or located in basements, shall be
suitably cut off by fire partitions or fire walls from other portions of
the building, and shall be equipped with an approved automatic sprinkler system.
35-133, STORAGE OF FLAMMABLE FINISHES IN FINISHING SHOPS.-The storage of :5ammable finishes inside of finishing
, shops shall be restricted as follows:
(a) Not to exceed 20 gallons, with no container exceeding 1
gallon in capacity, may be stored on a substantial shelf at least 4 ,
feet above the floor and with suitable guard strips to prevent containers
from falling.
(b) Not over 50 gallons, with no container exceeding 5 gallons
capaCity may be stored in a cabinet, entirely enclosed and made of
suitably stiffened sheet iron of at least 18 U. S. guage in thickness,
and double walled with 172 inch air space or approved equivalent construction. Doors shall be of construction equivalent to the walls of the
cabinets, be provided with 3-point lock, fit closely, and be kept closed
when not in use. Door sills shall be raised at least 2 inches above the
bottom of the cabinet.
(c) Quantities in excess o:t' those given under (a) and (b) of
this section shall be kept in suitable storage and mixing rooms constructed as specified in Section 35-85.
35-134. MIXING.-(a) Mixing operations shall be carried on
only in storage rooms constructed as specified in Section 35-85, or in
special mixing rooms of approved equivalent construction; provided
that containers of a total capacity not exceeding 2 gallons may be
opened and their contents mixed in the finishing room, during such
times as the ventilating system as required by Section 35-136 is in
op~ration.

(b) Receptacles containing flammable finishes shall be kept
tightly covered.
35-135. CONTAINERS.-(a) All containers of .'flammable
finishes shall be of metal suitably constructed to 'prevent leakage;
Interstate Commerce Commission containers shall be acceptable for
storage.
(b) Containers used as part of the spraying outfit shall be of
metal, except that glass containers not exceeding 1 pint capacity, and
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containers with glass inner linings of not more than 1 gallon capacity,
if protected with a metal holder or guard permanently fixed around
the container, may be used.
35-136. VENTILATION.-(a) Unless ventilated spray booths
are used for all finishing operations, finishing rooms shall be continuously ventilated during operation. Ventilation of spray booths or
finishing shop rooms shall be such as to effect at least one complete
change of air every three minutes.
(b) Exhaust outlets in finishing shop rooms or spray booths
shall be located not over 5 feet above the floor and shall discharge
directly outside of building. Stacks and ducts shall be of substantial
construction with joints riveted and soldered or otherwise made tight.
They shall extend as directly as possible to the outside air and preferably not through other rooms, and be so arranged that the discharge
of vapor and residue therefrom shall not constitute a fire hazard.
They shall not be connected to other ventilating or collecting systems.
35-137. LIGHTING AND ELECTRICAL EQUIPMENT.Artificial lighting shall be by electricity only. All electrical wiring and
equipment in finishing shops shall be in accordance with ihe Richmond
City Electrical Code.
35-138. HOUSEKEEPING.-(a) Finishing shops shall be kept
free from all unnecessary combustible materials and refuse.
(b) Floors of finishing shops, drain boards and the interior of
spray booths shall be thoroughly cleaned at least once a day and all
fans, ducts, side walls and ceilings kept as clean as may be practicable
at all times. In cleaning, implements which will not create sparks
shall be used. Wherever practicable surfaces to be cleaned shall be
sprayed or otherwise wet down with water before cleaning. Sweepings
or deposits from spray booths or rooms, ducts or stacks shall be immediately removed from the building and disposed of so as not to
constitute a fire hazard.
(c) Metal waste cans with self-closing covers shall be provided
for all waste and rags which have come in contact with paints, varnishes, and other finishing compounds.
35-139. OPEN FLAMES AND HEATING.-No open flame
shall be permitted in storage or mixing rooms, storage cabinets, finishing shop rooms, or spray booths. For heating purposes only indirect
systems shall be used, such as steam, hot air or hot water.
35-140. GROUNDING.-All metal spray booths, dip tanks, bake
ovens, mixers; filters, pumps, motors and shafting shall be electrically
grounded in an effective manner.
35-141. FIRE EXTINGUISHING EQUIPMENT.-The Chief
shall require the installation of portable fire extinguishers or other
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fire extinguishing appliances as he shall deem necessary in finishing
shop rooms, or near storage cabinets and spray booths.
35-142. SMOKING PROHIBITED.-Smoking shall be prohibited
in any room used for the storage of flammable finishes and in any
finishing shop room; Suitable-"NO SMOKING" signs shall be prominently displayed.
35-143. SPRAYING.-(a) All spraying inside of buildings
shall be performed in a separate room or separate booth as specified
below except spraying with a portable spray gun of not inore than 1
quart capacity may be performed in well ventilated areas of the
building.
(b) If spraying is performed in a room not provided with spray
booths as herein provided, such spray room shall be separated from
the remainder of the building by partitions of fire-resistive construction equivalent to incombustible wallboard on wooden studding; or
cement or gypsum plaster on metal lath on wooden studding; or
wooden studding covered on both sides with sheet iron, and ceiling of
such room shall be smooth and of construction equivalent to that required for partitions surrounding th.e room. Doors in openings in
spray room partitions shall be equal in fire resistance to the partitions
and shall be of the self-closing type or so installed as to close automatically in case of fire.
(c) Spray booths sha11 be of metal or other non-combustible
material and of ample size to accommodate the object to be sprayed.
( d) Spray booths shall be provided with exhaust systems of
sufficient capacity to adequately remove vapors or residues. Supply
of air entering the room where the spray booths are located shall be
substantially equivalent to the exhaust capacity provided. Each
spray booth shall have an independent stack or vent to outside of
building, except that not more than 3 booths each. with less than· 6
square feet frontal area may connect to one stack. Stacks or vents
shall be properly supported and shall have at least a 6-inch clearance
where passing through wooden floors, roofs, partitions or in close
proximity to them or other combustible material.
(e) Ventilating systems in spray rooms and booths shall be kept
in continuous operation while spraying is being carried on and shall
not be stopped until all flammable vapors have been removed.
(f) Pails or receptacles shall not exceed 10 gallons cap~city for
gravity feed to spray guns and shall be kept covered with tight fitting
non-combustible covers. Only wire cables or those containing stranded
wire cores shall be used to suspend gravity-feed pails.
Pails or receptacles containing flammable finishes shall be returned to the storage cabinet or storage room at the' close of each day.
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(g) No portable lamps shall be used inside spray rooms or
booths. Lamps shall be prohibited inside spray booths and ducts and
in any location where there is possibility of the spray coming into
direct contact with the lamp or fixture.
Electric motors shall not be placed inside booths or ducts.
(h) Motor vehicles shall not be moved by their own power while
in the finishing room. Electric storage batteries shall be removed.
35-144. DIP TANKS.-Dip tanks having an area in excess of
10 square feet shall be provided with approved covers arranged to
close automatically in case of fire and also arranged so that they can
be closed manually. Smaller dip tanks shall be provided with approved covers or with asbestos blankets which can be placed over the
tanks. If dip tanks are protected by an approved automatic fire
extinguishing system employing a fire retardant chemical or gas or
water spray the covers specified above may be omitted.
35-145. JAPANNING AND ENAMELING.-Japanning and
enameling drying ovens shall not be placed in contact with wood floors
or other combustible material. Heating of ovens shall be done by
steam coils or indirect hot air circulation through oven to outside, or
indirect hot oil circulating pipes, or indirect gas burners or electricity.
Open flames or fires shall not be in communication with the compartments where goods are being treated.
ARTICLE XI
SALE AND USE OF DRY CLEANING LIQUIDS
35-146. DEFINITIONS.-(a) Dry cleaning liquids are defined
as any liquids, other than water, used for the removal of dirt, grease,
paint or other stains from wearing apparel, textiles, fabrics, furs, rugs
and similar articles.
(b) Dry cleaning liquids shall be divided into thiee classes:
1. High hazard dry cleaning liquids: Flammable liquids having
a flash point below 100 degrees Fahrenheit. Typical of this .class are
gasoline, benzene and naptha.
2. Low hazard dry cleaning liquids: Flammable liquids having
a flash point cf 100 degrees Fahrenheit or higher. Typical of this class
are stoddart ·solvent and various petroleum products classed as to fire
hazard with kerosene, paraffin oil, or between paraffin oil and kerosene.
. 3. Nonflammable dry cleaning liquids: Liquids which are
strictly nonflammable or are classed as nonflammable at ordinary temperatures. Typical of this class are carbon tetrachloride and trichlorethylene.
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(c) . Dry cleaning shall include immersion or agitation in dry
cleaning liquids, also brushing or scouring with such liquids and the
process of dyeing in a solution of dye colors in such liquids.
( d) Spotting is the local application of dry cleaning liquid, to
spots of dirt, grease, paints or stains, on wearing apparel, textiles,
fabrics, furs, rugs and similar articles.
35-147. DRY CLEANING WITH NONFLAMMABLE DRY
CLEANING LIQUIDS.---'Dry cleaning operations employing only
nonflammable dry cleaning liquids shall be subject to the requirement
for permits in Section 35-149, but shall be exempt from all other provisions of this Article.
35-148. SALE OF HIGH HAZARD DRY CLEANING LIQUIDS
RESTRICTED.-(a) No person shall sell any high hazard dry
cleaning liquid in other than sealed containers of not more than 16
fluid ounces capacity without a permit therefor.
(b) The sale for dry cleaning purposes of high hazard dry
cleaning liquids in quantities exceeding 16 fluid ounces to other than
those holding a permit for dry cleaning or holding a permit to sell and
distribute such liquid, is prohibited.
35-14.9. DRY CLEANING PERMIT.-No person shall engage in
the business of dry cleaning within the City of Richmond except
under permit of the Division.
35-150. SPOTTING.-(a) The use of high hazard liquids for
dry cleaning, other than "spotting", shall be prohibited.
(b) High hazard dry cleaning liquids shall not be used for
spotting unless kept in and applied from approved safety cans.not exceeding 1-quart capacity.
·
35-151. BUILDINGS IN WHICH DRY CLEANING IS DONE
WITH LOW HAZARD DRY CLEANING LIQUIDS ONLY.-(a)
Dry cleaning operations shall not be carried on in buildings of frame
construction or of residential occupancy. Dry cleaning operations
shall not be carried on in a building with other occupancy unless
separated therefrom by partitions without openings having a fire resistance rating of not less than one hour and by ceilings of not less
than %.-inch gypsum plaster on metal laths, provided that where all
drying is done in approved drying tumblers or where washing and
drying are accomplished in an approved closed-system, the partitions
separating such dry cleaning operations from other occupants may
have door openings therein if protected by approved self-closing fire
doors or an approved automatic sprinkler system.
(b) Rooms in which dry cleaning operations are carried on
shall not have floors below grade or with pits, wells, pockets or base-
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ments; the floors shall be of non-combustible, construction or covered
with non-combustible material. ·
35-152. DRYING ROOMS.-Rooms in which articles are hung
up to dry after cleaning shall be separated from dry cleaning rooms
by partitions having a fire resistance rating of not less than one hour
where low hazard cleaning liquids are used. Entrances. to drying
rooms shall be provided with approved, self-closing fire doors. If the
drying room is in a separate building, it shall conform in construction
and equipment to all requirements for dry cleaning buildings.
35-153. MECHANICAL VENTILATION.-(a)
In drying
rooms a mechanical system of ventilation of sufficient capacity to insure complete and continuous change of air ten times every minute
shall be installed and shall be provided with means for remote control.
(b) A mechanical system of ventilation of sufficient capacity to
insure complete and continuous change of air in dry cleaning rooms
once every three minutes shall be installed and shall be provided with
means for remote control. Where the tumblers and drying cabinets
located in a cleaning room have sufficient capacity to change the air
once each minute, no additional ventilation shall be required.
( c) The blades and spiders of all exhaust fans shall be of nonferrous material or the casing shall consist of or be lined with such
material.
( d) All mechanical systems of ventilation shall be vented safely
to the outside air.
35-154. ELECTRICAL EQUIPMENT.-In rooms where dry
cleaning is done with low hazard dry cleaning liquids all electrical
equipment within six feet of the floor shall be installed in accordance
with the City Electrical Code requirements for hazardous locations,
unless drying is done in approved drying tumblers or washing and
drying are accomplished in an approved closed system.
35-155. HEATING EQUIPMENT.-(a) Heating in dry cleaning establishments shall be by steam or hot water only. Steam and
hot water pipes and radiators for heating and drying purposes shall
be at least one inch from all woodwork and shall be protected by substantial metal screens arranged so as to prevent combustible goods or
materials from coming in contact with such pipes and radiators.
(b) Boilers in dry cleaning establishments shall be located in a
detached building or in a boiler room cut off from the dry cleaning
room by a partition having a fire resistance rating of not less than two
hours with openings protected by approved self-closing fire doors and
having sills raised at least six inches above the dry cleaning room floor.
35-156. STORAGE TANKS.-All storage tanks for dry cleaning
liquids shall be underground, installed and equipped in accordance with
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the requirements of Article 9 of this chapter, except that inside (above
ground) storage tanks may be used for low hazard dry cleaning liquids
provided the aggregate capacity of such storage tanks does not exceed
275 gallons.
35-157. HANDLING OF DRY CLEANING LIQUIDS.-(a)
The handling of dry cleaning liquids from and to the various machines
shall be through closed circuits of piping. Pumps of positive displacement type shall have a by-pass and relief valve.
(b) Gauge glasses and look boxes or windows, the. breakage of
which would permit the escape of liquids, shall J:>e of a type not readily
damaged by heat and shall be adequately protected against mechanical
injury.
(c) All piping shall be tested to a pressure of at least fifty
pounds and proven tight and adequately protected against mechanical
injury.
35-158. WASHING l\IACHINES.-(a) Each washing machine
snall be provided with an overflow pipe one size larger than the size
of the supply line to the machine. Such overflow pipe shall be connected to the shell of the washer so that the top of the overflow is
below the bottom of the bearings and shall be without shutoff valves
and shall be arranged to discharge to suitable tank.
(b) Washing machines shall be provided with doors of the outside case hinge type, arranged to be self-closing or to close auto·matically in case of fire.
(c) Button and lint traps shall be provided.
35-159. CLARIFYING EQUIPMENT.-Clarifiers, stills, . con·densers and treating tanks shall be of a type which will not expose the
liquid during all parts of the process of reclamation. Steam or hot
water only shall be used for heating. Stills and condensers shail be
liquid and gas tight and, if of other than vacuum type, provided with
safety valves discharging to the outside air.
35-160. DRYING TUMBLERS AND CABINETS.-(a) Drying tumblers and cabinets shall be vapor-tight and, unless of an approved type shall be provided with self-closing explosion hatches
having an area equal to at least 10 per cent of the total area of the
cylinders, excluding the ends. Hatches shall be arranged to open away
from the operator.
,..,
(h) Drying tumblers shall be provided with a steam jet, for
steaming during the drying process.
.
(c) Drying tumblers and cabinets shall be ventilated to the air
outside the building by means of properly constructed pipes and ducts
connected to an exhaust fan of sufficient capacity to remove all dust,
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vapors or fibres generated by the process. Such discharge pipes or
ducts shall be carried to a height of not less than six feet above the
roof. Discharge pipes or ducts shall not terminate within ten feet
measured horizontally from any door, window, or frame wall or any
adjoining or adjacent building. The fan shall be properly housed and
kept in operation while the drying t,umbler is in use.
35-161. EXTRACTORS.-"--(a) Extractor baskets shall have a
rim of non-ferrous metal and shall be well balanced.
(b) Extractors shall be provided with a drain pipe not less than
1 'h inches in diameter connected directly to storage tanks or to the
washer through an approved extractor pump with connections fitted
with proper gate valves.
(c) Brakes, if used, shall be so designed as to prevent the striking of sparks or developing excessive heat.
35-162. SCOURING, BRUSHING AND SCRUBBING.-(a)
All scouring and brushing and scrubbing operations shall be carried
on in the dry cleaning room or in a separate room conforming to all
the requirements for dry cleaning rooms.
(b) Scouring and brushing tables shall have a liquid-tight top
with a curb on all sides not less than one inch high, or provision shall
be made to have the table drain to a container of not greater than five
gallon capacity located under the table and not subject to upset. The
top of the table shall be so pitched as to insure thorough drainage to
such container. Metal tops where used shall be permanently and
effectively grounded.
(c) Scouring and brushing tables shall be so located as to insure
thorough and effective disposal of vapors through the ventilating
system.
35-163. FIRE EXTINGUISHING EQUIPMENT.-Approved
extinguishing devices of a type suitable for use on oil fires shall be
provided. These may be hand extinguishers, and, if necessary, wheeled
extinguishers, depending up?n the size of the plant.
35-164. EQUIPMENT TO BE SECURELY FASTENED AND
ELECTRICALLY G.ROUNDED.-All machinery and containers in
dry cleaning establishments shall be rigidly fastened to a substantial
foundation or to the floor, and shall be electrically grounded. The
shell of every container shall be electrically grounded and the revolving parts of machinery shall be electrically grounded through the
end of the shaft.
.
35-165. REMOVAL OF WASTE OR SLUDGE.-Waste and/or
sludge removed from dry cleaning equipment shall be placed only in incombustible containers with tightly fitting lids. Such containers shall
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be immediately removed from the building and stored in the open in
such a manner. that buildings or other property may not be exposed
thereby. Such accumulation of waste material shall not remain on
the premises for a period in excess of 24 hours after removal :from
the dry cleaning equipment, and disposed of in a manner approved by
the Division.
ARTICLE XII
35-166. PREVENTION OF DUST EXPLOSIONS.-No person
shall engage without a permit in the business of operating any grain
elevator, flour, starch or feed mill or plant or a plant to pulverize cocoa,
sugar, spices, coal or other materials producing flammable dusts.
No such permit shall be issi.:ed unless:
(a) Elevator legs, .spouts, hoppers and other conveyors in such
elevator, mill or plant are dust tight, and
(b) An approved dust removal system is maintained, and
(c) Any portion of such elevator, mill or plant containing dusty
atmospheres is free of open flame or spark producing equip-.
ment, and ·
(d) Grinding or pulverizing machines, if any, are maintained
ahead of pneumatic or magnetic separators, and
(e) Adequate grounding is provided for machinery and grinding, drying, pulverizing and conveying systems.
ARTICLE XIII
HAZARDOUS CHEMICALS
35-167. DEFINITION.-Hazardous chemicals are defined to be
chemicals or chemical compounds of a corrosive or poisonous nature
or which materially increases the fire hazard of the buildings in which
they are stored, handled or sold.
35-168. PERMIT REQUIRED.-A permit shall be required for
the storage, handling and sale of chemicals and chemical compounds
in excess of one standard Interstate Commerce Commission container·
where such chemicals or compounds are of a corrosive or poisonous
nature, or which materially increases the fire hazard. Where kept in
containers or packages usual to the retail trade, no general restrictions
shall apply other than shelving shall be substantial and storage shall
be neat and orderly.
35-169. STORAGE SHALL BE IN DRY PLACES._::Storage of
hazardous chemicals of an oxidizing nature, such as nitrates, nitrites
and chlorates, in warehouses, factories and wholesale stores shall be 'in
dry places and the Chief may require a separate room or· building
when the quantity constitutes a material hazard.
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35-170. BULK S.TORAGE OUTSIDE OF BUILDING.-Bulk
storage or storage of two or more carboys of acid shall be outside in a
yard or an enclosure, or properly protected on the roof of the building,
or in a special room provided with an approved container for the
character of acid in case of breakage or leak.
35-171. SEPARATION OF CHEMICALS.-The Chief may require the separation or isolation of any chemical of a· nature which in
combination with other chemicals or with organic matter, may bring
about a fire o:i: explosion or may liberate a hazardous or poisonous gas.
35-172. CONTAINERS.-No container for hazardous chemicals
which permits spillage or leakage shall be used and no hazardous
chemicals outside of containers shall be allowed to accumulate on
floors or shelves.
ARTICLE XIV

COMBUSTIBLE .FIBRES
35-173. DEFINITION.-The term "combustible fibres" shall
include, but is not limited to; cotton, sisal, henequin, ixtle, jute, (but
not jute bagging or burlap bagging), hemp, tow, cocoa fibre, oakum,
waste paper, kapok, hay, straw, Spanish moss and excelsior.
35-174. STORAGE.-No person shall store or keep in any building or premises without a permit any combustible fibres in excess of
one ton. No permit shall be issued for such storage in any building or
premises:
(a) Located within fifty feet of the nearest wall of a building
occupied as a school, hospital, theatre, or place of public amusement
or assembly;
(b) Occupied as a dwelling;
(c) Where flammable liquids are stored, used or kept for sale;
(d) Where dry goods or other flammable materials are manufactured, stored or kept for sale, except where combustible fibres so
kept enter into the manufacture of such articles or materials;
(e) Where any e~plosives are stored or kept;
(f) In no case shall a permit be issued for such storage unless·
the portion of said building or premises where such combustible fibres .
are kept is equipped with an approved automatic fire extinguishing
system.
35-175. IN MANUFACTURING PLA:N"TS.-Quantities exceeding 100 ~ubic feet of loose combustible fibres, but not exceeding 500
cubic feet, used in the process of manufacturing articles or materials,
may be stored in rooms or compartments having floors, walls and
ceiling constructed of material possessing sufficient fire resistance to
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withstand a standard one-hour fire test. Openings into such rooms or
compartments shall be cut off in an approved manner from other parts
of the building. Where the storage exceeds this specification, the
provisions of Section 35-174 shall apply.
·workrooms in which ten or more persons are engaged in processes
employing the use of combustible fibres in upholstering or similar
operations, or where such materials enter into the manufacture of
niatt;esses or similar articles, shall be protected by an automatic fire
extinguishing system approved by the Division.
35-176. STORAGE WHEN WET.-Fibres liable to swell wheq
wet shall be piled with care to insure stability under fire conditions,
and shall be so stored as to allow for expansion in any direction ·without endangering walls, ceilings or columns, and so as to provide reasonable access for Fire Department use.
ARTICLE XV
GARAGES
35-177. DEFINITION.-An automobile garage for the purpose
of this article is defined as any building or part thereof where one or
more automobiles or other self-propelling vehicles, not including motorcycles, are kept for storage, manufacture, repair, exhibition, demonstration, sale, rental, hire, painting, adjustment or equipment.
35-178. PERMIT REQUIRED.-No person shall use any building, shed or enclosure for the purpose of servicing or repairing any
motor vehicle therein, nor use any room or space having a floor area
exceeding 1,200 square feet in any building, shed or enclosure for
storing, housing or keeping any motor vehicles containing flammable
liquid in the fuel tanks thereof, without a permit from the Division.
A garage exceeding 50 cars storage capacity on any one floor and
with unprotected steel or wooden roof supports or wooden floor supports, shall be protected by an approved automatic sprinkler system.
35-179. REP AIR WORK.-Welding and other processes involv-.
ing direct application of flame shall not be conducted in any garage in
the presence of combustible material unless such material is adequately shielded from sparks, molten metal, or exposure to excessive
heat, and portable extinguishing equipment is provided nearby. No
repairs of any kind to motor vehicles shall be made in any basement
or sub-basement garage.
..
35-180. CLEANING WITH FLAMMABLE LIQUIDS.-No
flammable liquid with a flash point below 100 degrees F. shall be
used in any garage for washing parts or removing grease or dirt,
unless in a machine approved for the purpose, or in a separate room
enclosed by walls having a fire resistance rating of not less than two
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hours, with openings therein protected by approved fire doors or fire
windows, all.d with no opening from such room to any upper or lower
story.
. 35·:181. HANDLING OF GASOLINE AND OILS.-The reservoirs of motor vehicles shall be filled directly through•hcise from pumps
attached to approved portable tanks or containers or drawing from
underground storage tanks. No transfer of gasoline in any garage
shall be made in any open container.
There shall be no facilities for gasoline handling in any basement
or sub-basement garage and no such filling or handling operations
shall be carried on therein.
No person shall discharge any oil or other inflammable liquids into
any sewer in the City of Richmond, nor shall any person pour any oil
or other flammable liquids upon any street or alley drained by the
sewage system of the City of Richmond.
It shall be the duty of every person having any waste oil or other
flammable liquids to provide adequate approved metal containers in
some convenient and safe location outside of the building upon the
premises and to keep therein all waste ·oil. Such containers and the
location in which they are kept shall be approved by the Chief.
It shall be the duty of every person having waste oil to remove
or cause to be removed from his premises all such waste oil at reasonable intervals_ and to make safe and proper disposition of the same.
Such waste oil shall be considered as having been properly disposed of
when delivered to some refinery or other place properly equipped to
handle it safely or when disposed of in such other manner as may be
approved by the Division.
It shall be unlawful for any person owning or operating a garage,
automobile repair shop or automobile service station to maintain or
permit to be maintained upon such property any oil drain pit connected to a City sewer, except through an approved oil interceptor.
ARTICLE XVII
FIRE EXITS
35-182. FIRE EXITS.-(1) No person shall at any time place
an encumbrance of any kind whatsoever before or upon any stairway,
fire escape, balcony or ladder intended as a means of escape from fire.
It shall be the duty of every member of the police and fire Bureaus
who shall discover any fire escapes encumbered in any manner to
forthwith report the same to the Division and the said Division shall
immediately notify the owner or owners, their agent or agents, tenant
or tenants, to remove such encumbrance and such encumbrance shall
thereupon be immediately removed.
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(2) .· It shall be unlawful for any person to place, store-er keep,
or permit to be. placed, stored or kept under or at the bottom of any
stairway, inside or outside, elevator or other shaft in any building, any
combustible or flammable material, fluids or compounds, nor shall any
such combustible or flammable material be placed or stored or kept in
any place ·where ignition or burning would obstruct or render hazardous egress from a building.
(3) No obstructions shall be permitted in hallways affording
access to means of egress.
(4) In places where provision is made for 50 or more people to
congregate .or assemble for religious, recreational, educational, political, social or amusement purooses or for the consumption of food or
drink, all doors, aisles and passageways within and leading into or
out of such places shall be kept free from easels, signs, standards,
carnpstools, chairs, sofas, benches and any other article and persons
standing or sitting that might obstruct or delay exit from the premises.
Clear passage from all exits and on adjacent sidewalks must at all
times be maintained. · No aisle, passageway or stairway in any store
shall be obstructed with tables, show cases, or other obstructions
during hours said store is open to the public.

ARTICLE XVIII
FIRE EXTINGUISHING EQUIPMENT
35-183. BASEMENTS, CELLARS AND SUB-CELLARS TO
HAVE WATER PIPE SYSTEI\1 OF AUTOMATIC SPRINKLERS.Unless otherwise provided in this chapter, all basements, cellars and
sub-cellars exceeding 2,000 square feet in area used for the storage,
sale, limnufacture or handling of rags, paper or junk; furniture, dry
goods, toys and other articles containing quantities of excelsior, moss,
paper and like materials; articles, the manufacture of which involves
the use of highly combustible materials; chemicals, acids or flammable
liquids shall be. equipped with an approved water pipe system or ·
automatic sprinklers adequately supplied from city water mains or
other suitable source of supply located outside the building and readily
accessible to the Bureau of Fire connections. Such a system may be
omitted if in the opinion of the Chief the fire hazard is not severe,
provided that such places shall be equipped with an approved dzy
sprinkler system with a readily accessible Bureau of Fire connection
located outside the building, or with suitable cellar flooding holes
properly distributed in the first floor o:f the building and provided
further, that all such places shall be equipped with an approved automatic heat-actuated alarm system connected to an outside gong or to
the central station of a supervising company.
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85-184. MERCANTILE, MANUFACTURING ESTABLISH-·
MENTS, SCHOOLS, HOSPITALS, HOTELS, ETC.-The Division
shall survey each mercantile and manufacturing establishment, each
school, each place of assembly, each hospital or place of detention, and
each hotel, apartment house or tenement building and shall designate
suitable fire extinguishing appliances in or near boiler rooms, kitchens
of restaurants, clubs and like establishments, rooms where considerable
combustible materials is stored or in which manufacturing processes
involving fire hazard are employed, garage sections, and other places
where hazard of fire is present. Such appliances may consist of
automatic alarm systems, automatic sprinklers, standpipe and hose,
fixed, wheeled or portable chemical extinguishers of a type suitable
for the probable class of fire, or suitable asbestos blankets, manual or
automatic covers or the introduction of an inert gas. Where fire
hazard is unusually great, appliances of more than one type or special
fire extinguishing systems may be required.
35-185. EXTINGUISHING SYSTEMS MUST BE OPERATED
AT ALL TIMES.-All sprinkler systems, standpipe systems, alarm
systems and any other protective or extinguishing systems shall be
maintained in operative. condition at all times, and it shall be unlawful for any owner or occupant to reduce the effectiveness of the protection furnished; provided the owner or occupant may temporarily
reduce or discontinue the protection where necessary to make repairs,
alterations or additions. The Chief shall be notified before such repairs, alterations or additions are started.
35-186. SPRINKLER APPLIANCES.-(a) The main valve
to sprinkler systems shall be opened and sealed, and the Division shall
be notified in writing by the owner, agen~ or occupant if for any reason
it becomes necessary to close the main valve.
(b) A clearance of not less than 18 inches below the level of any
sprinkler head shall be maintained for the storage, packing or placing
of merchandise or other materials; provided, however, where a fire
hazard is unusually great, the Chief may require the clearance to be
increased but in no case to more than 3 feet.
(c) Sprinkler heads shall be maintained in good order, be kept
clean and free from corrosion, not painted or whitewashed, and not
bent or damaged. All hangars shall be kept in good repair. Broken
hangers shall be replaced promptly.
35-187. FIRE DOORS.-(a) All fire doors shall be equipped
With approved self-closing devices and shall 'be maintained in good
'Working condition at all times.
(b) No obstruction shall be permitted in fire doorways, nor shall
their free operation be impaired in any manner.
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85-188. FAILURE TO INSTALL-VIOLATION OF CHAPTER.-Failure to install or provide the equipment ordered by the
Division and to maintain it in operative condition at all times, shall
be considered a violation punishable as indicated hereinafter in this
chapter. Repeated disregard of such orders shall constitute sufficient
basis for the revoking of any permit issued pursuant to this chapter.
ARTICLE XIX
AUTOMOBILE TIRE, RETREADING OR REBUILDI·NG SHOPS
35-189.-(a) No person shall operate any tire retreading or rebuilding shop without first obtaining a permit from the Division.
(b) Tire retreading or rebuilding shops shall have floor openings,
such as stair and elevator shafts, enclos~d in an approved manner.
( c) Buffing machines used in tire retreading or rebuilding shops
shall be located in a separate room used for no other purpose. Each
s~ch machine shall be connected to an approved dust collecting system
discharging to an approved container which shall be cleaned at frequent intervals to prevent spontaneous ignition.
( d) Each room in tire retreading or rebuilding shops where
rubber cement is used or mixed, or flammable solvents are applied,
shall be provided with an approved system of mechanical or natural
ventilation.
(e) Tire retreading or rebuilding shops in buildings used in
part for human habitation shall be equipped with an approved automatic sprinkler system. Where such shops are located in buildings
otherwise occupied, the tire retreading or rebuilding shops shall be
cut off by fire partitions.
ARTICLE XX
JUNK AND MOTOR VEHICLE WRECKING YARDS
§ 35-190.-(a) No person shall operate or maintain without a
permit an automobile wrecking yard or jurik yard and no such yard
shall be so located as to constitute a serious fire h3zzard to the·adjoining
or adjacent properties.
(b) · No person, except a junk dealer and an operator of a motor
vehicle wrecking yard, shall burn a motor vehicle or any ~part thereof
for ·wrecking or for salvaging purposes. A junk dealer and an operator
of a motor vehicle wrecking yard may bu~ motor vehicles upon the
following conditions: ·
1. That no more than one motor vehicle shall be burned at one
time;
2. That all rubber tires shall be removed from each motor vehicle
before burning is undertaken;
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3. .That no motor vehicle shall be burned at any place within
thirty feet of any inflammable material; and
4.. That the burning of each motor vehicle shall be under constant
supervision and shall be conducted in such manner as not to pollute
the air in violation of any law or ordinance.
(c) A junk dealer and an operator of a motor vehicle wrecking
yard. may burn insulation from wire only for salvage purposes upon
the.condition that the burning of the insulation shall be under constant
supervision and shall be conducted in such manner as not to pollute the
air in violation of any law or ordinance.
(d) At junk yards where large quantities of waste, paper, rags,
and other combustible materials are handled or stored, such handling
and storing shall not be carried on in a building of frame construction
and the building shall be located outside of congested areas unless the
entire building is equipped with an approved automatic sprinkler
system. In no case shall the height of the building be over one story
unless the building is of fireproof construction with vertical openings
properly enclosed and window. openings shall be protected by metal
frames and sash glazed with wire glass, or screened to prevent the
entrance of sparks. Buildings shall be provided with skylights if
required by the Chief to provide adequate ventilation in case of fire.
Picking rooms shall b.e separated from storage rooms by a fire partition
and each communicating opening to such rooms shall be provided with
an approved self-closing fire door. All reasonable safeguards shall be
taken to prevent the accumulation of dust or trash.
ARTICLE XXI
WOODWORKING PLANTS AND LUMBER YARDS
35-191.-(a) Every person operating a sawmill, planing mill or
other woodworking plant shall first obtain a permit from the Chief.
Sawmills, planing mill~ and other woodworking plants shall be
equipped with refuse removal systems which will satisfactorily collect
and remove sawdust and shavings as produced; or sui~able metal or
metal.Jined bins, provided with normally closed covers or automatically
closing covers, shall be installed at or near such machines, and shavings
and sawdust shall be swept up and deposited in such bins at sufficiently
frequent intervals as to keep the premises clean, or other means pro-vided to reasonably insure that the premises will be kept clean of such
refui;e.
(b) The burning of shavings, sawdust and other refuse material
shall be permitted only under boilers, in furnaces. or in approv~d incinerators or refuse burners; provided that such refuse materials may
be burned in the open if properly safeguarded and a permit therefor
has been obtained from the Division. All stacks in connection with
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such refuse burning equipment shall be equipped with approved spark
arrestors. A masonry or concrete storage bin with raised sill shall be
provided at boilers or other points where shavings, sawdust and other
refuse materials are used as fuel.
(c) In sawmills, planning mills and other woodworking plants,
whether or not equipped with an approved system of automatic
sprinklers, fire extinguishing equipment of either chemical extinguishers or small fire hose supplied from an adequate water system shall be
provided near machines producing shavings or sawdust:
(d) That .a permit shall be obtained from the division for any
storage of lumber in the open jf such storage is in excess of 100
thousand board feet.
(e) No pile of lumber other than lumber the minimum dimensions
of which are at least six inches, shall be higher than 17 feet above
foundation, wider than 20 f Pet or longer than 20 .feet. Excention will
·be made, however, to provide for pieces of lumber the whole length of
which exceeds 20 feet. These pieces may be piled together in separate
piles as the sizes and lengths require. Such storage shall be so arranged as to permit reasonable access between rows of piles for Fire
Bureau use.
( f) Lumber storage yards shall be kept free of dry grass and
weeds and other refuse.
ARTICLE XXII
SAFETY TO LIFE IN TENTS WHEN USED FOR
ASSEMBLY AND OTHER PURPOSES, INCLUDING
CARNIVALS AND CIRCUSES
35-192. APPLICATION.-No tent exceeding 120 square feet in
area shall be erected, maintained, operated or used except under a
permit from the Chief. Such permit 'shall not be issued for a period
exceeding 30 days and shall be revocable for cause. Application shall
be made in form prescribed by the Chief, who may require plans
drawn to scale, showing exits,. aisles and seating arrangements and
details of structural support of tent, seats and platforms.
35-193. J;,OCATION, CONSTRUCTION AND MATERIAL.Tents exceeding 120 square feet in area shall not be erected within the
fire limits of the City of Richmond as defined in Article 3, Section 25
of the B,uilding Colle of the City of Richmond or within 20 feet of any
other structure or building. Such tents shall be constructed and
erected to withstand a wind pressure of at least 10 pounds per square
foot.
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Canvas, curtains, cloth, rope; nett1ng and -decorative- mater1a1 m
such tents shall be rendered flameproof, provided that flameproofing
will not be required where tents are open on one side and have standing
capacity only for not more than 20 people. A test for flameproofing
. shall be made of the tent by the Chief prior to each erection and on the
decorative ana other materials before they are attached to or placed
therein. In lieu of such tests, the Chief may accept a certificate from
the manufacturer that the material has beeµ tested by a recognized
laboratory, and found to be permanently flameproofed, and provided
the material has proper identification markings, is not more than three
years old, and has not been waterproofed subsequently by a process
which increases its flammability. Where tents are usec,l as places of
assembly with a capacity of 200 or more persons, the seats, chairs
jacks and other appurtenances, if of wood, must be adequately treated
to. reduce the fire hazard by application of a surface treatment or by
impregnation.
No tier of seats in such tents shall rise to a height exceeding 12
feet, and tents in which persons sleep, and mess tents, shall not be used
for any exhibition purpose.
35-194. EXITS, AISLES AND SEATS.-A minimum of two
exits shall be provided where a tent is used as a place of assembly with
a capacity of 100 or more persons, in any tent where 10 or more persons
sleep and in any tent involving conditions hazardous to life.
When tents are used as a place of assembly with a capacity in
excess of 500 people, each exit shall be not less than 9 feet wide, and
the number of exits in addition to the minimum requirement prescribed
above shall be based upon the ratio of one exit to each 500 persons or
major fraction thereof which the tent is designed to seat or hold. Such
exits shall be placed not over 75 feet apart and exitways serving such
exits shall be not less than 9 feet in clear width.
Aisles not less than 44 inches in width shall be provided so that
there are not more than 10 seats between any seat and an aisle. Where
individual seats are not provided, a distance of 18 inches along any
bench or platform shall constitute one seat in computing required
aisles and exits. Every aisle shall lead directly to an exi'tway, or to a
cross aisle running parallel with the seat rows and leading to an exitway. Such cross aisles shall not be less in width than'. the combined
width of aisles that they connect. In tents having a capacity of 1,000
or more perscns, facilities shall be provided for admitting persons into
the tent on opposite sides or ends thereof convenient to their seating
locations.
, Aisles and exihvays shall be used only 'for passage to and from
seats and for vendors carrying their wares. No poles or ropes shall
be permitted in aisles and exitways; All aisles, exitways and exits
shall be kept unobstructed at all times and so maintained as not to
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make egress hazardous. The area for a distance of 20 feet beyond
any exit shall be kept free _and clear a~d readily passable.
Where two or more tents adjoin, with an opening between, at
least one exit to the outside shall be provided at the point of juncture.
35-195. MARKING AND LIGHTING OF EXITS.-All required
exits shall be plainly marked so as to be readily distinguished. Required exitways and the immediate areas outside the exits shall also be
kept adequately lighted.
35-196. NO SMOKING.-Signs prohibiting smoking shall be
prominently displayed at all entrances and at other locations within
any tent used as a place of assembly, so that they may be clearly
visible to all occupants. Frequent announcement regarding such prohibition shall be made over a public address system if available. Suitable non-combustion containers shall be provided at all entrances for
the disposition of cigar or cigarette buts and pipe dottle, and a uniformed attendant shall be stationed at such locations to advise patrons
of the no-smoking regulations.
35-197. MOTION PICTURES.-No motion picture film of the
nitro-celloluse type shall be used, stored, or exhibited within a tent..
Motion picture film when used within a tent, shall be restricted to nonflammable film.
35-198. AUTOMOBILES, TRUCKS, TRACTORS, LIGHTING
EQUIPMENT AND OTHER EQUIPMENT USING GASOLINE.Automobiles, trucks, tractors, lighting equipment and other equipment
using gasoline used in connection with or inside any tent shall be filled
from approved safety cans or by a hose from approved fixed pumps or
from approved wheeled tanks with pumps or by pumps from a standard fuel tank wagon located not closer than 25 feet to any tent.
35-199. INSPECTION AND FIRE APPLIANCES.-The Chief
of the Division shall inspect or cause to be inspected each tent for
which a permit has been granted after it is,erected, and if it is to be
used as a place of assembly, before it is" used as such. He shall require the installation of such fire extinguishing appliances as he may
deerr. necessary and designate their location, taking into consideration
the nature of the fire hazard in each tent. Such fire extinguishing appliances may consist of water tanks, pumps, hose,. water buckets, extinguishers and fireproof blankets.
All fire extinguishing appliances shall be kept in good working
condition and may be inspected and tested prior to the occupancy of
the tent.'
·
The person to whom a permit has been granted shall train sufficient responsible employees in the use of fire extinguishing equipment so that such equipment can be quickly put to use. The Chief
may require such employees to demonstrate their competence.
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85-200. INSPECTION AND. SUPERVISION BY BUREAU OF
· FIRE.-Uniformed firemen and ·policemen whether in uniform or not
who may have been detailed to inspect circuses, carnivals, or other exhibitions where large crowds assemble shal1 be admitted to such
premises without charge.
ARTICLE XXIII .
SMOKING PROHIBITED
35-201. DEFINITION OF "SMOKE".-For the purpose of this
Article the term "smoke" shall mean to smoke or carry a lighted cigar,
cigarette, pipe or use any match, spark, flame or fire producing device
to light a cigar, cigarette or pipe.
35-202. UNLAWFUL TO ~'NOKE IN ESTABLISHMENT EMPLOYING LESS THAN 25 PERSONS.'-It shall be unlawful for any
person to smoke in any establishment in which less than 25 persons
are employed and goods, wares and merchandise largely of a combustible or flammable nature are displayed on coi;inters for sale at retail; provided, any person may smoke in parts of such establishments
set apart for the purpose of smoking and used as rest rooms, beauty
shops, barber shops, management or executive offices or where food or
beverages are served for consumption on the premises.
35-203. UNLAWFUL TO SMOKE IN ESTABLISHMENT EMPLOYING MORE THAN 25 PERSONS.-It shall be unlawful for any
person to smoke i~ any other establishment in which 25 or more persons are employed and goods, wares and merchandise are displayed
for sale; provided, any person may smoke in such establishments when
the goods, wares and merchandise are largely of an incombustible or
non-flammable nature, or when the same are kept in display or show
cases ·and any person may smoke in parts of such establishments set
apart for the purpose of smoking or used as rest rooms, beauty shops,.
barber shops, management or executive offices or where food or beverages are served for consumption on the premises.
85-204. SMOKING PROHIBITED IN UNUSUALLY DANGEROUS PLACES.-The Chief is hereby empo~ered and authorized
to inspect all piers, wharves, warehouses, industrial establishments or
other buildings, structures or places of public assembly or open spaces
in which combustible or flammable materials are handled, stored, manufactured, sold or used as decorations and where such inspection discloses that an unusually dangerous fire hazard exists unless smoking
in such places is prohibit~d, he shall notify the owner or occupant in
writing that thereafter smoking shall be prohibited.
35-205. NO SMOKING SIGNS.-Whenever smoking is made unlawful _by the provisions of this Article the owner or. occupant of the
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establishment shall cause to be placed such signs and placardS
throughout such establishment or the places therein where smoking
is made unlawful as shall be approved by the Chief containing the
words "Smoking Prohibited by Law" which shall be so placed as to be
clearly visible to persons in such establishments or places.
35-206. UNLAWFUL TO SMOKE AFTER POSTING ·oF
SIGNS.-It shall be unlawful for any person to smoke in any establishment or place after the posting of signs or placards as required
by Section 35-205.
ARTICLE XXIV
BOWLING ALLEYS
35-207.-BOWLING ALLEYS.-(a) The chief shall be notified
when bowling alleys are to be resurfaced. All sanding of such alleys
shall be done by approved machines ·discharging into water. Du;ring
that portion of resurfacing operations involving the application of
flammable finishes, and for one hour thereafter:
(b) All motorized or other equipment in the area which might
be a source of ignition shall be disconnected and all smoking and
open flames prohibited:
(c) Proper ventilation shall be provide"d, but heating ventilating
or cooling systems employing recirculation of air shall not be operated;
and .
(d) In the event that sanding is not done by approved machines
discharging into water, resurfacing operations shall not be carried on
while the establishment is open for business, and the safeguards shall
be maintained as referred to in (a) and (b) above.
(e) A special room meeting the requirements of Section 35-85
shall be provided for pin refinishing in bowling alley establishments
and the room shall not be located in bowling alley establishments and
the room shall not be located below grade. Storage of :flammable
liquids in such rooms shall not exceed 60 gallons in original unopened
metal containers or in approved safety containers not excee"ding 5
gallons individual capacity. A metal waste can with self-closing cover
shall be provided for all waste materials and rags, and such contents
shall be removed daily. Smoking shall be prohibited at all times in
refinishing rooms.
ARTICLE XXV

MISCELLANEOUS
§ 35-208. Kindling or Maintaining Fires.-No person shall kindle
or maintain any fire or authorize any such fire to be Kindled or maintained ori or in any street, alley, road, land or public grounds of
upon any private lot, unless a written permit so to do shall first have
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been secured from the Chief except as otherwise provided in article
XX of this ehapter. This shall not prohibit the burning of trash and
rubbish on private lots [or] of residences, provided such trash or
rubbish is burned within a safely constructed enclosure made of wire
mesh or similar safety device, and not within 15' of any flammable
article or material.
2. This ordinance shall be in force and effect.November 10, 1953.
35-209. DEPOSIT OF ASHES, ETc•..:.:..:r:.fo person shall deposit
smouldering coal or embers, greasy or oily substances or any
articles or materials liable to create spontaneous i~ition ·within ten
feet of any wooden or plastered wall, partition, fence, floor, sidewalk,
lumber, hay, shavings, rubbish or other combustible materials, except
in metallic or other non-combustible receptacles. Such receptacles, unless resting on a non-combustible floor or on the ground outside the
building, must be placed on noncombustible stands, and in every case
must be kept at least two feet away from any combustible article or
material.
'~~_,.,~
ash~s,

35-210. ACCUMULATION OF WASTE P.APER, HAY, GRASS,
RUBBISH, ETC.-No person shall permit to remain upon any roof
or in any court, yard, vacant lot or open space, any accumulation of
waste paper, hay, grass, straw, weeds, litter or combustible or flammable waste or rubbish of any kind, unless in proper receptacles. All
weeds, grass, vines, or other growth, when. same endangers property,
and is liable to be fired, shall be cut down and removed by the owner
or occupant of the property whereon the endangering condition exists.
35-211. REMOVAL OF COMBUSTIBLE MATERIALS FROM
BUILDINGS.-No person making, using, storing or having charge or
control of any shavings, excelsior, rubbish, sacks, bags, litter, hay,
straw, or comiJustible trash, waste or fragments shall fail, neglect or
refuse at the close of each day to cause all such material which is not
compactly baled and stacked in an orderly manner to be removed from
the building or stored in approved vaults or in metal or metal lined
covered receptacles or bins. The Chief shall require suitable baling
presses to be installed in stores, office buildings, apartment buildings,
factories and similar places where accumulations of paper and waste
materials are not removed at least every second day. This section
shall not apply to buildings wherein such materials are used in manufacturing processes nor to buildings used solely for the accumulation
or storage of such materials.
35-212. STORAGE OF PACKING CASES, BOXES, BARRELS,
ETC.-Empty packing cases, boxes, barrels or other similar combustible containers shall not be stored in any building or structure
without a permit, provided, however, that no permit shall be required
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for the storage within a manufacturing or other establishment of
sufficient packing cases, boxes, barrels, or other similar containers to
properly carry on its operations, but'such storage shall be orderly and
not so located as to impede or obstruct exit from the building. Storage
of packing cases, boxes, barrels, or other similar combustible containers outside of building or structures shall not be more than twenty
feet in height, and shall be so located, with respect to buildings, as not
to constitute a fire hazard. All such storage· shall be in a compact
and orderly manner.
35-213. FLAMMABLE MATERIALS NOT TO BE USED FOR
DECORATION PURPOSES.-Cotton batting, straw, dry vines, leaves,
trees, celluloid or other highly flammable materials shall not be used
for decoration purposes ju show windows or stores without a permit,
provided, however, that nothing in this section shall be held to prohibit the display of saleabie goods permitted and offered for sale in
the· store. Electric light bulbs in stores or public halls, or elsewhere,
shall not be decorated with paper or other combustible materials unless such materials shall first have been rendered flameproof.
35-214. FLAMEPROOFING 1\fATERIALS IN PLACES OF
PUBLIC ASSEMBLY.-In places of public assembly all combustible
decorative materials including curtains, acousticai materials, streamers, cloth, cotton batting, straw, vines, leaves and moss, but not including floor coverings, shall be rendered flameproof and samples of
such flamepr..oofed material shall be furnished to the Chief for such
tests as he may deem necessary; provided flameproofing shall not be
required of materials not exceeding one sixteenth inch in thickness
applied directly to and adhering to noncombustible base. Such flame
proofing shall be certified by a laboratory of recognized standing as
being of a permanent nature, or shall be renewed as frequently as may
be necessary to maintain its flameproofing qualities. In the event the
owner and the Chief do not agree as to the necessity of renewing the
flameproofing treatment, the owner shall furnish a certificate from a
recognized testing laboratory as to the flame-proofing qualities as of
the current date and if required, furnish samples of the material to the
Division for testing. In places of public assembly trees used for
decorative purposes such as Christmas trees, shall be so installed and
maintained as not to create a hazard to life or property and such
trees shall not be installed without a permit from the Chief.
35-215. NO OPEN FLAME WHERE COMBUSTIBLE MATERIAL IS KEPT, ETC.-No person shall take into or use an open
flame in any building, barn, vessel, boat or any other place where
highly flammable, combustible or explosive material is kept.
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35-216•. CHIMNEYS, ·,··SMOKESTACKS, FIRE BOXES.All chimneys, smoke!1-tariks' or similar devices. for· conveying smolce
or hot gases to the outer air and the stoves, furnaces, fire boxes or
boilers to which they are connected shall be constructed, located and
maintained _in such a manner as not to endanger life and property, and
in accordance with the Building Code.
35-217. LIGHTING SYSTEM WHERE COMBUSTIBLE MATERIALS ARE STORED.-No artificial lighting system other than
electricitY shall be used, in any warehouse where rags, excelsior, hair
or other· flammable or .combustible materials are stor~d; nor in any
shop or factory used for the manufacture, repair or renovating of
mattresses or bedding; nor in any establishment for the upholstery
of furniture. ·
35-218. TRAPDOORS AND SHAFTWAYS.-All trapdoors, except those which are automatic in their operation, in factory buildings or buildings used for storage shall be closed at the completion of
the business of each day. Every outside window in a building used
for manufacturing purposes or for storage which opens directly on
any hoistway or other vertical means of communication between two
or more floors in such building, shall be plainly marked with the word
"Shaftway" in red letters at least six inches high on a white background, such warning sign to be so placed as to be easily discernible
from the outside of the building. Every door or window opening on
such shaftway from the interior of the building, unless the construction of the partition surrounding the shaftway is of such distinctive
nature as to make its purpose evident at a glance, shall be similarly
marked with the warning word "Shaftway" so placed as to be easily
visible to any one approaching the shaftway from the interior of the
building.
35-219. FUMIGATION.-No person ~hall conduct the business
of fumigation without a permit. The Chief shall be notified in writing
when any building or structure is to be closed in connection with the
use of any toxic or flammable fumigant, and the person obtaining
such permit or his representative shall be, on duty throughout the
Period that entrance to such building or structure would be hazardous.
All persons obtaining such permit shall maintain and have available
approved self-contained or forced air breathing apparatus. No fumigation room, vault or chamber using a toxic or flammable fumigant
shall be maintained without a .permit from the Chief, issued only after
an inspection and approval of the.apparatus, materials and method of
operation.
35-220. COMPRESSED GASES.-The Chief may require the
separation or isolation of any non-flammable compressed gases which
in· combination with other chemical o~ organic matter may cause a
fire, explosion_ or liberate a'hazardous or poisonous-gas; or may re-
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quire a permit ·for the storage, use, sale or transportation of nonflammable gases. All such gases shall be transported only in containers, not exceeding 30 gallons water capacity, which have been approved by the Interstate Commerce Commission.
35-221. TOY BALLOONS NOT TO BE INFLATED WITH
HYDROGEN.-No person shall inflate toy balloons with hydrogen
or sell or use toy balloons so inflated.
35-222. PERMIT REQUIRED TO HANDLE FLAMMABLE
MATERIAL.-The keeping, storage, use, manufacture, saie, handling,
transportation or other disposition of highly flammable, combustible or
explosive materials without a permit in writing from the Chief is
hereby prohibited, unless otherwise specifically provided for in this
chapter.
ARTICLE XXVI
PENALTIES FOR VIOLATION
35-223. PENALTIES FOR VIOLATION.-Any person who
violates arr- of the provisions of this chapter or who shall violate or
fail to comply with any order or regulation made pursuant thereto or
who shall build except in accordance with plans or specifications submitted and approved pursuant to this chapter or who fails to abide
by the terms and conditions of any permit issued under this chapter
shall upon conviction thereof be subject to a fine of not more than
$1,000.00 or imprisonment in jail not exceeding twelve months, either
or both, each violation and each day's continuance thereof shall constitute a separate offense.
35-224. CONFLICTING ORDINANCES REPEALED.-All
ordinances and parts of ordinances in conflict with the provisions of
this chapter be and the same are hereby repealeq.
ARTICLE XXVII
SEVERABILITY PROVISIONS
35-225. CONSTITUTIONALITY.-If any part or parts, section,
sub-section, sentence, clause or phrase of this chapter is for any reason
declared unconstitutional or otherwise invalid, such decision shall not
affect the validity of the remaining porti.ons of this chapter, which
shall remain standing as if this chapter had been passed with the
unconstitutional or invalid part or parts, section, sub-section, sentence,
clause or phrase thereof eliminated; and the Council of the City of
Richmond hereby declares that it would have passed this chapter if
such unconstitutional or invalid part or parts, section, sub-section,
sentence, clause. or phrase had not been included therein.
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